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ABOUT
THIS
REPORT

Bauba Resources Limited (Bauba, the group or the company) is pleased to present its integrated
annual report. This is our principal communication with all stakeholders which is published amid
the COVID-19 pandemic and details our ability to create sustainable value over time.

Boundary and scope
This integrated annual report covers our performance for the year
ended 30 June 2021.
The report informs you about our operational and ﬁnancial
performance in relation to our previously stated plans, stakeholder
relationships, governance, material issues, risks and opportunities and
how these factors inﬂuence our strategic objectives and future plans.
We show how we create and preserve value and impact and how we
will ensure that our value creation is sustainable in the short, medium
and long term.

Reporting principles and assurance
This report is compiled and presented considering the requirements
of the King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa
2016™ (King IV™), the International Integrated Reporting Framework
(<IR> Framework) of the Value Reporting Foundation and the
recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD).
The Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves report complies
with the South African Code for the Reporting of Exploration
Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves, 2016 edition
(SAMREC Code) unless stated otherwise.
The Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves report is presented
on pages 27 to 53 .

Our annual ﬁnancial statements were prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards, the requirements of
the Companies Act of South Africa (Act 71 of 2008), as amended
and the JSE Limited (JSE) Listings Requirements.
For more information, see the audit and risk committee report presented
on pages 82 and 83.

TM

Bauba receives external assurance from its independent, external
auditor, BDO South Africa Incorporated, on the fair presentation of
the annual ﬁnancial statements. The external auditor reviewed the
integrated annual report to ensure consistency with the audited annual
ﬁnancial statements, but they did not issue an opinion thereon.
The independent auditor’s report is presented on pages 84 to 89.

Forward-looking statements
This integrated annual report contains forward-looking statements
that, unless otherwise indicated, reﬂect the group’s expectations as
at 30 June 2021. Actual results may differ materially from the group’s
expectations if known or unknown risks or uncertainties affect its
business, or if estimates or assumptions prove inaccurate.
The group cannot guarantee that any forward-looking statement will
materialise and, accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements. The group disclaims any
intention and assumes no obligation to update or revise any forwardlooking statement even if new information or conditions manifest as
a result of future events, or for any other reason, as is required by
legislation or regulation.

Materiality
We concentrate on items of both a qualitative and quantitative nature
that are material to Bauba’s ability to deliver on its strategy. We
deﬁne material issues as those which have the potential to substantially
impact our ability to create and sustain value for our stakeholders.
In identifying matters which are material, we have consistently applied
the same resources as in the prior year. By applying the principle of
materiality, we determined which issues could inﬂuence the decisions,
actions and performance of Bauba. Management is not aware of the
unavailability of any reliable information or any legal prohibitions to
disclosing any material information.

Copyright and trademarks are owned by the Institute of Directors in South Africa NPC and all of its rights are reserved.
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Bauba is a mining and exploration company,
listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE) since September 2010.

Moeijelijk Mine
Bauba diversiﬁed its business into a lowcost, cash-generative mining operation
in 2015 with the company acquiring 60%
of the beneﬁcial rights to the Moeijelijk
Chrome Mine.
Moeijelijk Chrome Mine is an operating and
expanding project exploiting underground
chrome resources, with an on-site wash
plant that processes run-of-mine (RoM)
into chrome concentrate for export.
To date, Bauba has:
• Engaged and successfully worked
with a reputable chrome ore opencast
mining operator;
• Contracted with a reputable
underground mining operator, to mine
underground LG6 RoM chrome ore;

• Established a wash plant that produces
foundry, chemical and metallurgicalgrade concentrates for export globally.

Future plans
Cash generated from this project will be
used to:
• Declare potential dividends to Bauba’s
shareholders;

Mineral rights
Moeijelijk is situated on the Eastern Limb
of the Bushveld Igneous Complex in the
province of Polokwane, approximately
57km north-west of Burgersfort with
LG6A/6 and LG7 chrome ore-bearing
reefs. The existing mining right was
granted in July 2016 to mine chromeore on the Moeijelijk farm situated in the
Fetakgomo Local Municipality. A S102
application with the Department of Mineral
Resources and Energy (DMRE) was
granted to extend the opencast operations
(which have since been depleted) and to
incorporate a wash plant into the existing
mining right.

• Put in place a chrome ore offtake
agreement for the supply of chromeore; and

• Self-ﬁnance the development of our
existing low-cost mines;
• Fund the pursuance of additional
mining projects; and
• Progress the Bauba platinum project.

Kookfontein Mine
The Kookfontein chrome project is situated
in the North West province of the Republic
of South Africa.
Bauba purchased a 74% shareholding
in Nuco Chrome Bophuthatswana
Proprietary Limited (Nuco Chrome),
as detailed in the SENS announcements
published on 23 July 2019 and

Our primary business focus areas
Our purpose

Our strategic intent

We want to create value
for our stakeholders

Our strategy is to reward shareholders, employees, communities and countries by
discovering, acquiring and mining low-cost, high-return natural resources through
efﬁcient and responsible mining practices.

Our strategy is supported by:

02

LEADERSHIP

ASSETS

FOCUS

FUNDING

ACQUISITION

An experienced
leadership team with
a strong track record
of developing mines
and delivering value
to shareholders

A robust pipeline of
development assets
for growth which spans
chrome and platinum
group metals (PGMs)

A focus on
low-cost cashgenerative assets

Equity capital raise
and third-party funding

Additional assets
currently being acquired
or applied for and
partnering with local
communities
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5 July 2021. 22% was acquired in
July 2019 with the remaining 52%
being acquired subsequent to the year
ended 30 June 2021 (in July 2021).
Nuco Chrome is an exploration and
mining company with mineral rights for
various minerals, including chrome ore
and platinum group elements (PGEs).

Together, the conceptual geological
and mining studies completed in 2016
and 2019 support the conﬁrmation of
economically viable chromite seams
on the property. More speciﬁcally, the
MGs, UG2 and a considerable portion of
UG1 were found to be mineable via open
pit methods.

Mineral rights

In the north of the property, the chromitites
strike east-north-east, west-south-west
and dip at between 9º to 26º towards
the north and straddle the boundary
between the Lower Critical Zone and the
Upper Critical Zone. The seams are well
developed with widths ranging between
40cm to 1,34m. Grades are as expected
for the succession and are typical for
Rustenburg sector chromitites.

The Kookfontein mineral right areas are
approximately 5km north-north-east of the
town of Rustenburg and lie directly east
and adjacent to the town of Phokeng.
The mining right was granted in
September 2016 and an additional
mining right application was accepted
in March 2020, with the associated
environmental studies currently in progress
as per regulatory requirements. Section
11 approval was granted by the DMRE
on 17 May 2021.

Geology
The Kookfontein chrome project is located
on the Western Limb of the Bushveld
Igneous Complex with the chromitite
mineralisation concentrated in the Lower
Critical Zone and the Upper Critical Zone
of the Rustenburg Layered Suite.
The location coincides with the
Kookfontein “upfold” which forms the
boundary zone between what is known as
the Rustenburg sector and the Boshoek
sector of the Western Lobe. LG and
MG chromitites are well developed in
the Boshoek sector whereas only MG
group chromites are developed between
Kookfontein and Rustenburg, as the
Upper Critical Zone lies directly on the ﬂoor
quartzites in this area.

A bottom-loaded higher-grade UG1 facies
was identiﬁed with grades in excess
of 30% Cr2O3 and an average width of
approximately 1m, which makes this a
highly prospective mining target. The
UG2 seam has PGE values in line with
typical Rustenburg UG2 ore values.

Future plans
There is deﬁnite value in this property as it
is one of the few remaining “untouched”
shallow chrome resources on the Western
Limb of the Bushveld Igneous Complex.
The Kookfontein chrome project requires
minimal operational and processing costs
in addition to providing a quick pay-back
period and has a life-of-mine (LoM) of
10 years.

will play a signiﬁcant role in maintaining
low operational costs, which will provide
ﬂexibility and allow for a robust mining
approach that will be able to navigate
unpredictable market dynamics. The ﬁnal
site layout will be inclusive of wash plant
and tailings dam facilities.
This ﬁrst phase of opencast mining will
target approximately 400 000 tonnes of
opencast fresh and transitional UG2 ore.

Hartebeesfontein chrome
project
The Hartebeesfontein chrome project is
situated in the North West province of the
Republic of South Africa.
Bauba has a 70% shareholding in the
Hartebeesfontein project.

Mineral rights
The Hartebeesfontein mineral rights areas
are approximately 8km south of Brits
and 5km north of Schoemansville, in the
magisterial districts of Bojanala Platinum
District Municipality and Madibeng
Magisterial District.
Bauba received a grant for a prospecting
right to execute exploration activities on
13 portions of the Hartebeesfontein farm.
The prospecting right for chrome and
PGMs was granted in March 2020. There
are further environmental studies to be
conducted as per regulatory requirements.

Our ﬁrst planned mining has commenced
at pits on the UG2. The southern pits have
signiﬁcant potential with shallow dipping
ore and very low stripping ratios that
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Geology

Platinum exploration project

Geology and mineralisation

Studies have been completed on the
potential for opencast and underground
mining of the chromite and PGE-bearing
layers, which are contained in the Middle
Group of the Critical Zone, within the
Rustenburg Layered Suite.

The Bauba platinum project is a highquality PGMs prospecting project, that
is situated within a prime segment of the
Eastern Limb of the Bushveld Igneous
Complex. The project lies in the heart
of the world’s best-known platinum
region, where a number of neighbouring
companies are prospecting and mining
PGEs successfully from the Merensky and
UG2 Reefs.

The Bauba platinum project prospect
areas are largely underlain by the Main
Zone and to a lesser extent the Upper
Zone maﬁc layers. The Main Zone is
underlain by the Critical Zone, which
hosts the world’s largest economic PGE
resources in the Merensky and UG2 Reefs.

Overburden thickness is inferred to be 3m,
or more, as the area occurs in the vicinity
of the Crocodile River.

Future plans
The Hartebeesfontein chrome project,
if viable, would require minimal capital,
operational and processing costs, in
addition to providing a quick pay-back
period.
It will be required to restrategise the
approach to the operation to ensure
that the mining sequence is practical but
also aimed at optimised extraction. In
order to optimise the process in moving
forward, Bauba needs to conduct
further exploration to conﬁrm geological
interpretations.
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Bauba holds PGM mineral rights over
eight properties that extend across
approximately 14 390ha. All of the Bauba
properties lie within the Leolo mountain
range in the Limpopo province, some
40km north-west of the town of Steelpoort
and 245km north-east of Johannesburg.
The properties are grouped into the
Northern and Southern Clusters.

Legal tenure and agreements
Bauba exercised its right to apply for a
retention permit prior to the lapse of its
prospecting right over the Northern and
Southern Cluster farms. The retention
permit was accepted by the DMRE
in 2015. Bauba is now in the process
of applying for a mining right over the
eight farms.
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The Merensky Reef within the Bauba
platinum project occurs at depths of
between 1 600m and 2 500m below
surface. The UG2 Reef is located
between 300m and 400m below the
Merensky Reef.
The farm Waterkop 113KT does, however,
contain a UG2 Reef outcrop and Bauba
has started to develop mine plans to
extract PGMs on Waterkop 113KT in the
near future.

Exploration activities
Since Bauba started to manage the
platinum project, the company has
developed and initiated a comprehensive
exploration programme for PGMs and
associated metals within the prospect
areas.

SALIENT
FEATURES
2021
REVENUE

ACQUISITION

R277,100 million

of additional 52% of Nuco Chrome on
2ƤJuly 2021

(2020: R260,394 million)

6,4%
CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT
(CSI) SPEND
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
FOR THE PERIOD

R10,124 million
(2020: R10,520 million)

R27,227 million

3,8%

(2020: R45,276 million)

39,8%
COVID-19
INVESTMENT IN PROPERTY,
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Provision of COVID-19 supplies to schools
within the local community

R133,430 million

COMMUNITY

(2020: R51,578 million)

158,7%

Expansion of water provision project
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OUR
EVENTFUL
HISTORY
Since its formation, Bauba has had an eventful history in creating value for all its stakeholders.
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2010

2014

2016

17 September

11 November

27 June

Bauba Platinum lists on the Main Board
of the JSE

Acquisition of Moeijelijk chrome project
completed and mining permit granted

Moeijelijk Mine 30-year mining right
granted

2013

2015

2017

11 September

25 March

5 January

Declaration of a SAMREC-compliant
Inferred Mineral Resource of
17,22 million ounces over the Bauba
platinum project

First Moeijelijk chrome ore sold

Moeijelijk underground project initiated
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1 September
Bauba generates net proﬁt for the
2017 ﬁnancial year of R96 million and
a maiden distribution of 10 cents per
share is declared

2020
13 March
Long-term loan of US$5 million obtained to ﬁnance
the expansion of underground operations
9 September
Prospecting right over Hartebeesfontein executed
by the DMRE
30 October

2018

Moeijelijk underground North Decline holed allowing
for stoping production to commence in addition to
the South Decline

19 October
Moeijelijk monthly underground chrome ore
production of 10 515 tonnes with an average
Cr2O3 grade of 39,00% achieved

30 November
Underground production for the month of
31 500 tonnes

2019

2021

6 June

22 January

Application for prospecting right over
Hartebeesfontein accepted by the DMRE

Subscription of 113,6 million Bauba shares for
R35,2 million by Pelagic Resources Pte Limited

19 July

31 March

Bauba acquires a 22% shareholding of Nuco
Chrome and enters into an agreement to acquire
a further 52%

Subscription of 147,8 million Bauba shares for
R54,7 million by Raubex Proprietary Limited
19 April
Long-term agreement of US$5 million obtained
to ﬁnance acquisition of Nuco Chrome
2 July
Purchase of additional 52% shareholding in
Nuco Chrome; bringing overall interest to 74%

Read more about each of these landmark events on www.baubaresources.co.za/news
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FIVE-YEAR
METRICS
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

205 318

Financial performance
Revenue

277 100

260 394

302 122

234 261

Cost of sales

(224 259)

(249 325)

(190 475)

(81 595)

(63 318)

Gross proﬁt
Other income
Operating and administrative expenses
Net ﬁnance (cost)/income
Foreign exchange gain
Share of loss of associate

52 841
–
(86 364)
(9 362)
12 324
(519)

11 069
–
(69 390)
(1 120)
–
(54)

111 647
71
(67 834)
3 865
–
–

152 666
1 169
(56 259)
7 281
–
–

142 000
24 015
(35 858)
3 987
–
–

(Loss)/proﬁt before tax

(31 080)

(59 495)

47 749

104 857

134 144

3 853

14 219

(14 718)

(32 947)

(38 615)

(27 227)

(45 276)

33 031

71 910

95 529

(4,73)

(8,07)

4,71

10,02

14,65

Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment in associate
Other non-current assets
Inventory
Trade and other receivables
Loan to associate
Cash and cash equivalents

132 136
285 892
9 427
45
85 997
19 708
7 072
4 812

141 838
180 621
9 946
–
64 985
14 600
–
48 514

145 315
139 829
–
–
87 033
10 899
–
32 822

149 010
82 955
–
–
17 441
3 287
–
70 077

158 304
11 880
–
47
8 064
2 089
–
122 198

Total assets

545 089

460 504

415 898

322 770

302 582

Stated capital
Reverse asset acquisition reserve
Share-based payment reserve
Retained (loss)/earnings
Non-controlling interest
Environmental rehabilitation provision
Deferred tax
Share-based payment liability
Borrowings
Lease liability
Trade and other payables
Other ﬁnancial liabilities
Loans from shareholders
Prepayment

602 432
(282 988)
–
(35 309)
49 968
5 078
12 674
6 691
53 573
42 032
69 225
1 036
20 677
–

512 500
(282 988)
6 973
(13 454)
55 340
5 794
16 527
–
70 637
5 075
54 354
17 911
10 194
–

512 500
(282 988)
4 345
17 138
70 024
6 650
30 746
–
–
–
32 610
7 449
–
13 364

512 500
(282 988)
1 294
(792)
54 923
3 620
19 462
–
–
–
10 994
461
–
–

550 402
(282 988)
477
(39 040)
42 089
8 258
–
–
–
–
20 876
1 425
–
–

–

1 641

4 060

3 296

1 083

545 089

460 504

415 898

322 770

302 582

Net asset value per share (cents)

52,16

73,44

84,70

75,18

71,48

Tangible net asset value per share (cents)

31,53

36,02

46,36

35,86

29,72

Income tax
(Loss)/proﬁt for the year
Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

Financial position

Current tax payable
Total equity and liabilities
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GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

2018
R’000

2017
R’000

(26 331)

6 503

4 627

15 699

118 946

–

–

–

(2 193)

(872)

(85 573)

(45 673)

(59 185)

(72 908)

(11 602)

–

(10 000)

–

–

–

(7 072)

–

–

–

–

Cash ﬂow
Cash from operating activities
Acquisition of intangible assets
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of investment in associate
Advance of loan to associate
Investment in long-term deposits
Finance income

(45)

–

–

–

–

1 122

885

3 939

7 281

3 987

Proceeds from prepayment

–

–

73 500

–

–

Repayment of prepayment

–

(13 364)

(60 136)

–

–

Proceeds from issue of shares

89 932

–

–

–

–

Proceeds from borrowing

21 155

68 853

–

–

–

Repayment of borrowings

(25 895)

–

–

–

–

Loans from shareholders

20 500

10 000

–

–

–

Repayment of loans from shareholders

(10 000)

–

–

–

–

Principal paid on lease liability

(11 579)

(910)

–

–

–

Finance cost paid – lease liability

(4 557)

(375)

–

–

–

Finance cost paid – other

(5 359)

(227)

–

–

–

Total cash movement for the year

(43 702)

15 692

(37 255)

(52 121)

110 459

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

48 514

32 822

70 077

122 198

11 739

4 812

48 514

32 822

70 077

122 198

RoM production (tonnes)

294 480

205 950

332 882

205 037

108 887

Chrome ore (RoM and concentrate) sold (tonnes)

182 390

147 700

209 050

204 494

112 152

Total employees

499

470

403

260

260

Safety – fatalities

0

1

0

0

0

10,124

10,520

6 125

7 838

3 066

82

77

80

73

73

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

Non-ﬁnancial
Chrome volumes

People and safety

Social metrics
Corporate social investment
% of employees from local communities
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HOW WE
CREATE VALUE
Financial capital

We use the resources and expertise
at our disposal to create and preserve
sustainable, long-term value for all
stakeholders.

Manufactured capital

Inputs

Inputs

Inputs

The capital from shareholders and
lenders and the reserves generated
from operations are used to invest
and generate future earnings,
rewarding shareholders, employees,
communities and our country.

Bauba has the developed, cashgenerative Moeijelijk Mine with a
30-year mining right for chrome ore.

60% holding in 10 properties measuring
14 390ha with high-quality PGE mineral
rights, the Bauba brand, specialised
knowledge and experience.

Business activities

Business activities

Business activities

The capital is used to ﬁnance the
development and expansion of our
existing low-cost Moeijelijk Mine, the
returns of which will be used to fund
new mining projects, progress our
platinum and chrome projects and,
ultimately, declare dividends to our
shareholders.

The group has established an efficient
and low-cost LG6 underground
chrome mine at Moeijelijk Mine.
Cash generated has been reinvested
into further development of the
underground mine and erection of
the wash plant.

We establish sound business codes
and practices in managing corporate
governance, risk, opportunities, safety
and the environment. In addition to
the platinum project mining right
application, we have since June 2017
lodged prospecting right applications
for eight new potential projects.

Trade-offs made
Financial capital is required to enhance
our manufactured, human and social
capital and to preserve natural capital. We
perform stringent due diligence prior to
committing funding to any of the above.

Risk to value creation

Metal prices
Outputs – value created

Post year-end, Bauba has acquired
Kookfontein Mine with a LoM of
10cyears.

At Kookfontein, post year-end, the
group has commenced mining the
opencast UG2 ore. Cash generated
will be reinvested into construction
of a spiral wash plant and associated
tailings facilities.

Trade-offs made
Mining operations are increased or
decreased, even suspended, based
on the cost of extracting minerals
and the rand price received for mined
commodities.

Investments in long-term assets

Outputs – value created

R133 million

Revenue from sale of chrome ore

(2020: R52 million)

R277 million
(2020: R260 million)

Market capitalisation

R256 million
(2020: R106 million)

Outcomes – value shared
Investors
Eventual capital share price growth and
sustainable dividend growth.
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Intellectual capital

74% shareholding in Kookfontein and
70% holding in Hartebeesfontein.

Trade-offs made
Mining rights are traded or exploited
based on the cost of establishing and
operating mining operations and the
potential proceeds from minerals mined.

Risk to value creation

Regulatory risk
Outputs – value created
Chrome mineral rights (cost)

R157 million
(2020: R157 million)
Platinum mineral rights (cost)

R31 million
Outcomes – value shared

(2020: R31 million)

Investments
Bauba’s collective skills, experience and
resources are instrumental in unlocking the
value in its investments.

Outcomes – value shared

BAUBA RESOURCES LIMITED INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2021

Investments
Unlocking opportunities locked in existing
mineral rights and identifying new growth
opportunities.

Human capital

Social and
relationship capital

Natural capital

Inputs

Inputs

Inputs

Bauba’s people have specialised
knowledge, skills and experience,
which are applied to ensure that
sound, sustainable mining and other
use is made of its assets, in line with
itscstrategy.

Bauba forges and maintains strong
relationships with communities in
keeping with its desire to be a good
corporate citizen.

Bauba is conscious of limiting any
detrimental effect its operations may
have on the environment, whether as
a result of diesel burning, electricity
generation, waste or land disturbance.

Business activities

Business activities

Business activities

We aim to attract, develop and retain
the best people by creating a culture
of excellence. We provide a safe
environment for our people to work in.

By actively engaging stakeholders
through dialogue and acting on
material issues raised, we continue
to strengthen our relationships.

Full provision is made for the
estimated cost of restoring the
environmental disturbance, based
on current mining and rehabilitation
plans, contracted mining rates and
surveyor’s measurements.

Trade-offs made

Trade-offs made

Trade-offs made

The future value to be derived from
developing our people has to be balanced
with the cost of the investment in their
development.

An investment of our financial capital in
the societies surrounding our operations
brings goodwill and positive employees
to our mines.

Rehabilitation can be very costly, but doing
too little can cause irreparable damage to
reputation and corporate citizenship.

Risk to value creation

Risk to value creation

Risk to value creation

Safety

Social unrest

Climate change

Outputs – value created

Outputs – value created

Outputs – value created

Personnel expenses

Current income and royalty tax expense

Provision for rehabilitation

R21 million

R4 million

R5 million

(2020: R20 million)

(2020: R5 million)

(2020: R6 million)

Lost-time injuries

Corporate social investment
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R10 million

(2020: three)

(2020: R10 million)

Outcomes – value shared

Outcomes – value shared

Employees
Continued development of our people and
their skills.

Society at large
Contributing to conﬁdence in the economy
and faith in trusted leadership.

Outcomes – value shared
The environment
Minimise harm.
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INTERACTING
WITH OUR
STAKEHOLDERS
Shareholders and analysts
including both current and potential future investors
How we interact
Bauba communicates with shareholders through SENS and
through announcements of interim and year-end ﬁnancial results.
This is accompanied by comprehensive reports which are
sent to all shareholders. The executive meets with current and
potential investors from time to time. Any shareholder concerns
are communicated to the board.
Their material requirements
• Clear growth strategy
• Long-term sustainable returns
• Clear communication on Bauba’s performance
Our strategic response
• Striving to reward shareholders with high returns
and consistent growth

Media
How we interact
Engagement with the media is open, honest and based on facts.
An honourable relationship has been established with the media
as well as communication agencies through which we respond.
Their material requirements
• Sharing expert and factual knowledge
• Transparent performance reporting
Our strategic response
• Engaging in responsible mining practices
Value created
• Building a trusted brand

Importance for the year
• Enhancing collective business interests through constructive
contributions, where necessary

Risks to creating value
• Low chrome concentrate prices

Customers

• Strengthening of the rand against the dollar
• Increasing supply chain costs

How we interact
We meet regularly with our customers to better understand their
exact requirements.

Value created
• Long-term sustainable capital growth and, eventually,
an attractive dividend yield

We negotiate clear and fair terms with our customers and
deliver a product that meets and exceeds their expectations.

Importance for the year
• Continued response to and recovery from COVID-19
• Acquisition of additional 52% shareholding in Nuco Chrome
Bauba’s interim and ﬁnal results announcements are accessible on
www.baubaresources.co.za/news

Their material requirements
• Trust
• On-time delivery of agreed product
Our strategic response
• Delivering natural resources in an efﬁcient and responsible
manner
Risks to creating value
• Low chrome concentrate prices
• Strengthening of the rand against the dollar
• Increasing supply chain costs
Value created
• Satisﬁed clients

Importance for the year
• Providing best quantity and quality of agreed product

12
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Suppliers and contractors

Employees

How we interact
We have both one-on-one meetings with and presentations to
suppliers. We subscribe to responsible transformation. Material
matters are reported to the board.

How we interact
Bauba’s strategy is to attract, develop and retain the best
industry talent. Employees are empowered, held accountable
and rewarded appropriately, in line with shareholders’ returns.

Their material requirements
• Fair treatment
• Broad-based black economic empowerment (BBBEE)
• Sustainability

Their material requirements
• Fair remuneration and rewards
• Safe working environment
• Appropriate training
• Career development

Our strategic response
• Fair and efﬁcient mining practices
Risks to creating value
• Missed production targets
• Poor yields

Our strategic response
• Rewarding employees fairly and keeping them safe
• Providing necessary guidance and motivation

• Inefﬁcient operations

Risks to creating value
• Safety incidents resulting in mine stoppages

Value created
• Reliable and empowered suppliers

Value created
• Fulﬁlling and family-supporting careers

Importance for the year

Importance for the year

• COVID-19 supply risk mitigation measures put in place

• Mental and physical support mechanisms provided in response
to dealing with COVID-19

• Increase of procurement from the communities
• Ensuring a healthy and safe working environment for our
contractors

• Accommodating virtual working conditions
• Safety controls reinforced

We engage with our stakeholders on the issues that are material to them and
respond appropriately through the delivery of our strategy in a way that will
create sustainable long-term value for Bauba and all its stakeholders.
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INTERACTING
WITH OUR
STAKEHOLDERS
continued

Communities

Government and regulatory bodies

How we interact
We are committed to uplifting the societies in which we
operate by following sound employment practices and meeting
the real needs of the communities.

How we interact
Bauba engages with government and regulatory bodies in a
proactive and transparent manner to ensure that we comply
with all legislation timeously and that our operations are able to
run sustainably.

Their material requirements
• Safe and clean environment
• Financial inclusion
Our strategic response
• Rewarding and respecting the communities in which we
operate

Their material requirements
• Open and honest relationships and communication
• Adherence to laws
• Paying taxes
• On-time submission and compliance

• Open communication

Our strategic response
• Conducting efﬁcient and responsible mining practices

Risk to creating value
• Social unrest

• Ensuring compliance to the various regulatory bodies

Value created
• No harm done
• Sharing wealth

Importance for the year
• Community assistance in response to COVID-19
• Community health and education

Risk to creating value
• Social unrest
Value created
• Leading by example
• Investment into surrounding communities

Importance for the year
• Complying with mining licences and related requirements

See more on our social upliftment on page 63.

In keeping with our desire for responsible corporate
citizenship, we maintain an open dialogue with all
stakeholders.
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• Addressing impacts of COVID-19

21.

THE TOP RISKS
WE FACE AND THE
OPPORTUNITIES
THEY BRING

The board monitors the significant risks to which Bauba is exposed. It also ensures that
risks are kept within a reasonable appetite and that suﬃcient safeguards are put in place
to mitigate such risks.
A comprehensive analysis of the risk management process and ﬁnancial risks, including those relating to the global economy and
currencies, is disclosed in note 32 to the annual ﬁnancial statements on page 124.
A summarised risk matrix, which includes signiﬁcant risks, the impact of these risks, and the mitigating response of the company,
is set out below:

Risk

Possible impact

Strategic response in mitigation

Lower revenue and proﬁt as a result of
lower chrome ore rand free on truck price
realised by Bauba. This increases the risk
of Bauba not being able to continue as a
going concern.

Cash reserves of the group are constantly monitored
and forecast to ensure current and future obligations
can be settled in a stressed environment.

Market risks
1. Chrome ore prices are

quoted in US dollars and
the price is dependent on
market-related factors that
are wholly out of the control
of chrome ore producers.
Bauba’s chrome ore is sold
into the international market
and therefore may be
impacted by a slowdown in
the global economy.

Bauba may be unable to export chrome
ore and there could be an excess chrome
ore supply in the market, impacting
revenue and proﬁt.

In addition, Bauba is a producer of premium specialitygrade concentrate with a market that is less volatile
and gross margin-enhancing. The market for foundry
and chemical-grade concentrates is global and not
materially tied to China and Chinese metallurgical
chrome ore demand.

Strengthening of the rand
against the dollar.
2. COVID-19 global outbreak

negatively impacting
chrome ore prices as a
result of a weak global
economy and oversupply
of chrome ore.

Impact and probability

Lockdowns disrupting industry supply
chains leading to delays in the delivery of
chrome ore.
Short-term blow to chrome ore
consumption set to negatively impact
chrome ore prices.

Bauba monitors the COVID-19 developments on
a continuous basis noting its impact on global
economies. Bauba is constantly in contact with our
customers, suppliers, contractors and others players
within the industry to ensure that we are able to
act proactively to any recent COVID-19-related
developments.

Overall risk

High risk

Signiﬁcant

Medium risk

Exercise caution

Low risk

Low risk
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THE TOP RISKS
WE FACE AND THE
OPPORTUNITIES
THEY BRING
continued

Risk

Possible impact

Strategic response in mitigation

Social, political and legislative risk
3. Unrest in the local

communities, strike action
embarked on by mining
contractors and illegal
mining could negatively
impact on the Bauba
Moeijelijk and Kookfontein
operations.

Personnel and contractors’ lives may
be endangered. Loss of production and
lost sales may result in ﬁnancial loss,
a breakdown in trust and reputational
damage with customers. Damage to
equipment and infrastructure may also
arise because of community unrest.

Bauba is constantly in touch with the community and
its leaders and appropriate security measures are in
place. Our community liaison ofﬁcer also engages with
the community and its leaders providing Bauba with
immediate feedback of any concerning issues when
they arise, allowing us sufﬁcient time to consider, plan
and engage.

Illegal chrome ore mining may continue
unabated, resulting in illegal chrome ore
ﬂooding the market and depressing the
chrome ore cost, insurance and freight
price. Illegal mining may also contribute to
community unrest through its attraction of
undue criminal inﬂuences.

Bauba has a permanent security manager (who
oversees security at both Moeijelijk and Kookfontein)
and permanent specialised security contractors with
access to additional security services from a third
party as required.
Bauba employs the maximum feasible number
of people from the local community to uplift the
community both economically and socially.
Bauba’s key contracts contain the necessary force
majeure clauses.
Bauba will continue with court applications and
initiatives to prevent illegal mining and engagement
with the DMRE, law enforcement and other relevant
stakeholders to prevent and stop current illegal
mining activity.

Financial risk
4. Bauba may not be able

to meet its short-term
obligations due to liquidity
challenges and limited
access to funding.
Challenges in meeting
repayment obligations on
long-term debt.

Risk that Bauba is unable to pay its
creditors when due and inability to acquire
funding for future projects. Inability to fund
growth projects.
Risk that Bauba will not be able to service
long-term debt obligations leading to
default and possible commencement of
legal proceedings/closure of operations.

Bauba produces speciality-grade concentrate that is
able to sustainably operate in a low-price environment.
Cash reserves of the group are constantly monitored
and forecast to ensure obligations and future obligations
can be settled in a stressed environment. In addition to
this, Bauba has a good relationship with creditors.
Subsequent to year-end, Bauba has entered into a
revolving loan agreement which will assist in bridging
any short-term cash requirements.
Development of future projects will either be phased or
slowed to meet the pace of access to ﬁnancing. Bauba
is continuously looking for opportunities to build strong
relationships with banks and other ﬁnancial institutions.
Bauba has been able to service long-term obligations
with cash ﬂows generated from operations on a
monthly basis.
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Risk

Possible impact

Strategic response in mitigation

Loss of production resulting in lost sales
and potential liability from our offtake
partner.

Experienced employees and contractors have been
contracted who are well versed with mine health and
safety regulations. The company and the contractors
appointed by the company adhere to safety rules,
codes of practice and regulations at all times. Company
employees and representatives carry out safety
inspections and site visits and any breaches in safety
are reported to the company by the contractor and are
rectiﬁed. There are penalties in our contracts with mining
contractors for safety breaches, the rock engineer
provides us with a report on a regular basis and an
external safety audit is conducted on a quarterly basis.

Loss of production resulting in lost sales
and potential liability from offtake partner.

Bauba monitors the COVID-19 developments on
a continuous basis noting its impact on global
economies. Bauba is constantly in contact with our
customers and other players within the industry to
ensure that we are able to act proactively to any recent
COVID-19-related developments.

Operational/business risks
5. DMRE-related safety

stoppages.

6. COVID-19 outbreak in

South Africa/Limpopo
leading to suspension
of mine operations. Due
to the socio-economic
environment of our mine
community, they may be
directly impacted if an
outbreak were to occur.

An action plan has been drafted in consultation with the
Bauba advisory health practitioner to ensure that our
underground operations can continue to operate if
the COVID-19 is prevalent in our workforce. On-site
vaccination of the workforce has commenced at
Moeijelijk Mine while off-site vaccination is taking place
for Kookfontein Mine.

7. Adverse geological

conditions at Moeijelijk Mine.

Impact and probability

Serious impact on ramp up ability to
30 000 tonnes will directly affect the
ﬁnancial viability of the mining operations.

Focus on primary and secondary developments to
speed up the creation of additional face length to the
480m required to achieve and maintain 30 000 stoping
tonnes.

Overall risk

High risk

Signiﬁcant

Medium risk

Exercise caution

Low risk

Low risk
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Bauba is optimistic that its future
profit margins will be cushioned
by continued sales of premium
speciality chrome ore concentrates
and improving long-term pricing.
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PERFORMANCE
AND
OUTLOOK
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21.
REVIEW OF 2021
AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS
The COVID-19 lockdown significantly delayed the development of our
underground operations with material lockdown and start-up costs incurred.
Ramp-up progressed positively after that.
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The macroeconomic environment within which Bauba
operates has a significant influence on its performance.
This was characterised by the following:
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
The generation-deﬁning public health crisis which hit the world economy in 2020 continued
into 2021. The pandemic has resulted in the loss of almost 5 million lives worldwide. Several
COVID-19 vaccines have been approved for use in different countries, and immunisation
programmes are well underway. More than 6,5 billion people have received at least one
vaccination worldwide. The COVID-19 vaccination campaign will be the largest in history.
Greater vaccine availability in some Western countries has raised hopes that renewed
restrictions can be avoided, however, health authorities and governments are struggling to
gain the cooperation of the wilfully unvaccinated. Meanwhile, in poorer countries, vaccines
are scarce, and most populations are not properly protected.

Impact on Bauba
Bauba’s operating environment in the ﬁnancial year ended 30 June 2021 was dominated
by the continued fallout from the devastating COVID-19 pandemic. Since the ﬁrst case was
recorded in South Africa in March 2020, the pandemic has strained global markets and
economies and the ability of many organisations to cope with the changes wrought by the
virus and the related lockdowns. COVID-19-related issues experienced included extremely
weak chrome ore pricing, extremely high operating costs during the lockdown with limited
production, no underground mining, delayed underground development and associated
ramp up of stoping production and ﬁnancing pressure. Vaccination rates in South Africa have
increased, however, a signiﬁcant portion of the population remains sceptical of the vaccine
and it may take the country longer than expected to reach its 67% herd immunity target.
Bauba initiated vaccination drives at its operations, aiming to have 70% of employees fully
vaccinated by the end of November 2021. The protection of the lives and livelihoods of our
employees remains a primary focus for us.

Global economic recovery
The International Monetary Fund expects global economic growth to rebound to 5,9% in
2021 and 4,9% in 2022, buoyed by additional policy stimulus and the expected roll-out of
COVID-19 vaccines.
The effects of the latest pandemic wave on the global economy remain to be seen and
measured. Economic data has been positive on the whole as economies have reopened.
Inﬂation is on the rise, stoked by renewed economic activity, government stimulus and
residual supply dislocations from the pandemic restrictions in 2020.
The prices of commodities and industrial metals are higher compared to prices in the prepandemic period.

Impact on Bauba
A weaker rand helps cushion against lower chrome ore pricing and higher supply chain
costs that are currently being realised. A weaker rand, however, will ultimately result in higher
inﬂation and costs. The average chrome ore cost, insurance and freight (CIF) price for the
12-month period has increased from US$142 per tonne in the previous ﬁnancial period to
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REVIEW OF 2021
AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS
continued

US$148 per tonne in the current ﬁnancial
period. Commodity prices may be higher
compared to the pre-pandemic period
but commodity prices have fallen since
our ﬁnancial year-end. The government
stimulus, speciﬁcally US and China
infrastructure stimulus, has not as yet
ﬁltered down to an increase in demand
for commodities. Increases in worldwide
shipping costs have led to higher supply
chain costs and reduction in margins. The
challenge of oversupply of chrome ore
persists as not enough supply has been
reduced from the market which further
adds to the pressure on the chrome ore
CIF price.

Recovery in South Africa
Gross domestic product (GDP) contracted
by 7,2% in 2020 and the recovery will be
slow, with the National Treasury predicting
real economic growth of 3,3% for 2021
moderating to 2,2% in 2022. The economy
suffered a further setback with the recent
civil unrest and looting.
Although the economic recovery is
expected to continue in 2021, output and
employment will remain well below prepandemic levels until 2023.
Structural constraints, the slow pace of
economic reforms and low vaccination
rates will continue to constrain mediumterm economic growth and limit the ability
to contain the debt-to-GDP ratio.

Impact on Bauba
The civil unrest has exacerbated the
logistical challenges at the ports and led
to even higher freight costs. The negative
economic outlook for South Africa
continues to create a challenging climate
as lenders are reluctant and take longer to
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make lending decisions and investors, both
locally and internationally, are nervous to
invest in South Africa. Despite this, Bauba
has managed to attract equity investment,
with the company issuing in excess of
261,4 million shares for the aggregate
amount of R89,9 million. Bauba has also
entered into a long-term agreement for a
principal amount of US$5 million (of which
US$3,8 million has been drawn down as at
the end of the ﬁnancial year).
Our community development projects
are aimed at creating employment for
our local communities. We also continue
constructive engagement with government
on mining legislation and regulations,
including Mining Charter 2018. Our
operations are, however, not immune to
this challenge and we have experienced
labour and community disruptions of
late due to unreasonable demands and
expectations. These have subsequently
been addressed without further
disruptions.

Financial and operational review
The COVID-19 lockdown signiﬁcantly
delayed the development of our
underground operations with material
lockdown and start-up costs incurred
as well as a delayed restart due to a
change in the underground mining
contractor. During lockdown, low chrome
ore pricing did not justify running the
underground operation at 50% capacity
due to signiﬁcantly higher mining costs.
Bauba did not, therefore, produce any
material from its underground operations
from April to June 2020. The current
ﬁnancial year began three months
after the announcement of the national
lockdown with minimal tonnes produced
in July and August 2020 as these were
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site establishment months with ramp up
progressing positively after that.
Freight costs during the current year have
more than doubled (in US dollar terms)
compared to the previous ﬁnancial period.
The increase in freight pricing to record
levels has been caused by global demand
exceeding available capacity and new
capacity not becoming available quickly
enough. Port congestion, including inland
terminals, is another important factor
impacting the efﬁciency of world trade.
Shipping companies are deploying their
assets to areas where the best possible
yield is being achieved (lightest and
cleanest possible cargo, with quickest
turnaround time) with South Africa
unfortunately not on the list of high-yielding
destinations. In South Africa the ports have
become congested causing excessive
delays to vessel operations which is
expected to be cleared within the next two
to four months. Other factors negatively
impacting freight costs are the COVID-19
pandemic, key port terminal assets
requiring regular maintenance, the recent
civil unrest, the port cyberattack and poor
port operations.
For more information on Bauba’s ﬁnancial
performance and position, refer to the
annual ﬁnancial statements on pages 72
to 134.

Moeijelijk operations
Development of the apparent dip trucking
ramps connected to existing underground
workings has been hampered mainly due
to underground geological challenges
which are being addressed.
The priority in the mining schedule was
to develop the South Decline around
the bend to ensure a higher number of
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contingency panels and enhanced chrome ore handling efﬁciencies
(by reducing long scraping distances). Development has been
given priority as this will ensure that additional face lengths can
be created to ensure the availability of contingency panels. Once
the South Decline has been advanced beyond the current North
and South Winzes, there will not be any need for the less efﬁcient
up-dip scraping method which will ensure improved performance
in the generation of chrome ore. Development of the strike drive
from the second leg of the South Decline will also reduce the long
scraping distances.
Chrome ore CIF prices for benchmark 42% concentrate (as
reported by FerroAlloyNet) averaged US$148 per tonne (China
CIF) for July 2020 to June 2021. The price as at 30 June 2021
was US$160 per tonne (China CIF) but this strengthened slightly
to US$165 (China CIF) in mid-October 2021. During the 2020
ﬁnancial year, prices averaged US$142 per tonne (China CIF).
The price of foundry sand has, however, not increased in line with
the metallurgical-grade chrome concentrate price.
Revenue increased by 6,4% to R277,100 million, driven by a 23,5%
increase in the sale of chrome concentrate. During the current
ﬁnancial year, no opencast RoM was sold (2020: 66 860 tonnes),
which negatively impacted on the revenue realised.

Ramp up in production progressed positively to over
25 000 tonnes of material hauled in September and October 2020.
Average tonnes produced for the ﬁrst six months of the ﬁnancial year
was 21 260 tonnes, followed by an improved average production
of 27 820 tonnes in the ﬁnal six-month period. Production was
hampered by geological challenges that resulted in loss of face
length and necessitated additional development expenditure. These
challenges are being addressed. The group achieved production of
32 900 tonnes of material hauled in July 2021 and 29 340 tonnes
in August 2021. Total RoM production for the ﬁnancial year was
294 480 tonnes (2020: 205 950 tonnes), with 182 390 tonnes
(2020: 147 700 tonnes) of chrome concentrate sold. Lower wash
plant yields in the current ﬁnancial year were due to the high
on-reef development tonnes (including in-stope) in proportion to
stoping tonnes while the ramp up is still progressing.
The cost of production ramp up was prohibitively high, taking into
consideration that a signiﬁcant portion of Moeijelijk underground’s
running costs are ﬁxed, which would signiﬁcantly increase the rand
per tonne mining cost, and the weak pricing at the beginning of the
ﬁnancial period.
Capital expenditure incurred in respect of infrastructure and
equipment for Moeijelijk Chrome Mine totalled R82,908 million
(2020: R46,889 million). This 76,8% increase demonstrates our

The protection of the lives
and livelihoods of our
employees remains a primary
focus for us.
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REVIEW OF 2021
AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS
continued

commitment to the further development
and expansion of our operations.
Bauba incurred beneﬁciation spiral wash
plant expansion costs of R3,552 million
(2020: R3,955 million) which generates
premium speciality-grade chrome ore
concentrates. During the ﬁrst six months of
the ﬁnancial year (July to December 2020),
we experienced an increase in cost of
sales due to a high volume of development
tonnes being processed through the
wash plant, resulting in a decrease of
production yields. In the last six-month
period (January to June 2021), the product
split increased to the point where specialitygrade chrome concentrate production
made up more than 50% of the chrome
concentrate produced per month. This
is due to a combination of increased
wash plant efﬁciencies and an increase in
processing of proportionately higher-quality
stoping tonnes versus development tonnes.

Kookfontein operations
On 19 July 2019, Bauba entered into a
Sale of Shares and Claims Agreement with
Ms DC Butler (the seller) to acquire her
shares in Nuco Chrome.
In terms of the agreement, Bauba has
purchased the seller’s 74% shareholding in
Nuco Chrome for the aggregate purchase
consideration of R60 million which consists
of R10 million (for an initial 22% interest)
and R50 million (for an additional 52%
interest). The transaction was completed
on 2 July 2021 therefore Nuco Chrome
ﬁnancial information will be consolidated into
the Bauba group for the ﬁnancial year ended
30 June 2022. In Bauba’s current ﬁnancial
year, Nuco Chrome has been accounted for
as an investment in associate.
Nuco Chrome is a company with mineral
rights for various minerals, including
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chrome ore and PGE, over portions
of the farm Kookfontein 265 JQ and
Boschfontein 268 JQ. Nuco Chrome
conducted exploration work during 2015
and 2016 and mining operations have
since commenced on the property. The
Kookfontein mineral right areas are situated
in the North West province of South Africa,
an area approximately 5km north-northeast of the town of Rustenburg and lie
directly east and adjacent to the town of
Phokeng. The mining right was granted
in September 2016 and an additional
mining right application was accepted
in March 2020, with the associated
environmental studies currently in progress
as per regulatory requirements.
Section 11 approval was granted by the
DMRE on 17 May 2021.
The Kookfontein project is located on the
Western Limb of the Bushveld Igneous
Complex with the chromitite mineralisation
concentrated in the Lower Critical Zone
and the Upper Critical Zone of the
Rustenburg Layered Suite. The location
coincides with the Kookfontein “upfold”
which forms the boundary zone between
what is known as the Rustenburg sector
and the Boshoek sector of the Western
Lobe. LG and MG chromitites are well
developed in the Boshoek sector whereas
only MG group chromites are developed
between Kookfontein and Rustenburg, as
the Upper Critical Zone lies directly on the
ﬂoor quartzites in this area (Viljoen, MJ and
Schurmann, LW, Platinum Group Metals,
In Anhaesser, 1998).
Exploration work conducted during 2015
and 2016 together with the conceptual
geological and mining studies in 2016
and 2019, supports the conﬁrmation of
economically viable chromite seams on the
property. More speciﬁcally, the MGs, UG2
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and a considerable portion of UG1 were
found to be mineable via open pit methods.
Some further upside in terms of the LGs
exist that will form part of forward work.
In the north of the property, the chromitites
strike east-north-east, west-south-west and
dip at between 9º to 26º towards the north
and straddle the boundary between the
Lower Critical Zone and the Upper Critical
Zone. The seams are well developed with
widths ranging between 40cm to 1,34m.
Grades are as expected for the succession
and are typical for Rustenburg sector
chromitites.
The central section comprises a shallow
east dipping UG1 succession that wraps
around and dips under the central quartzite
hill, and a small remnant of UG2 that dips
east on the south-east portion of the central
hill. No MG succession was intersected on
this block. A bottom-loaded higher-grade
UG1 facies was identiﬁed with grades in
excess of 30% Cr2O3 and an average width
of approximately 1m, which makes this a
highly prospective mining target. The UG2
seam has PGE values in line with typical
Rustenburg UG2 ore values.
The south succession was sparsely drilled
and trenched, but preliminary analysis data
and geological interpretation indicate that
the succession is similar to that in the north,
but strikes due north, with very shallow dips
(in the order of 5º) towards the east. The
signiﬁcant strike length of approximately
900m and shallow dips make this an
attractive open pit mining target. Further
geological ﬁeldwork, geotechnical, mining
optimisation and metallurgical studies
are being conducted to further improve
the current level of study work. Bauba
commenced mining the UG2 opencast
towards the end of our 2021 ﬁnancial year
at a rate of 30 000 tonnes per month for

12 months which should generate signiﬁcant cash ﬂows at current
PGM basket prices and which will be used to fund the development
of the LG/MG/UG1 mining and capital expenditure.
Since year-end, opencast mining has commenced at our
Kookfontein project near Rustenburg. This ﬁrst phase of opencast
mining will target approximately 400 000 tonnes of opencast fresh
and transitional UG2 ore. The price of PGMs has recently dropped
due to a shortage of semiconductor chips negatively impacting
demand for autocatalytic convertors. The Kookfontein UG2 project
has an anticipated 18-month life. Thereafter, Bauba will commence
mining the opencast LG/MG and UG1 chrome ore seams on this
project.

Platinum exploration
PGE basket prices have recently fallen sharply subsequent to the
end of the ﬁnancial year; they are expected to recover after the
current chip shortage has been resolved. Long-term forecast PGE
basket prices are not strong enough to outweigh current negative
investor sentiment and investors’ unwillingness to commit longterm capital to develop deep, underground mining operations in
South Africa.

On 17 February 2016, the retention permits received a positive
recommendation from the chief mine economist of the DMRE,
Limpopo region. To date, these retention rights have not yet been
granted and we eagerly await feedback from the DMRE.
As an alternative, Bauba has also applied for a mining right over the
same areas, which is currently being processed by the DMRE.

Expansion projects
Hartebeesfontein
Bauba has an executed prospecting right in respect of chrome and
PGMs over the farm Hartebeesfontein 445JQ situated in the Brits
area of South Africa’s North West province.
Initial exploration drilling has been disappointing but further drilling
planned in the next few weeks and months will conﬁrm the potential
of this project.

Sustainability
Engagement with our local communities continues daily, with
signiﬁcant progress having been made in achieving our agreements
for ongoing ﬁnancial beneﬁts to these communities. Agreements
on training, education and upgrading of facilities have been
incorporated in our internal social and labour plans and are being
implemented. In addition, we have embarked on additional projects
where construction work was allocated to members of local

This is unfortunate and has restricted potential opportunities for
raising meaningful funding for the ongoing development of Bauba’s
platinum assets. Accordingly, the board upheld the decision taken in
the 2014 ﬁnancial year for on-site exploration
of its platinum assets to remain suspended.
This curtailed platinum exploration activities
and the corresponding expenditure on the
two platinum clusters along the Eastern
Limb of the Bushveld Igneous Complex.
Key strategic objectives for the years ahead
The group’s prospecting rights expired on
are to:
17 July 2015 and applications for retention
Complete the underground development
permits under section 31(1) of the Minerals
and achieve stable underground
and Petroleum Resources Development Act
production of 30 000 tonnes of LG6 in the
(Act 28 of 2002) (MPRDA) for both of the
2022 financial year with an average Cr2O3
group’s prospecting rights were submitted
grade of 39,0%; and
on 13 July 2015. The granting (if so) of
Grow our operations in the long term
such retention permits would, in essence,
through the acquisition and/or exploration
suspend any further obligatory expenditure
of additional mineral assets that meet
and work on these platinum assets for a
our strict investment criteria. We will
period of three years from the date that the
only invest in assets with a low cost of
production to protect Bauba against
retention permits are granted.

Strategic growth objectives

1.

following progress has been made in
the current year in achieving this growth
diversification strategy:
•

Mining the UG2 opencast at Kookfontein
at a rate of 30 000 tonnes per month
from November 2021 for 12 months
which should generate significant
cash flows at current PGM basket
prices which will be used to fund the
development of the LG/MG/UG1 mining
and processing capital expenditure; and

•

Complete design work, raise financing
and commence construction for a spiral
wash plant and associated tailings
facility at Kookfontein.

2.

cyclical market downturns and the
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communities to rebuild community houses.
Community suppliers are used, where
possible, at our mine and we encourage
all our contractors to ﬁrst source personnel
from the community. As progress on
underground mining is made at Moeijelijk,
it is envisaged that more job opportunities
for the local communities will become
available.
In the current year, Bauba incurred CSI
spend of R10,124 million, down 3,8% on
last year’s CSI spend of R10,520 million.
Bauba has employed 363 people from the
local community out of the total personnel
complement of our core mining and
processing contractors of 470.
For more information on Bauba’s
environmental, social and corporate
governance, refer to page 54.

Changes to the board
The board announced with deep regret
the passing of an alternate non-executive
director, His Majesty King Victor Thulare III
on 6 January 2021. King Thulare joined
the board as an alternate non-executive
director to Dr Mathews Phosa on
1 July 2011. His contributions to the
board will be sorely missed.
The board welcomes its new nonexecutive members: Thomas Baring
(effective 22 January 2021),
Johan Le Roux (effective 1 April 2021),
Robert Shedlock (effective 2 April 2021),
Jurie Wessels (effective 7 April 2021),
Tinus Slabber (effective 5 August 2021),
Fred Geldenhuys (effective 5 August 2021),
Sean Edwards (effective 5 August 2021)
and Eugene Nel (effective 5 August 2021).
We look forward to their contribution to
the company.
The board thanks Nico van der Hoven,
Martin Luyt and Damian Smith, who
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resigned as non-executive directors
with effect from 30 July 2021, for their
invaluable contributions and wishes them
well in their future endeavours.
Nick van der Hoven resigned as CEO with
effect from 15 September 2021. During
his six-year tenure as chief executive
ofﬁcer, he made signiﬁcant progress
towards achieving the company’s vision.
Jonathan Knowlden, ﬁnancial director,
continues in the role of acting chief
executive ofﬁcer.

Global market uncertainties, driven by
capacity constraints at Chinese factories
and the risk of further COVID-19 waves
(and potential lockdowns), continue to
lower the global demand for stainless
steel and, in turn, the demand for chrome
ore. The proposed chrome ore export
tax in South Africa to support the local
ferrochrome industry has also created
further uncertainty.

Fred Geldenhuys resigned as nonexecutive director with effect from
15 September 2021 and Tinus Slabber
resigned as non-executive director with
effect from 29 October 2021.

These issues will continue to have a
negative impact on short-term chrome
ore pricing and, together with higher
local supply chain costs, will result in
Bauba’s chrome ore revenue generated
per tonne remaining subdued. Bauba is,
however, optimistic that its future proﬁt
margins will be cushioned by continued
sales of premium speciality chrome ore
concentrates and that long-term pricing
will improve to above the industry’s cost
of production.

Outlook

Appreciation

Risks still remain of reduced global
demand due to production capacity
constraints relating to power restrictions
in China and the uncertainty posed by
potential additional COVID-19 waves,
despite the availability of vaccines, and
record freight costs.

We would like to thank our new and past
fellow board members for their valuable
contributions during the past year and
extend our appreciation to the group’s
executive management and employees
for their continued commitment and
dedication, especially in the trying
circumstances brought about by the
pandemic.

Thabile Makgala resigned with effect from
1 October 2021. The board thanks Thabile
for her contribution to the company and
wishes her well in her future endeavours.

The market price for 42% chrome
concentrate has increased from
US$160 per tonne (China CIF) as at
30 June 2021 to US$165 per tonne
(China CIF) in mid-October 2021,
while the ZAR/US$ exchange rate
weakened slightly from 14,28 to 14,62
as at 17 October 2021. If the chrome
prices drop below the current level for
an extended period, or if the ZAR/US$
exchange rate strengthens, it could cause
material uncertainty for the group to meet
its obligations as they fall due.
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21.
MINERAL RESOURCES
AND MINERAL
RESERVES REPORT
This report complies with the 2016 edition of the SAMREC Code.
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PLATINUM GROUP ELEMENTS EXPLORATION
Competence
I, Hermanus Berhardus Swart, do hereby certify that I am employed as Principal Geologist
of Dunrose Trading 186 Proprietary Limited, trading as Shango Solutions, located at the
corner of Ethel Avenue and Ruth Crescent, Northcliff, Johannesburg. I have more than
20 years’ experience relevant to the style of mineralisation and types of deposits under
consideration, and to the activities which have been undertaken, thereby qualifying as a
Competent Person as deﬁned by the SAMREC Code, 2016 edition.
The addresses of the bodies recognised by SAMREC 2016, where the Competent Person
responsible for the Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves is registered, are as follows:
South African Council for Natural Scientiﬁc Professions:
Management Enterprise Building,
Mark Shuttleworth Street,
Innovation Hub,
Pretoria.
Geological Society of South Africa (registered as a Fellow):
CSIR Mining Precinct,
Corner Rustenburg and Carlow Roads,
Melville.
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21.
Location geography and access
The Bauba PGE assets are located within the Leolo mountain range in the Limpopo province, approximately 70km south-east of the town
of Polokwane and 250km north-east of Johannesburg (Figure 1). The area has a well-developed network of national (N1), regional (R37) and
district tarred roads and railways. On 20 November 2017, Bauba applied for a mining right over 10 farms, in terms of section 31(1) of the
MPRDA. The PGE assets are grouped into three areas, namely the Northern, Central and Southern Clusters, located in the Eastern Limb
of the Bushveld Complex. The prospecting right for the Central Cluster has lapsed prior to the mining right execution and has consequently
been relinquished. The farms are adjacent to operating PGE mines and development projects on the Eastern Limb. As a result of current
PGE prices, there are no reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction given the considerable depth of the estimated Mineral
Resources of the properties to the west. This excludes the Waterkop (Figure 1) property to the east which is located on the PGE outcrops.
As a result, no Mineral Resources will be reported for the westerly deeper PGE assets. This report though includes the exploration of the
westerly deeper PGE assets, the shallow Waterkop property as well as Moeijelijk Mine (Figure 1) where PGE-bearing tailings material is
being processed as a by-product of the beneﬁciation of chromitite ore.

Figure 1: Locality map

History
The Northern, Central and Southern Clusters have not been historically targeted as mineral projects and no historical owners are known.
No historical mining or exploration activities have been documented on these assets prior to acquisition by Bauba and, as such, no
historical Mineral Resources or Mineral Reserves have been estimated. The area is well known for PGE exploration and numerous mining
and exploration projects are located adjacent to and in the vicinity of the Bauba operations.
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Regional and local geology
The Bauba PGE assets are located on the Eastern Limb of the Bushveld Complex (Figure 2). The PGE assets are largely characterised by
outcrop of the Main Zone, and to a lesser extent the Upper Zone maﬁc layers. The Main Zone is underlain by the Critical Zone, which hosts
the UG2 and Merensky reefs. The mineralised UG2 and Merensky reefs are magmatic, layered deposits which contain potentially economic
quantities of PGEs. The PGEs are associated with chromite and base metal sulphides. The Merensky Reef is located between 1 600m and
2 500m below surface in the Northern and Southern Clusters. The UG2 Reef is located between 300m and 400m below the Merensky Reef
within the Northern and Southern Clusters. These two reefs represent the Bauba PGE targets.

Figure 2: Geological setting
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Exploration activities

Summary of drilling results

Bauba commenced exploration within the
prospect areas for PGE and associated
metals in 2010. Exploration activities
included the following:

Drilling on the Northern Cluster was initiated during April 2012, with 10 drillholes initially
planned. Three drillholes have been completed on the farm Schoonoord 462KS (Figure 1)
and have intersected both the Merensky and UG2 Reefs, at depths of between 1 800m
and 2 500m below surface. Intersection depths indicate that the dip is in line with regional
estimates. Potholed UG2 was intersected in one borehole. The remaining two holes
display robust internal reef structure and base metal sulphide mineralisation. Geological
modelling of the data has been completed.

• The development of an electronic
database based on geophysical,
satellite, aerial photo data and imagery,
geomagnetic surveys as well as
information pertaining to neighbouring
mines and projects available in the
public domain, which was employed to
determine the structural setting of the
project areas. These plans have been
developed and are upgraded as new
data becomes available;
• Preliminary (phase 1) drilling
programmes for each cluster
(Figure 3) were scoped to facilitate
decision-making on subsequent,
focused drilling for feasibility studies.
Table 1 summarises the status of the
preliminary drilling programmes;

All drillholes were drilled vertically. The mineralised reefs dip at an average of 17° to the
south-west. Average reef width is calculated based on the down-hole length and true
width has not been calculated as the drilling deviation is unknown at this early stage.
Drilling on the Southern Cluster (Figure 3) was initiated during April 2010, with four
drillholes being initially planned. Four drillholes were completed and intersected robust
Merensky and UG2 reefs at depths between 1 600m and 1 930m below surface.
Geological modelling of the data was completed. Phase 2 drilling is currently in abeyance.
Limited exploration expenditure was incurred during the 2020 to 2021 ﬁnancial year
(R97 250.00). During this year, the LG6 and the disseminated chromite in the footwall and
hanging wall of the LG6, exposed during the 2015 drilling campaign on Moeijelijk Mine,
was split and sent for PGE analysis.

• Detailed geological ﬁeld investigations
(including grab sampling and laboratory
analyses) by the Competent Person on
the farm Waterkop to determine the
outcrop position of the UG2 (Figure 4);
and
• The LG6 and the disseminated
chromite in the footwall and hanging
wall of the LG6 (both reported under
section 3), exposed during the 2015
drilling campaign, was split and sent for
PGE analysis in 2021. The results were
incorporated into the Moeijelijk Mine
database.
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Figure 3: Location of drillholes
Table 1: Summary of exploration drillholes for the Northern and Southern Clusters

Cluster

Drillholes
planned

Planned
drilling
Drilling
m commenced

Drillholes
completed

Drillholes in
progress

Drilling
metres
completed
8 166

Northern

10

19 200

April 2012

3

–

Southern

4

7 900

April 2010

4

–

7 736

14

27 100

7*

–

15 902*

Total

* Excluding four drillholes totalling 12 027m completed on the relinquished Central Cluster.
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Figure 4: Site investigation on the farm Waterkop 113KT
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Sampling governance
Bauba completed 11 diamond drillholes on the Northern, Central
and Southern Clusters between 2010 and 2015. Each of the
drillholes was logged, photographed, split and sampled, according
to Bauba’s exploration protocols and internal quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC) procedures. A total of 440 samples were
collected from the drillholes and their deﬂections. Samples were
sent to ISO-accredited laboratories, namely Set Point Industrial
Technology Proprietary Limited (Set Point) (ISO/IEC 17025:2017)
and Genalysis Laboratory Services Proprietary Limited (Genalysis)
(ISO/IEC 17025:2005), for assay and density determination. Set
Point is located in Johannesburg and has since been acquired by
Torre Industries Limited. Genalysis is located in Perth and has since
been acquired by the Intertek Minerals Group.
Bauba included a minimum of 10% combined standards, blanks
and duplicates into sample batches prior to dispatch to the
laboratories. Standards and blanks are certiﬁed reference material
sourced from AMIS. Bauba also sent 10% of the pulp samples
for repeat analysis to an umpire laboratory. Bauba conducted an
internal audit of the laboratory results, including a comparison of
results to those of the umpire laboratory, to check for any errors or
bias. This was completed on each set of data returned to Bauba
by the laboratory. To date, no signiﬁcant errors or bias have been
recorded. No independent audits or reviews of the sampling
methodologies or QA/QC procedures have been undertaken.
The analytical work conducted by Set Point included analysis of
samples for PGE, gold and base metal content using ﬁre assay
and Inductively Coupled Plasma-mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS).
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Genalysis undertook ﬁre assay and ICP-MS analyses to determine
the PGE and gold content. Fire assay is the industry standard
process for obtaining analytical gold and PGE concentrations from
ore and is considered appropriate. The relative density (RD) was
determined for each sample in the assay laboratories utilising the
gas pycnometer method.
In September 2019, a total of four grab samples were submitted
to SGS Laboratory, a South African National Accreditation System
(SANAS)-accredited laboratory, in Randfontein. These four
samples formed part of a total of 48 submitted samples. Seven
QA/QC samples were included consisting of one blank, three
standards and three duplicates. Laboratory analysis included
X-ray ﬂuorescence (for Cr2O3, Fe2O3, FeO, TiO2, Al2O3, SiO2, CaO
and MgO. Density of the samples was calculated employing
the Archimedes principle. The elemental Cr:Fe ratios were also
calculated.

Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
estimation criteria
As a result of current PGE prices there are no reasonable prospects
for eventual economic extraction given the considerable depth of
the estimated Mineral Resources of the properties to the west. As a
result no Mineral Resources will be reported for the westerly deeper
PGE assets. This report though includes Moeijelijk Mine (Figure 1)
where PGE-bearing tailings material is being processed as a byproduct of the beneﬁciation of chromitite ore.

Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
reconciliation

The environmental authorisation for the NEMA application was
granted on 11 August 2020.

There have been no changes to Mineral Resources during the
current reporting period as no estimate was reported.

A water use licence application (WULA) was submitted to the
Department of Water and Sanitisation (DWS) on 6 July 2018 and
the technical reports were accepted on 15 October 2019.

Mining activities
No mining or production has taken place historically or during
the reporting period apart from on Moeijelijk Mine where PGEbearing tailings material is being processed as a by-product of
the beneﬁciation of chromitite ore. Production associated with
chromitite ore is declared under the production section.

Material risks
The greatest risk to the project is associated with the depth below
surface, which will impact on access to the deposit. This poses
a risk with respect to the time for development as well as higher
operating and capital costs, relative to shallower operations. Risk
is also associated with increased temperatures at depth based
on the higher geothermal gradient associated with the Bushveld
Complex which may affect the refrigeration requirements and
rock engineering design. The project is currently held through
an accepted retention permit as mining of the commodities
in question would be uneconomic due to prevailing market
conditions. The identiﬁed risks impact signiﬁcantly on the potential
to generate a Mineral Resource for the deeper PGE assets.
The Waterkop property is currently waiting for the granting of
a mining right and the risk is that no legal tenure will exist if the
application is rejected.
At Moeijelijk Mine (Figure 1), PGE Mineral Resources are recovered,
as part of tailings material processed, as a by-product of the
beneﬁciation of chromitite ore. The Moeijelijk Mine PGE Mineral
Resources are thus dependent on the economics of chromite mining.

Environmental management and funding
The DMRE accepted a mining right application and National
Environment Management Act (Act 107 of 1998) application for the
PGE assets. Waste management licence activities, in terms of the
National Environmental Management: Waste Act (Act 59 of 2008)
(NEMWA), were excluded from the application and will need to be
applied for and licenced prior to the commencement of activities
listed in terms of the NEMWA. The ﬁnal environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and environmental management programme
(EMPr) report were submitted to the DMRE on 25 May 2018.

The rehabilitation provision, calculated as part of the NEMA
application, and included in the EIA and EMPr reports, was
calculated for phase 1 of the project i.e. the Waterkop operations.
The provision amounts to a total of R5 million. An afﬁdavit was
submitted to, and accepted by, the DMRE wherein Bauba A
Hlabirwa Mining Investments undertakes to secure a ﬁnancial
guarantee for the amount of R5 011 283,19 prior to the execution
of the mining right.

MOEIJELIJK CHROME MINE
Competence
Dunrose Trading 186 Proprietary Limited, trading as Shango
Solutions (Shango), updated the Moeijelijk Mineral Resources in
compliance with the SAMREC Code for Bauba Resources Limited.
Hermanus Berhardus Swart, the Lead Competent Person for the
Moeijelijk Mineral Resources, hereby provides consent for the
inclusion of extracts from, or a summary of the Mineral Resources
in the Bauba Resources Limited integrated annual report as
required by the JSE Listings Requirements section 12.13.
I, Hermanus Berhardus Swart, do hereby certify that I am employed
as Principal Geologist of Dunrose Trading 186 Proprietary Limited
t/a Shango Solutions, located at the corner of Ethel Avenue and
Ruth Crescent, Northcliff. I have more than 20 years’ experience
relevant to the style of mineralisation and types of deposits under
consideration, and to the activities which have been undertaken, to
qualify as a Competent Person as deﬁned by the SAMREC Code.
The addresses of the bodies recognised by SAMREC 2016, where
the Competent Person responsible for the Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves is registered are as follows:
South African Council for Natural Scientiﬁc Professions
Management Enterprise Building,
Mark Shuttleworth Street,
Innovation Hub,
Pretoria.
Geological Society of South Africa (registered as a Fellow):
CSIR Mining Precinct,
Corner Rustenburg and Carlow Roads,
Melville.
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Location, geography and access
The Bauba Moeijelijk Chromite Mine is located on the farm Moeijelijk 412KS in the Limpopo province, approximately 70km south-east of
the town of Polokwane and 270km north-east of Johannesburg (Figure 5). The area has a well-developed network of national (N1), regional
(R37) and tarred roads and railways. Bauba holds a 30-year mining right for chromite over this farm which extends over an area of 2 271ha
in the Eastern Limb of the Bushveld Complex. This mining right was granted in July 2016. Previously a prospecting right and small-scale
mining permit were held. The mine is an open pit and underground operation located in the vicinity of various operating chromite mines and
development projects. Production from the open pit was temporarily discontinued during April 2018, pending the approval of the water use
licence. The sinking of underground development commenced in January 2018. Opencast mining came to an end in December 2019 when
the Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves were depleted.

Figure 5: Locality map

History
No information regarding historical activities or ownership over the Moeijelijk farm was available prior to granting of the ﬁrst prospecting right
to Bauba A Hlabirwa Mining Investments Proprietary Limited (Bauba A Hlabirwa) in 2006. The farm was held by Samancor Chrome Limited
(Samancor) as an old order prospecting right prior to acquisition by Bauba A Hlabirwa in 2006. Exploration drilling and Mineral Resource
estimations were completed by Samancor but were not published in the public domain. Consequently, no historical Mineral Resources or
Mineral Reserves are available for comparison. Bauba became a 60% shareholder of the Moeijelijk Project in 2014, after a transaction with
Bauba A Hlabirwa, Hlabirwa Mining Investments, Danene Trust, Kumane Trust, Math-Pin Trust, Pimlico Investment Trust and Highland Trading
Investments Limited (collectively, the vendors) was concluded. Exploration and mining have been completed on numerous projects in the
vicinity of the Moeijelijk Project. Bauba A Hlabirwa commenced mining activities on the Moeijelijk Project in February 2015. The operation
was placed on care and maintenance between January 2016 and January 2017. Mining continued from January 2017 until the open pit was
temporarily stopped during April 2018 pending the approval of the water use licence.
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Regional and local geology
The Moeijelijk Project is located on the northern part of the Eastern Limb of the Bushveld Complex (Figure 6). The project area is covered by
recent unconsolidated sediments, with minimal outcrop of the underlying hard rock geology. The underlying geology comprises units of the
Lower Zone. The more weathering resistant Lower Critical Zone forms a steep hill to the south-west of the Moeijelijk Project, where the LG2,
LG6 (including disseminated chromite in the immediate footwall, Figure 7) and LG6A units sub-outcrop at the base of the hill.
The LG2 unit sub-outcrops towards the southern portion of the property, striking north-west, south-east over a strike length of
approximately 2,5km. The dip is typically 20° towards the west, but varies slightly along strike. The average width of the LG2 unit is
approximately 0,87m and varies between 0,47m and 1,75m.
The LG6 and LG6A units sub-outcrop over a strike length of approximately 1,6km. The LG6 and LG6A units, which are separated by
pyroxenite partings, are typically continuous along strike and down dip. Dip is typically 20° to the west, but varies slightly along strike. The
average combined width of the LG6 and LG6A units is approximately 1,75m, excluding partings. The parting between the LG6 and LG6A
units varies between 0,77m and 1,60m in thickness.
The Moeijelijk Project targets the disseminated chromite footwall, LG6 and LG6A units.

Figure 6: Geological setting
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Exploration activities
Exploration by Bauba a Hlabirwa commenced in 2007 and included geological
ﬁeld mapping with the purpose of delineating the outcrop position, deﬁning the
basic structural geology and the continuity of the LG6 unit over the project area.
Percussion drilling, diamond drilling and a geophysical survey were completed on a
regional basis in 2007 (Figure 8 to Figure 11). Two diamond drillholes were drilled on
the Moeijelijk Project. These were utilised to conﬁrm continuity of the LG6 and LG6A
units. A digital terrain model with 5m contour intervals was completed in 2007. In
2013, Bauba a Hlabirwa completed a total of 16 percussion drillholes. The drillholes
were planned to prove continuity of the LG6 unit along the strike of the orebody.
Eight of the percussion drillholes intersected the LG6 unit at a depth of less than
25m and eight intersected the LG6 unit at a depth of up to 50m.
In 2013, a total of three reverse circulation (RC) drillholes were completed by Bauba
a Hlabirwa. All exploration completed prior to 2015 is referred to as historical
for the purposes of this report. During November 2015, Bauba commenced a
diamond drilling programme consisting of four diamond drillholes (referred to as
2015 exploration drillholes). These drillholes were planned with the intention of
estimating a maiden Mineral Resource for the LG6 and LG6A units. Samples were
taken from the open pit mining face. The mining face was mapped in detail to gain
an understanding of the extent of unit variability and structural disturbance. During
2016, Shango managed an exploration programme, focused around the current
mining areas, and updated the three-dimensional geological model, created in
Leapfrog, on behalf of Bauba. The objectives of this work included estimation of
the chromite tonnages and mining waste volumes for both 40m and 50m highwall
mining areas, improving conﬁdence in the grade, thickness and density of the
chromite units, delineating the subcrop position of the various chromitite units and
calculating the stripping ratio for the available mining areas.
During this exploration programme, Shango introduced a sub-division of the
opencast mining areas into the Central Work in Progress, Southern Area, Northern
Work in Progress, Northern Extension and Northern Area.

Figure 7: Simpliﬁed stratigraphic column for
the Moeijelijk Project
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Exploration drilling was undertaken to improve conﬁdence in the depth, thickness,
grade and subcrop position of the chromitite packages across the deﬁned mining
areas. Drilling commenced with ﬁve RC drillholes (F1, H1, I1, J1 and K1) in the
Southern Area and the Northern Area. This was followed by a further 12 drillholes
in the same mining areas. Holes were drilled using a combination of drilling
methods, namely RC from surface to the base of the Boulder Zone, followed by
diamond drilling to the base of the LG6 unit. All drillholes were drilled vertically and
the diamond drilling portion was drilled with NQ core size. A further four diamond
drillholes were completed in the Central Work in Progress and Northern Extension
mining areas in order to improve conﬁdence in the grade and thickness of the LG6
and LG6A units, and to test for the presence of large waste partings. These holes
were drilled vertically with the initial part being drilled HQ size until the hole stabilised,
after which the remainder was drilled with NQ size. In the Northern Work in Progress
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mining area, ﬁve pit samples were taken to improve conﬁdence
in the grade and thickness of the chromitite units. All drillholes
completed during this exploration programme are referred to as
recent exploration drillholes. For the majority of the programme,
one sample was sufﬁcient to encompass the entire chromitite
layer. Grade control sampling to determine variability across
the LG6 and LG6A chromitite layers was performed on drillhole
NEX1. The chromitite layer present in NEX1 was divided into
20cm samples, as this is the minimum plausible mining thickness
that can be achieved. Inclusions larger than 4cm were sampled

separately and calculated into the grade of the entire chromitite
layer using weighted average thicknesses. From October 2017 to
January 2018, Bauba completed a total of 15 diamond drillholes,
12 of which returned full intersections suitable for sampling of the
LG2 unit. The drillholes were planned to prove continuity of the
LG2 unit along the strike of the orebody and to declare a Mineral
Resource for the LG2 unit. The LG2 unit was encountered at
depths varying from 36m to 145m below surface. All holes were
drilled vertically and the diamond drilling portion was drilled with
NQ core size.

Figure 8: Location of LG6 data points
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Figure 9: LG6A data points

Figure 10: Disseminated chromitite footwall data points
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Figure 11: Location of LG2 data points

Figure 12: Comparison of the Cameron section to a cross-section of Moeijelijk Mine
(modiﬁed after Cameron, 1980)
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Bara Consulting conducted a scoping study on the Moeijelijk
Project in the previous ﬁnancial year.
The LG2 was identiﬁed by the Competent Person on site as
well as in drillhole information. The correlation of this layer was
performed by comparison to the Cameron section (Cameron,
1980) (Figure 12). The thickness of the units situated between the
top contact of the LG2 and the bottom contact of the LG6, as
described by Cameron (1980) (Figure 12), is approximately 202m.
Similarly, the measured distance between the modelled wireframes
for these units is approximately 196m. In addition, Cameron (1980)
reported a Cr:Fe ratio of around 1,80 to 1,85, which corresponds
to the Cr:Fe ratios that Bauba received from the laboratory.

Sampling governance
Samples prior to 2015 were analysed by UIS Analytical Services
Proprietary Limited (UIS Laboratory). Sampling governance is
detailed in the “Updated Independent Competent Person’s Report
on the Moeijelijk Chromite Mineral Asset” prepared by Venmyn
Deloitte as at 31 January 2016.
Bauba completed four exploration drillholes in the downdip extension of the project during 2015. The drillholes were
completed during November and December 2015. Each of the
drillholes was logged, photographed, split and sampled, according
to Bauba’s exploration protocols and QA/QC procedures. A total
of 59 samples were submitted to Set Point SANAS-accredited
laboratory, for assay and SG determination. Of the 59 samples
submitted, 31 were samples from the drilling programme, 22 were
face samples from the open pit and six were standard samples
included by Bauba. These samples considered blanks and
standards. No duplicates were submitted by Bauba. The laboratory
inserted a further nine QA/QC samples, comprising blanks,
standards and duplicates.
Bauba completed a total of ﬁve RC drillholes and 12 combination
RC/diamond drillholes towards the end of 2016. Each of
the diamond drillholes was logged, photographed, split and
sampled, according to Bauba’s exploration protocols and QA/
QC procedures. A total of 53 samples were submitted to Bureau
Veritas Laboratory, a SANAS-accredited laboratory located in
Rustenburg, for assay and SG determination. Of the 53 samples
submitted, 43 were samples from the drilling programme, ﬁve
were face samples from the open pit and ﬁve were standard
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samples included by Bauba (one per 10 samples submitted). No
duplicates were submitted by Bauba. The laboratory inserted a
further 22 QA/QC samples, comprising blanks, standards and
duplicates. Bauba completed a total of 15 diamond drillholes
during the LG2 drilling programme (October 2017 to January
2018). Each of the diamond drillholes was logged, photographed,
split and sampled, according to Bauba’s exploration protocols
and QA/QC procedures. A total of 55 samples were submitted
to UIS Laboratory, a SANAS-accredited laboratory, in Centurion.
No duplicates were submitted by Bauba. Eight QA/QC samples
were included and the laboratory inserted 18 additional QA/
QC samples, consisting of blanks, standards and duplicates.
Set Point, a SANAS-accredited laboratory, was employed to
perform umpire assays for the LG2 sampling. Set Point included
a further six QA/QC samples, comprising blanks, standards
and duplicates. Laboratory analysis for the recent LG2 and LG6
chromitite samples included X-ray ﬂuorescence for Cr2O3, Fe2O3,
FeO, TiO2, Al2O3, SiO2, CaO and MgO. Density of the samples
was calculated employing the Archimedes principle. The elemental
Cr:Fe ratios were also calculated. Bauba continuously conducts
an internal audit of the laboratory results to check for any errors
or bias. This is completed on each set of data returned to Bauba
by the laboratory. To date, no signiﬁcant errors or bias have been
recorded. The Competent Person undertook an independent audit
of the sampling methodologies and QA/QC procedures employed
during the 2018 exploration activities and did not discover any
material ﬂaws.
In September 2019, a total of 48 samples were submitted to
SGS Laboratory, a SANAS-accredited laboratory, in Randfontein
in order to test the disseminated chromite sampling. Seven
QA/QC samples were included consisting of one blank, three
standards and three duplicates. Laboratory analysis included
X-ray ﬂuorescence for Cr2O3, Fe2O3, FeO, TiO2, Al2O3, SiO2, CaO
and MgO. Density of the samples was calculated employing
the Archimedes principle. The elemental Cr:Fe ratios were also
calculated.

Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
estimation
All Mineral Resources as tabulated under this section have been
estimated in accordance with the SAMREC (2016) Code.

LG2

Grade estimation

Orebody delineation

A spatial estimate was performed for all grade ﬁelds, considering
an inverse distance cubed estimation technique, utilising seven
samples, and a 2 000m isotropic search ellipse.

Surfaces were created for the orebody top and bottom contacts,
considering the intersection points identiﬁed in the borehole
dataset. The top contact was modelled as an offset plane from the
bottom contact. The practical application of this was to generate
a gridded surface of the thickness of the LG2 unit, and elevate this
surface on the gridded surface generated for the bottom contact
of the LG2.
A calcite zone was deﬁned during drilling which was localised in
the open pit area, near the top contact of the LG2 unit. This zone
was modelled separately using the same technique applied to
generate the LG2 surfaces, and considering the top of the LG2
as the reference surface. Therefore, spurious changes in unit
thickness or deviations from the expected position, for example,
due to differences in data density between the modelled unit and
the reference unit, were eliminated.

Disseminated chromite footwall, LG6 and LG6A
Orebody delineation
Surfaces were created for the orebody top and bottom contacts,
considering the intersection points identiﬁed in the borehole
dataset. The bottom contact was modelled as an offset plane from
the top contact.

Compositing
Full intersection composites were generated for each borehole
intersecting the LG6. An average intersection grade was thereby
generated for each variable to be estimated per drillhole. This
technique was preferred to calculating length-weighted grade
values, as the thickness of the orebody is provided spatially from
the modelled top and bottom contacts and not from a thickness
estimate. This avoids spurious grade responses.

Compositing
Full intersection composites were generated for each borehole
intersecting the LG2. An average intersection grade was thereby
generated for each variable to be estimated per drillhole. This
technique was preferred to calculating length-weighted grade
values, as the thickness of the orebody is provided spatially from
the modelled top and bottom contacts, and not from a thickness
estimate. This avoids spurious grade responses to the edge of the
modelled calcite zone.

Grade estimation
A spatial estimate was performed for all grade ﬁelds, considering
an inverse distance cubed estimation technique, utilising seven
samples, and a 2 000m isotropic search ellipse.

Mineral Resource estimation methodology
The newly estimated block model is based on a 50m by 50m model prototype. Sub-celling is permitted to a minimum cell size of 2,5m in X
and Y. All variables (grade, channel width and SG) were estimated employing an inverse distance-weighted estimate to the power of three.
The search factors employed for all variables are shown in Table 2 below. The classiﬁcation criteria are described in Table 3 and represent
standard criteria throughout the Bushveld mines.
Table 2: Search volume deﬁnitions
Search
number

Search
range

Minimum
samples

Maximum
samples

Expansion
factor

Minimum
samples

Maximum
samples

Expansion
factor

Minimum
samples

Maximum
samples

1

2 000

3

7

2

1

20

3

1

20
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Table 3: LG6 Mineral Resources classiﬁcation criteria deﬁned as a diameter around samples (m)
Area

Measured

Indicated

75

150

300

300

600

1 200

Open pit
Underground

Inferred

The topmost disseminated chromite sample in the footwall of the LG6 was selected from the available drillhole data for grade estimation,
to represent the top 40cm of disseminated footwall considered for dilution. The grade values of these samples were estimated into a 2D
model with 50m by 50m parent cells, considering a 2 000m circular search ellipse, ﬁve samples per estimate, employing an inverse square
of distance sample weighting. Classiﬁcation was performed considering the same methodology as applied for the LG6, utilising the LG6
disseminated footwall samples. A thickness of 40cm was applied to the estimated grade model for tonnage calculation.

Mineral Resource classiﬁcation LG2
Mineral Resource classiﬁcation was performed considering a two-stage strategy, with an initial automated classiﬁcation performed by
calculating distance to nearest sample, which was subsequently reﬁned by manual inspection and reclassiﬁcation of spurious outputs
of the automated process. In this context, spurious outputs are deﬁned as localised estimation artefacts such as crescents and ellipses.
The classiﬁcation criteria are tabulated in Table 4 and the spatial distribution is summarised in Figure 13 below.
Table 4: LG2 classiﬁcation criteria estimated
Sample
count

Search
range

Measured

2

75

Open pit

Indicated

2

150

Open pit

Inferred

2

300

Underground

Measured

2

300

Underground

Indicated

2

600

Underground

Inferred

2

1 200

Mining type

Mineral Resource class

Open pit

Mineral Resource classiﬁcation disseminated chromite footwall, LG6 and LG6A
Mineral Resources were categorised based on the distance from samples, with the additional criteria of a minimum of two samples to allow
classiﬁcation as Measured or Indicated Mineral Resources (Table 3). Figure 14 to Figure 16 depict the spatial distribution of the Mineral
Resource classiﬁcations.
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Figure 13: Mineral Resource classiﬁcation of the LG2

Figure 14: Mineral Resource classiﬁcation of the LG6A
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Figure 15: Mineral Resource classiﬁcation of the LG6

Figure 16: Mineral Resource classiﬁcation of the disseminated chromitite footwall
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Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves statement
Mineral Resources are presented as in situ tonnes after geological losses have been applied in Table 5 and Table 6 below. Geological losses
were determined using the estimated geological losses from the in-pit geological mapping as well as known geological losses expected in
the eastern Bushveld. The Mineral Reserve statements on LG6 underground Mineral Resources are detailed in Table 7. Data to support the
cut-off grade and modifying factors represent actual ﬁgures from the mine.
Table 5: Mineral Resources for LG2 (in accordance with the SAMREC (2016) Code) at a 60m highwall (as at 30 June 2018)

Mining
method

Seam

Opencast*

LG2

Underground LG2

Opencast
and
underground

LG2

Mineral
Resource
category

Tonnes
Mt

Seam
width
cm

Cr203
%

SiO2
%

FeO
%

Cr:Fe
ratio

Density
g/cm3

Measured

0,03

111

31,59

11,85

14,42

1,88

3,26

Indicated

0,09

108

28,40

10,22

13,34

1,84

3,30

Measured and
Indicated

0,12

109

29,16

10,61

13,59

1,85

3,29

Inferred

0,13

98

32,67

9,63

15,31

1,86

3,55

Total opencast

0,25

103

31,02

10,09

14,50

1,86

3,42

Measured

1,16

84

34,77

10,80

17,11

1,79

3,65

Indicated

1,44

85

33,59

11,65

16,74

1,77

3,63

Measured and
Indicated

2,60

84

34,12

11,27

16,90

1,78

3,64

Inferred

1,08

88

32,73

12,31

16,40

1,76

3,62

Total underground

3,68

85

33,71

11,58

16,76

1,77

3,63

Measured

1,19

84

34,70

10,82

17,05

1,79

3,64

Indicated

1,53

86

33,29

11,57

16,54

1,77

3,61

Measured and
Indicated

2,72

85

33,90

11,24

16,76

1,78

3,62

Inferred

1,21

89

32,72

12,02

16,28

1,77

3,62

Grand total

3,93

87

33,54

11,48

16,61

1,78

3,62

* Calculated at a 60m highwall.
A 100m buffer around the community has been excluded from the Mineral Resources.
Mineral Resources are reported as in situ tonnes.
Mineral Resources are exclusive of a 20m crown pillar below the 60m opencast highwall.
Mineral Resources are exclusive of a 10m boundary pillar of the Moeijelijk farm boundary.
A cut-off grade of 25% Cr2O3 has been applied to the resource models.
Apparent computational errors are due to rounding.
Geological losses have been applied to the Mineral Resource categories:
• Measured – 5%;
• Indicated – 10%; and
• Inferred – 20%.
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Table 6: Mineral Resources for the disseminated LG6 and LG6A as at 30 June 2021 (in accordance with the SAMREC (2016)
Code)
Discounted
tonnes (Mt)

CW
(cm)

Cr203
%

FeO
%

SiO2
%

Al2O3
%

MgO
%

Cr:Fe

Density

LG6

3,56

136

42,4

24,6

4,7

14,5

10,4

1,54

4,37

Measured and Indicated

3,32

136

42,3

24,6

4,7

14,5

10,4

1,54

4,37

Reef and Mineral Resource
category

Measured

1,06

127

41,5

24,1

5,0

14,4

10,3

1,57

4,30

Indicated

2,25

140

42,6

24,8

4,5

14,5

10,4

1,53

4,40

Inferred

0,24

140

43,4

24,9

4,4

14,5

10,4

1,52

4,45

LG6A

0,90

41

41,2

24,3

6,4

14,3

10,5

1,49

4,29

Measured and Indicated

0,39

40

41,2

24,1

6,8

14,3

10,5

1,51

4,21

Measured

0,11

39

41,0

24,0

7,0

14,2

10,5

1,51

4,14

Indicated

0,28

41

41,2

24,1

6,7

14,3

10,5

1,51

4,24

Inferred

0,51

42

41,2

24,4

6,1

14,3

10,5

1,48

4,35

LG6DSS

0,76

40

32,8

20,9

16,0

11,7

14,0

1,40

3,83

Measured and Indicated

0,35

40

33,0

21,0

15,7

11,7

13,8

1,40

3,85

Measured

0,11

40

33,5

21,3

15,2

11,8

13,6

1,41

3,87

Indicated

0,24

40

32,8

20,9

16,0

11,7

14,0

1,40

3,84

Inferred

0,41

40

32,5

20,8

16,2

11,6

14,1

1,40

3,82

Measured and Indicated

4,06

216

41,4

24,2

5,8

14,2

10,7

1,53

4,30

Measured

1,29

206

40,8

23,8

6,1

14,2

10,6

1,55

4,24

Indicated

2,77

222

41,6

24,4

5,7

14,3

10,7

1,52

4,33

Inferred

1,16

222

38,6

23,3

9,3

13,4

11,7

1,46

4,16

Total

5,22

217

40,8

24,0

6,6

14,0

10,9

1,51

4,27

Mineral Resources are reported as in situ tonnes and inclusive of Mineral Reserves.
Mineral Resources are exclusive of a 20m crown pillar below the 60m opencast highwall.
Mineral Resources are exclusive of a 10m boundary pillar of the Moeijelijk farm boundary.
A cut-off grade of 20% Cr2O3 has been applied to the resource models.
Apparent computational errors are due to rounding.
Geological losses have been applied to the Mineral Resource categories:
• Measured – 5%;
• Indicated – 10%; and
• Inferred – 20%.
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Table 7: LG6 underground Mineral Resource/Mineral Reserve detail as at 30 June 2021
Thicknesses (m)
Geological
loss Chromitite
%
Mt

Area
ha

Dip

Slope
area
ha

Indicated

37,8099

21

40,4999

1,40

4,40

10

2,25

Measured

19,1594

21

20,5225

1,27

4,30

5

1,06

Total

56,9693

Mineral Resources estimates

LG6

SG

61,0224

3,31

In situ million tonnes

Element oxides %

Mineral Resource grades

LG6

Total

Cr2O3

FeO

Al2O3

MgO

SiO2

Cr:Fe
ratio

Indicated

2,25

2,25

42,60

24,80

14,50

10,40

4,50

1,54

Measured

1,06

1,06

41,50

24,10

14,40

10,30

5,00

1,57

Total

3,31

3,31

Table 7: LG6 underground Mineral Resources/Mineral Reserves as at 30 June 2021
Middling pyroxenite

SG

Geological
loss
%

Million
tonnes

Cr2O3

FeO

Al2O3

MgO

SiO2

Cr:Fe
ratio

0,01

3,30

10

0,01

3,50

11,43

3,73

27,68

49,66

0,27

0,01

3,30

5

0,01

3,50

11,43

3,73

27,68

49,66

0,27

Thickness
m

Probable
Proved

Internal dilution

Element oxides %

Total

0,02
Pyroxenite

SG

Geological
loss
%

Million
tonnes

Cr2O3

FeO

Al2O3

MgO

SiO2

Cr:Fe
ratio

0,12

4,05

10

0,18

3,50

11,43

3,73

27,68

49,66

0,27

0,12

4,05

5

0,09

3,50

11,43

3,73

27,68

49,66

0,27

Thickness
m

Probable
Proved

External dilution (HW)

Total

Element oxides %

0,27
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Pyroxenite

SG

Geological
loss
%

Million
tonnes

Cr2O3

FeO

Al2O3

MgO

SiO2

Cr:Fe
ratio

0,28

3,84

10

0,39

32,80

20,90

11,70

14,00

16,00

1,40

0,28

3,87

5

0,21

33,50

21,30

11,80

13,60

15,20

1,41

Thickness
m

Probable
Proved

External dilution (FW)

Element oxides %

Total

0,60
Million tonnes in situ

Less modifying factors %

RoM

Chromite

Internal
dilution

External
dilution
HW

External
dilution
FW

Mining
extraction loss

Mining
loss
factor

Probable

2,25

0,01

0,18

0,39

13

9

2,20

Proved

1,06

0,01

0,09

0,21

18

9

1,00

Total

3,31

0,02

0,27

0,60

Mineral Reserves estimates

Mining
dilution
loss

Waste
packed
U/G

Plant
feed
Mt

3,20

Table 7: LG6 underground Mineral Resources/Mineral Reserves detail as at 30 June 2021
Element oxides %

SiO2

Cr:Fe
ratio

12,20

9,52

1,46

12,20

10,16

1,44

RoM
Mt

Cr2O3

FeO

Al2O3

MgO

Probable

2,199

38,28

23,24

13,29

Proved

1,001

37,23

22,65

13,14

3,20

37,95

Mineral Reserves estimates

Total

The Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves are reported according to the principles of the SAMREC Code.
Mining extraction = tonnes broken underground.
RoM plant feed

= tonnes broken U/G (total chromitite + external dilution + internal dilution) less losses attributed to mining extraction,
mining loss, mining dilution and waste packed underground – mostly pyroxenite.

Mineral Reserves are exclusive of the 20m crown pillar below the 60m opencast highwall.
Mineral Reserves are exclusive of the 10m boundary pillar of the Moeijelijk farm boundary.
A cut-off grade of 20% Cr2O3 has been applied to the Mineral Resource models.
Apparent computational errors are due to rounding.
Geological losses have been applied to the Mineral Resource categories:
• Measured – 5%; and
• Indicated –10%.
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Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
reconciliation
Based on updated information and the development of a
LoM plan, Shango updated the Mineral Resources, effective
30 June 2021. The 2020 Mineral Resource for the disseminated
chromite footwall, LG6 and LG6A units totals 5,65Mt at an average
grade of 40,70%. The 2021 Mineral Resource for the disseminated
chromite footwall, LG6 and LG6A units totals 5,22Mt at an
average grade of 40,80%. The decrease of 0,43Mt in tonnage
and increase in grade by 0,1% is due to depletions by mining of
0,294Mt during the ﬁnancial year, 0,024Mt due to mining of 28cm
disseminated chromite footwall as opposed to the modelled 40cm
and 0,084Mt due to the loss of LG6A in undermined areas. The
Mineral Resource of the LG2 remains 3,93Mt at an average grade
of 33,54% and studies in 2018 indicated that it has the potential to
be extracted as part of the current operations.
The 2020 Mineral Reserve for the disseminated chromite footwall,
LG6 and LG6A units totals 3,68Mt at an average grade of 38,4%.
The 2021 Mineral Reserve for the disseminated chromite footwall,
LG6 and LG6A units totals 3,20Mt at an average grade of 38,0%.
The decrease of 0,48Mt is due to depletions by mining during
the ﬁnancial year, mining of 28cm disseminated chromite footwall
as opposed to the modelled 40cm and the loss of LG6A in
undermined areas.

Mining activities
The Moeijelijk Project is currently an underground operation with
the open pit Mineral Resources depleted in December 2019. The
open pit consisted of a truck and shovel operation where mining
was conducted and managed by contract miners. Sinking of the
underground decline developments commenced in January 2018,
with production currently ramping up to the planned capacity of
30 000 tonnes per month. The underground mine is a conventional
mine, using handheld rock drills with scraper winch cleaning. All
ore is moved from the stope face to surface using mechanised
loading and hauling.
The Moeijelijk underground mine will be developed almost entirely
on the LG6 Reef horizon (including the disseminated chromite
footwall) with limited off-reef development where required. The
LG6A will not form part of the mining target but may be included in
certain larger excavations.
Development of the main apparent dip trucking ramp and strike
drives is mechanised with mechanised drilling and mechanised
loading and hauling of rock to surface.
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Figure 17: Plan of ﬁnal mine layout for Moeijelijk Chrome Mine

Production
During the reporting period, a total of 294 479 tonnes of underground RoM tonnes were produced at an average grade of 37,8%
Cr2O3. A wash plant was constructed to upgrade RoM chrome ore below 40% Cr2O3 into lumpy, foundry, chemical and metallurgicalgrade concentrates. During the ﬁnancial year 299 024 tonnes were fed through the wash plant at a yield of 56,7%. A total of 177 574
tonnes of concentrate was trucked from the mine.
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Material risks
Many of the technical and infrastructural risks associated with
the chrome project have been minimised due to its favourable
location with respect to an established mining region. The Moeijelijk
Project is located in a well-understood geological setting that is
currently supporting numerous mining operations. Due to diligent
opencast and underground mapping, the geological setting
across the mining operation is well understood. To date, no dykes
have been intersected across the full strike length of the mine
and faults are rarely observed. The greatest risk to the project is
falling commodity prices. It is expected that further drilling will not
improve conﬁdence in locating dykes and reliance is placed upon
the geomagnetic survey. Low commodity prices can affect both
operators and downstream chrome purchasers thereby limiting the
market available to both contributors to the industry.

Environmental management and funding
An EIA and EMPr report in support of the opencast and
underground mining right application was submitted on
28 July 2015 and granted on 13 July 2016. A WULA was
submitted on 12 August 2015 and granted on 30 March 2017 for
the opencast and underground mining project.
A section 102 application was submitted on 7 December 2017
to amend Bauba A Hlabirwa’s Mine Works Programme and EMPr
to include a wash plant, stockpile areas for product, tailings
storage facilities and mining of the LG2 Mineral Resource. The
ﬁnal EIA and EMPr report for the NEMA application was submitted
on 25 May 2018. An integrated environmental authorisation
was subsequently granted on 12 October 2018. A WULA was
submitted on 30 October 2017 and the water use licence was
granted on 4 July 2018.
A NEMA application for the backﬁlling of the opencast
voids with tailings material was submitted to the DMRE on
12 December 2019 and the ﬁnal EIA and EMPr report was
submitted on 6 November 2020.

A WULA for the increase of groundwater abstraction as well
as backﬁlling of the opencast void with tailings material was
submitted on 21 October 2019 and the technical documents of
the application were submitted on 17 February 2020 and granted
by the DWS on 31 March 2021.
Bauba A Hlabirwa has made provision for both scheduled and
unscheduled closure of the mining operations. The provision
also accounts for closure and rehabilitation operations being
performed according to the requirements of the EMPr. The
environmental liability assessment for Moeijelijk Mine was updated
in July 2020 and submitted to the DMRE on 12 November 2020.
The updated environmental liability was calculated as R11,1 million
(including VAT).
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Bauba is committed to promoting
a sustainable and healthy
environment, embracing social
transformation and upholding
ethical and responsible values as a
corporate citizen.
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ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL AND
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

21.
20.
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COMMITMENT
TO ESG
Bauba is committed to delivering on the principles and ideals of environmental,
social and corporate governance (ESG).
Environment

Social transformation

All of our exploration and mining sites are rehabilitated in
accordance with all relevant legislation. Contractors are responsible
for rehabilitating the sites and mines to standards agreed with
Bauba. To reduce rehabilitation costs and the impact on the
environment from mining activities, roll-over mining is planned and
implemented wherever possible.

Bauba fully embraces the spirit and transformational intent of the
Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act (Act 28 of
2002) (MPRDA), the Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment
Act (Act 53 of 2003) and the Broad-based Socio-economic
Empowerment Charter for the Mining and Minerals Industry,
2018 (Mining Charter 2018), developed in terms of section 100 of
the MPRDA.

Management constantly inspects drill and mine sites to ensure
compliance with these standards.

Our core values

It is committed to fair and equitable employment practices.
Contractors are required to adhere strictly to health, safety and
environmental regulations. Our core value
of ensuring a safe and healthy working
environment is guided by a health and
safety policy, aligned with occupational
Performance
health and mining legislation requirements.
We deliver on time, within budget and
This drives our goal of zero harm to
generate cash while expanding and
employees, contractors and communities
increasing efﬁciency.
close to the prospecting and mining areas.
We encourage our contractors to recruit
employees locally as far as possible.

Corporate citizenship
Agility
We act quickly. We are ﬂexible and
responsive.

Respect
We treat people with respect and
dignity no matter who they are. People
drive Bauba, together in purpose and
towards one shared vision, relying on
each other’s strengths.
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Safety
Safety is a prime priority. Bauba
maintains an ethos that ALL injuries
can be prevented.

Integrity
Being fair and honest. Doing what is
right all the time. Doing what we say we
will do. We carry out our promises and
always acknowledge any mistakes.
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Bauba seeks to uphold the ethical and
responsible principles and values embodied
in King IV™.

21.
20.
Bauba has improved upon its sustainability reporting to further provide transparency
internally and externally.
Our COVID-19 response
COVID-19, which emerged in late 2019,
was declared a global pandemic during
2020 by the World Health Organisation
COVID-19 has continued to have a farreaching and drastic impact on almost
every business globally.
As we reﬂect on the 2021 year, Bauba
continued to implement the appropriate
health and safety measures to protect our
workforce from the continuous spread of
COVID-19.
At Bauba, due to the high health risk of
COVID-19, the safety of our employees
has been a top priority. In response,
Bauba Resources Limited and Bauba A
Hlabirwa Mining Investments Proprietary
Limited (the group) have uncompromisingly
secured the health and safety of its
employees by:
• Implementing all screening protocols,
including recording of information and
monitoring of high temperatures, where
necessary;
• Ensuring employees are provided with
certiﬁed personal protective equipment;
and
• Identifying appropriate accommodation
for employees and/or contractors’
employees who test positive.
Each of the above-mentioned responses
are subject to local legal regulations and
public health guidelines.
The group’s swift and continuous response
to COVID-19 allowed our operations to
continue maintaining our values of integrity
and safety while putting our workforce ﬁrst.

Bauba have begun on-site vaccinations and to date 59% of our employees have
been vaccinated. The aim is to have 70% of the employees vaccinated by the end of
November 2021.

Environment
Bauba is committed to promoting a sustainable and healthy environment.
Our aims, in order to promote such an environment, are:
• Address the measurement, awareness, strategy, goals and targets of environmental
concerns;
• To develop ofﬁce-focused initiatives which all employees are bound to respect and
promote;
• Reduce Bauba’s environmental impact and continually improve our environmental
performance;
• Comply with the requirements of current environmental legislation, regulations and
codes of practice;
• Develop a culture of environmental concern and promotion;
• Communicate Bauba’s commitment to a healthy and sustainable environment; and
• Provide a guideline to employees regarding the environmental standards expected
of suppliers.

Water abstraction volumes for the period 2020/2021

General surface abstraction

32%

Underground abstraction

26%

Wash plant abstraction

15%

Available abstraction

27%

Over-abstraction

0%
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COMMITMENT
TO ESG
continued

Environmental statistics
Water use licence
August 2020 – July 2021

August 2019 – July 2020

52 364m3/a

54 272m3/a

%
0,35

Conservation measures to date

Surface operation
Reduced the watering down cycles from six to three cycles in a 24-hour period
Introduced a water additive to the water used for dust allying

Underground operation
Installed tamper-proof eco-shower heads
Stop-taps installed at all the water positions around the ofﬁces and the surface meeting area
Additional ﬂow meters installed at all ablution blocks to improve water balance calculation and for detection of excessive water losses
Water recycling tanks at the declines
Trackless mobile machinery washing moved to the workshop where water will be recycled for reuse

Wash plant operation
Commissioned of an extra 105m³ dam with electronic controls to the boreholes to improve the management of water usage at the plant
Installed and commissioned an extra settling tank to improve the management of mud from the mud pond
Installed a water meter to monitor water received from Hall Core Water
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21.
Social
Human capital
Human capital plays a central role in the implementation of the group’s key strategic initiatives, setting out the group’s contributions in the
table below:

To coordinate the recruitment of quality talent,
the development of skills and review performance
development to improve the quality of our workforce.

To support and promote “best
practice” and to continually
drive operating efﬁciencies and
consistency.

To facilitate the human capital
needs in areas such as skills
development or employment equity.

To instil the culture and values of Bauba in addition to
continuously implementing policies and procedures.

Bauba relies on its human and is intellectual capital to achieve
its strategies and to fulﬁl its vision and strategy. Training and
development of skills are integral to the maintenance and
enhancement of the group’s human capital.

Health and safety

Training is conducted and is dependent on the needs or
requirements of employees, and is done in accordance with SETA
requirements. A workplace skills plan and annual training report is
submitted annually.

The Moeijelijk Mine has appointed the necessary mining health and
safety representatives (ﬁrst aid, ﬁre and general health and safety),
where regular health and safety audits are conducted. Bauba
utilises the services of an external consultant whenever necessary.

An employment equity plan has been implemented of which Bauba
complies with the provisions of the Employment Equity Act, in
addition to submitting a report to the Director General as required
by section 21 of the above Act.

The health and safety committee monitors compliance with the
various laws and regulations for health and safety within the mining
industry and beyond.

Health and safety statistics
The numbers below represent the 2020/2021 period, including
those contracted to Bauba A Hlabirwa.

0

18

0

Number of fatalities

Number of treat and
return cases

Number of medical
treatments

11

29

Number of lost-time
injuries

Total recordable injuries
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COMMITMENT
TO ESG
continued

Social and labour plan
Bauba has invested and continues to
invest in projects that beneﬁt the entire
community rather than individuals,
reinforcing that community relations are
integral to our stakeholder engagement
with community representatives and
members.

Governance
Corporate social investment
The board recognises that the group has
a responsibility for effective corporate
governance as directed by King IV™,
ensuring ethical business practices and
transparent stakeholder engagement. This
responsibility goes beyond the generation of
proﬁts, but to undertake social development
and social investment activities.

Delivered 260 Spekboom, two fruit trees
and two indigenous trees to Morwasi
Secondary School
60

In doing so, Bauba recognises its focus to:
• Respect the King IV™ principles ensuring the organisation is a responsible
corporate citizen;
• Engage in social investment and reporting that complies with policy, in addition to
further instructions, ideas and strategies communicated by the various role players
tasked with the management and reporting of CSI; and
• Encourage meaningful support projects to Moeijelijk Mine’s to its surrounding
community.
To encourage governance throughout the group, Bauba has enlisted and implemented the
services of an external whistle-blowing service provider. This service is easily accessible
to any stakeholder, in order to make a report, and allows the group to remain ethical and
manage its responsibility under corporate governance.

Delivered 400 Spekboom to Mogale Primary School
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
Bauba has identified seven of the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
as its main long-term priorities.
Caring for the environment
SDG outcomes

Bauba’s contribution

Environment
Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and
marine resources for sustainable development

Bauba has implemented a plan to reduce water consumption
per tonne produced. Waste is sorted for recycling to reduce
impact on landﬁlls and oceans.

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests,
combat desertiﬁcation, halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss

Bauba performs roll-over mining, ensuring rehabilitation takes
place concurrently with the mining footprint. Bauba is currently
planning on planting trees at the local schools and surrounding
areas as part of an environmental awareness campaign.

Social responsibility
SDG outcomes

Bauba’s contribution

Basic needs
Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all
ages

Our mine health and safety strategy aims to ensure Bauba
has a healthy workforce free of occupational and lifestyle
diseases.

Ensure availability and sustainable management of water
and sanitation for all

Bauba has provided water to surrounding communities
through our borehole project. In total, 12 boreholes have been
sunk and ﬁtted with pumps and tanks. On a monthly basis,
Bauba pays for the electricity of these boreholes to pump the
water into the tanks.

Empowerment
Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and decent
work for all

Bauba prioritises the employment of local community
members ﬁrst.

Corporate citizenship
SDG outcomes

Bauba’s contribution

Governance
Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to justice for all and build
effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels

Bauba supports sustainable development as a member of the
Minerals Council of South Africa.

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalise
the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development

Bauba focuses on a sustainable future for all its stakeholders.

More details regarding the SDGs can be found online at www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals
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CLIMATE
CHANGE
TCFD statement
Bauba supports the Paris Agreement goal to reduce global carbon emissions to limit average global temperature rise to well below 2º. In
doing so, the board has committed to addressing climate risk at the highest level to gain a better understanding of potential exposure to
risks, gauge their impact on the business and identify meaningful mitigation responses.
We believe that a sustainable approach is not only good for the environment but makes good business sense. We acknowledge the
increasing risks related to a changing climate and the demand from investors to know how we are responding.
We are committed to aligning our climate risk assessments and disclosures with the TCFD guidelines and commence this process with
this statement, demonstrating the priority and importance we place on understanding and responding to the challenges presented by a
changing climate.
Our TCFD statement is based on recommended disclosures under the four key pillars of the TCFD guidelines:

Governance
Bauba is committed to the highest standards of corporate
governance and recognise that an effective corporate governance
culture is critical to the long-term performance of the business. The
board is responsible for overseeing the management of Bauba
and providing strategic direction. The board has established
committees to assist it in the execution of its functions.

Our approach to managing climate risks is incorporated into
Bauba’s risk management framework. Our responses and
initiatives are strategic and based on long-term outcomes.
These involve both mitigating identiﬁed risks and capitalising on
business opportunities.

Risk management

More information on Bauba’s corporate governance is available
on page 66.

Bauba has a robust and comprehensive risk management
framework in place. As with our broader ESG priorities, climate
risks will increasingly be integrated into our risk management
programme.

The board is committed to addressing climate risk at the highest
level, to gain a better understanding of potential impacts to the
business and identify and deliver meaningful responses. In doing
so, the board has entrusted the social and ethics committee
with overseeing the group’s response to managing climate risk.
The committee assists the board with matters relating to risk
management, sustainability and broader ESG matters.

The risk management framework includes a clear disclosure
strategy. The results of our climate-related assessments and
progress with associated targets will be included in our climate
disclosures – including voluntary reporting and the ESG and
climate-related benchmarks in which we participate.

Metrics and targets
Strategy
Our strategy is designed to actively respond to the current and
projected impacts of climate change on our business and to meet
increasing demand from investors for disclosure on our approach.
Initially, we will focus on undertaking detailed analysis of both the
physical and transition climate change risks posed to our business.
Bauba completes an annual risk proﬁling process to identify its
material business risks. Results are reported to the audit and
risk committee and the board and published in the integrated
annual report (refer to page 15).
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Bauba has disclosed its ESG performance consistently in
its previous integrated annual reports, using it as its primary
platform to reach its stakeholders.
Going forward, we will gather and disclose such information
on metrics and targets as our resources allow. We will explore
information and targets regarding renewable and other energy
use as well as greenhouse gas, carbon and other emissions. The
social and ethics committee will oversee metrics and targets.

21.

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

The board has appointed a social and ethics committee, as envisaged in King IV™,
to ensure the highest standards of business integrity in accordance with the relevant
legislation and global best practice.
Social responsibility
Community relations are integral to Bauba’s stakeholder engagement plans and meaningful engagement with community representatives
and members includes deploying community-based liaison ofﬁcers who provide information regularly about the company and its activities.
Bauba invests in projects that beneﬁt the entire community rather than individuals and believes in the importance of providing sustainable
social development projects related to its mining and exploration activities as well as platforms for open dialogue with host communities.

Highlights of Bauba’s contribution to the community

EMPLOYEES

R10,124 MILLION

COMMUNITY

(including core contractors)

Total CSI spend

•

409 (82%) of 449

(2020: R10,520 million)

•

are from local
communities

•

(2020: 363 (77%) of 470)

A sound grasp of community needs
and concerns enables us to respond
appropriately.

Bauba has a social and ethics committee,
a key role of which is to assist the board in
ensuring that the group is and remains a
socially responsible corporate citizen.

Corporate citizenship
There is a growing call around the world
to ensure that local communities beneﬁt
from the activities of the mining companies
they host. It is incumbent upon Bauba’s
board and management to ensure that,
from the outset, the group has a full
appreciation of the potential impact its
activities could have on employees,
local communities and the environment
within which it operates and that it
understands the needs and concerns
of its many stakeholders, particularly to
inform decisions around socio-economic
development opportunities.

Transformation
The Bapedi Nation holds a 40% interest in
Bauba A Hlabirwa, the operator and legal
holder of the Moeijelijk mining right and the
PGM prospecting rights. This means that
Bauba meets the BBBEE requirements
of the MPRDA. The cash generation from
the Moeijelijk chrome operation will greatly
assist the Bapedi Nation.
As our BBBEE partners and a signiﬁcant
shareholder in the business, the intention
is to involve the Bapedi Nation in the dayto-day activities of the operations. Much

Over 200 food parcels
distributed during lockdown
Planting of indigenous trees,
assisting with control of dust
and noise levels
Expansion of water provision
project

is being done to build the business skills
of those representing the Bapedi Nation
at different levels within the organisation
to enable them to take an active role in
the business. We have continued our
engagement sessions with the community
to ensure that there is a common
understanding of the scope and potential
of our activities and to enhance awareness
around the constraints within which the
group is operating and how we are dealing
with these challenges.

Workplace
Even as a small employer, Bauba is
committed to employment practices which
are founded on the fundamental principles
of fairness and equity.
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SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
continued

It is the responsibility of the group to
ensure a safe and healthy working
environment. A health and safety policy,
which is aligned to occupational health
and mining legislation requirements,
outlines the group’s zero harm objectives.
Management requires companies
undertaking work on behalf of Bauba to
comply with relevant health, safety and
environmental regulations.
Although most of the mining and
exploration activities are undertaken by
contractors, as far as possible the group
encourages the use of local employees in
positions which do not require specialist
skills.

Environment
All exploration sites are rehabilitated
immediately after completion of the
drilling of the particular hole. The drilling
contractor is responsible for rehabilitating
the site to standards agreed with Bauba.
Rehabilitation is done at the Moeijelijk
Mine site after all mineable chrome has
been removed from that section of the pit.
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These mined sections of the opencast pit
are then back-ﬁlled and shaped when the
next section is being mined. Responsible
land stewardship is critical and is carefully
monitored by the group.
The group’s main environmental impacts
are:
• The use of diesel to power earth
moving equipment, drill rigs and
generate electricity on-site;
• The management of waste; and
• The disturbance of land by mining and
drilling activities.

Social development
Bauba acknowledges the need to engage
with communities in which it operates from
the earliest stages of the mining life cycle
and has sought to provide the platform for
open dialogue with these communities.
A proper grasp of the community’s needs
and concerns will enable the group to
respond to these, relative to its operational
activities, and where appropriate.
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Experience and expertise
Legal

1

Financial

2

Mining

3

LLB

1

CA

2

PhD

1

Manufacturing

1

BCom

3

Metallurgist

1

MBA

3

Board independence
Independent, non-executive directors

3

Executive directors

1

Non-executive directors

4

Years’ service to Bauba
10 to 14 years

1

5 to 9 years

0

2 to 5 years

1

0 to 2 years

6

BOARD
OF
DIRECTORS
Sean Edwards

Eugene Nel

Jurie Wessels

Independent non-executive and chairperson
of the board

Independent non-executive director

Non-executive director

Appointed
5 August 2021

Appointed
7 April 2021

Eugene is a metallurgical engineer with 10 years’
experience as metallurgist and operations
manager at various companies. During this time,
he also obtained his MBA from North West
University. Eugene is the chief executive ofﬁcer at
ASX-listed Vanadium Resources Limited, as well
as managing director of ENC Minerals Proprietary
Limited.

Jurie has 25 years of experience in the exploration
industry and co-founded a number of exploration
and mining companies, including Bauba,
GoldStone Resources Limited, Arcadia Minerals
Limited and Vanadium Resources Limited.

Appointed
5 August 2021

Sean holds a BCom and an MBL from UNISA.
He gained extensive experience in the production
and marketing of ferroalloys and chrome ores
during his 36-year career, until his retirement in
2020. Sean was part of the general management
of Xstrata and Glencore’s marketing and logistics
operation and chaired the general assembly of the
global Chromium Alloys REACH Consortium.

Dr Mathews Phosa

Thomas Baring

Independent non-executive director

Non-executive director

Appointed
28 March 2011

Appointed
22 January 2021

Thomas started his career as an investment
analyst at Fleming Family and Partners, after
which he moved to Moscow to oversee the capital
markets business for the company’s Russian real
estate portfolio. After 10 years, Thomas moved
on to establish the investment arm of the Haskell
Group, with an investment portfolio focused on
the sub-Saharan African and Russian real estate
and commodity markets. In 2016, Tom established
Pelagic Resources Proprietary Limited.

Johan Le Roux
Non-executive director
Appointed
1 April 2021

Johan is a business development executive with
an accounting background. For the past 12
years, Johan has been the business development
manager of SPH Kundalila Proprietary Limited, a
leading mining services provider that is a whollyowned subsidiary of JSE-listed Raubex Group.
Johan holds a BCom degree from Stellenbosch
University and an MBA from the University of
Stellenbosch Business School.

Jurie explored various minerals in Africa, South
America and Europe and practised as a minerals
lawyer until 2003 but is still admitted as an attorney
(non-practising) and a notary of the High Court of
South Africa.

Jonathan Knowlden
Acting chief executive ofﬁcer and ﬁnancial director

Dr Phosa opened the ﬁrst black law practice in
Nelspruit in 1981 and was elected as the ﬁrst
Premier of Mpumalanga province in 1994. He sits
on the boards of a number of prominent South
African institutions and companies, including
the University of South Africa, Afrikaanse
Handelsinstituut, Special Olympics South Africa
and Hans Merensky Holdings.
Dr Phosa holds a BProc LLB (UNIN) and PhD
(HON) in Law (Boston University, USA).

Appointed
1 December 2016

Jonathan is a CA(SA) and holds a BCom
Financial Accounting degree and a Postgraduate
Diploma in Accounting from the University of
Cape Town. After completing his articles at
Deloitte & Touche, he served as an associate
at The Royal Bank of Scotland PLC in London
and group ﬁnancial reporting manager of Clicks
Group Limited.

Robert Shedlock
Non-executive director
Appointed
2 April 2021

Robert joined Raubex in January 2008 at one
of the subsidiary companies, B&E International,
as ﬁnancial director before being appointed as
the ﬁnancial director of the materials division of
Raubex. Robert obtained his BCom Accounting
and BAcc Accounting and Business Management
degrees from the University of the Witwatersrand.
Since joining Raubex, Robert has become an
Exco member, an executive member of the risk
committee and is responsible for all mergers and
acquisitions within the group.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
REVIEW
King IVTM
Bauba strives to achieve the outcomes envisaged in King IV™ as follows:
Governance outcome one:
Ethical culture
Principle 1: The board leads ethically and effectively
The directors hold one another accountable for decision-making
and behave ethically. The chairperson is tasked to monitor this as
part of his duties.

Principle 2: The board governs the ethics of Bauba in
a way that supports the establishment of an ethical
culture
The board retains full and effective control over the group. A formal
board charter, as recommended by King IV™, has been adopted.
The board has adopted a code of ethics based on the fundamental
principles of integrity, transparency and accountability.

Principle 3: The board ensures that Bauba is and is
seen to be a responsible corporate citizen
The responsibility for monitoring the responsible corporate
citizenship of the organisation was delegated to the social
and ethics committee by the board.

Governance outcome two:
Performance and value creation
Principle 4: The board appreciates that Bauba’s
core purpose, its risks and opportunities, strategy,
business model, performance and sustainable
development are all inseparable elements of the
value creation process
The board’s paramount responsibility is to ensure that Bauba
creates value for its shareholders. In so doing, it takes into account
the legitimate interests and expectations of stakeholders. Bauba
sets and achieves its strategic initiatives with reference to its risks
and opportunities. The board assesses both the positive and
negative outcomes resulting from its business model continuously.
Refer to Bauba’s business model and how the inseparable elements of
the value creation process are linked on pages 10 and 11.
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Principle 5: The board ensures that reports issued
by Bauba enable stakeholders to make informed
assessments of Bauba’s performance and its short-,
medium- and long-term prospects
The board is also responsible for clear, transparent, balanced and
truthful communication to shareholders and relevant stakeholders.
In its interim and integrated annual reports to stakeholders, Bauba
details both its historical performance and future outlook.
Refer to pages 8 and 9 for Bauba’s ﬁve-year historical performance
and pages 8 and 9 for the detailed performance over the past year.

Governance outcome three:
Adequate and effective control
Principle 6: The board serves as the focal point and
custodian of corporate governance
The board operates under an approved board charter and
generally meets four times a year.
Details of the board meetings held and attendance are disclosed on
page 68.

Principle 7: The board comprises the appropriate
balance of knowledge, skills, experience, diversity
and independence for it to discharge its governance
role and responsibilities objectively and effectively
The board, with the assistance of the remuneration and nomination
committee, considers, on an annual basis, its composition. The
board is satisﬁed that there is a balance of skills, experience,
diversity, independence and knowledge needed to discharge its
roles and responsibilities.
Bauba has a unitary board with an independent non-executive
director as chairperson. The composition of the board ensures a
balance of authority, precluding any one director from exercising
unfettered powers of decision-making.
For details of directors’ full names as well as a brief career of each of the
directors, refer to page 65.

21.
Principle 8: The board ensures that its arrangements
for delegation within its own structures promote
independent judgement, and assist with balance of
power and the executive discharge of its duties
Certain functions of the board have been delegated to four
committees which operate according to charters approved by
the board. Members of the audit and risk committee are elected
each year by shareholders at the annual general meeting while
members of the remuneration and nomination committee and the
social and ethics committee are elected by the board.
Refer to page 68 for the members of each committee. Directors’ interests
in the shares of the company are disclosed on page 137.

Principle 11: The board governs risk in a way that
supports Bauba in setting and achieving its strategic
objectives
It is the board’s responsibility, with the considered guidance of the
audit and risk committee, to review the effectiveness of its control
systems on a regular basis and to ensure their maturity as the
business grows.
Refer to the report of the audit and risk committee on page 82 for more
detail on the effectiveness of internal control.

Principle 12: The board governs technology and
information in a way that supports Bauba in setting
and achieving its strategic objectives

Principle 9: The board ensures that the evaluation
of its own performance and that of its committees,
its chair and its individual members, supports
continued improvement in its performance and
effectiveness

The board is responsible for information technology (IT)
governance and the approval of any signiﬁcant IT expenditure.
The management team is responsible for the implementation of IT
governance within the group.

After evaluating their performance in terms of their respective
charters, the directors are of the opinion that the board and the
sub-committees have discharged all their responsibilities.

Principle 13: The board governs compliance with
applicable laws and adopted, non-binding rules,
codes and standards in a way that supports Bauba
being ethical and a good corporate citizen

Assessments of the performance of the chief executive ofﬁcer and
company secretary are conducted annually and no major issues or
concerns have been identiﬁed.

The board is responsible for Bauba’s compliance with applicable
laws and legislation and how it has delegated the responsibility
for implementing compliance to the executive team. The board is
assisted by the audit and risk committee in monitoring compliance.

Principle 10: The board ensures that the
appointment of, and delegation to, management
contribute to role clarity and the executive exercise
of authority and responsibilities
The board reviews and approves the business plans and monitors
the ﬁnancial performance of the group and implementation of the
strategies.
The executive directors have contracts of employment with the
group which can, subject to fair labour practices, be terminated
on three months’ notice.
A detailed delegation of authority policy and framework
indicate matters reserved for the board and those delegated
to management.

Principle 14: The board ensures that Bauba
remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently
so as to promote the achievement of strategic
objectives and positive outcomes in the short,
medium and long term
Bauba remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently so as to
promote the creation of value in a sustainable manner.
The individual directors’ remuneration is disclosed.

Refer to the remuneration and nomination committee’s report on page 69.
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21.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
REVIEW

continued

Principle 15: The board ensures that assurance
services and functions enable an effective control
environment, and that these support the integrity
of information for internal decision-making and of
Bauba’s external reports

Governance outcome four: Trust,
good reputation and legitimacy
Principle 16: In the execution of its governance role
and responsibilities, the board adopts a stakeholderinclusive approach that balances the needs,
interests and expectations of material stakeholders in
the best interests of Bauba over time

Bauba receives external assurance from its independent external
auditor, BDO South Africa Incorporated, on the fair presentation of
the annual ﬁnancial statements.

The social and ethics committee assists the board in monitoring
the effectiveness of stakeholder management and addressing the
outcomes.

The board is satisﬁed that assurance results in an adequate and
effective control environment and integrity of reports for better
decision-making.

Refer to page 12 to 14 for information on stakeholder relationships
and engagement.

The independent auditor’s report is presented on page 84.

Annual general meeting
All directors attended the annual general meeting of shareholders, which was held on 3 March 2021.

Attendance and board committee membership
Attendance at the board and committee meetings was as follows:

Number of meetings

Board

Special
meeting

Audit
and risk

Remuneration and
nomination

Social
and
ethics

Technical

4

10

5

4

2

4

4 (chair)
4
2
2
1
1
1

10
9
2
8
4
4
3

5 (invited)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

4*
n/a
n/a
1 (invited)
n/a
1 (invited)
1 (invited)

2
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

4
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

4
4
4

10
10
10

5 (chair)
3
5

4@
n/a
4

n/a
n/a
2 (chair)

4
4
3 (chair)

4
4

9
9

5 (invited)
5 (invited)

4 (invited)
4 (invited)

2 (invited)
1 (invited)

4 (invited)
4 (invited)

Non-executive directors
Nico van der Hoven (chairperson)#
Dr Mathews Phosa
King TV Thulare (alternate)1
Thomas Baring^
Johan Le Roux^
Robert Shedlock^
Jurie Wessels^
Independent non-executive directors
Martin Luyt (lead independent)#
Damian Smith#
Thabile Makgala#
Executive directors
Nick van der Hoven (chief executive ofﬁcer)#
Jonathan Knowlden (ﬁnancial director)
* Chairperson of the nomination committee.
@
Chairperson of the remuneration committee.
^
Appointed during the year ended 30 June 2021.
1
Passed away on 6 January 2021.
#
Resigned after year-end, refer to note 33.2.
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REMUNERATION
AND NOMINATION
COMMITTEE REPORT
The committee establishes the overall principles of remuneration and considers, reviews
and approves the group’s remuneration strategy. It is important to ensure that the levels
of reward are competitive and support the performance which is required to achieve
the group’s business objectives while taking into account the group’s particular financial
circumstances.
The remuneration and nomination
committee consisted of three suitably
skilled and experienced non-executive
directors: Nico van der Hoven (nomination
committee chairperson), Martin Luyt
(remuneration committee chairperson) and
Thabile Makgala. The committee met four
times during the reporting period.
Non-executive remuneration consists of
a fee for attending meetings, in line with
King IV™ recommendations.
Remuneration for individual directors is
detailed on pages 132 and 134.

Remuneration of the non-executive
directors for the following 12 months will
be presented to shareholders for approval
at the annual general meeting.
In the event that either the remuneration
policy or the implementation report
receives 25% or more dissenting votes,
Bauba will reasonably engage with these
shareholders to understand the reasons
for their dissenting votes. Any legitimate
and reasonable objections and concerns
raised may include clarifying or amending
the remuneration policy, its implementation
or processes, or updating the remuneration
governance. The previous annual general
meeting’s non-binding advisory vote on
Bauba’s remuneration policy had 100% of
the votes carried for this resolution.
Furthermore, the remuneration and
nomination committee is responsible for

developing policy around the appointment
of directors, investigates potential
board members for necessary skills and
competence and makes appropriate
recommendations to the board. This
function of the committee was chaired by
Nico van der Hoven and Martin Luyt.
The board’s race and gender diversity policy
gives preference to female candidates as
board vacancies arise or additional board
appointments are required, taking into
consideration the necessary skills, expertise
and race that would best serve the interests
of the company and the shareholders. The
committee is responsible for implementing
this policy. As yet, no numerical targets
have been set.

Remuneration policy
The group has developed a remuneration
policy in line with King IV™. All
components of the reward strategy,
including the basic salary and the shortand long-term performance-based
incentive payments, are aligned to the
strategic direction and business-speciﬁc
value drivers of Bauba.
The key principles of the remuneration
policy are to:
• Attract and retain competent
employees that enhance business
performance;

• Direct employees’ energies and activities
towards the key business goals;
• Link the group and individual
performance to reward; and
• Apply an integrated and holistic
approach to the reward strategy,
encompassing a balanced mix of:
– Basic salary;
– Short-term incentive bonus,
rewarding both group and individual
performance; and
– Long-term share-based incentive
scheme, based on performance
measures.
The reward strategy and each of its
components are dynamic and are
therefore reviewed regularly to ensure that
Bauba’s remuneration policy keeps pace
with market practices, and the group’s
evolving organisational context and
objectives.
Remuneration mix: The executives’
total remuneration consists of a basic
salary, deﬁned as the employment cost
to the company, an annual performancelinked bonus and a long-term sharebased incentive scheme. This will ensure
that there is the necessary balance
between ﬁxed and performance-related
remuneration as well as elements linked to
short-term performance and those related
to longer-term growth in shareholder value.

• Reward, recognise and give
appreciation for superior performance;
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AND NOMINATION
COMMITTEE REPORT
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Guaranteed package: This is the
total guaranteed annual employment
cost to the company associated with
the employment of an individual. It is
structured on the basis of an all-inclusive
salary package. No separate medical aid
and pension fund contributions are paid.
A cost of living increase in the basic salary
is considered by the remuneration and
nomination committee on an annual basis
and implemented from 1 January in the
applicable year, if the ﬁnancial position of
the group allows for such an increase.
Factors that are taken into consideration
in determining the recommended
annual increase include: the consumer
price index, mining inﬂation, retention
strategies, industry performance,
projected growth, contractual
arrangements and affordability.
Short-term incentive: This is a shortterm incentive plan for which rewards
are determined against the achievement
of a set of annual group and individual
performance targets determined by the
remuneration and nomination committee
and approved by the board. These
incentives are offered at the appropriate
level within the company and are paid
in cash.
The choice of performance measures
considers the impact of factors outside
the control of executives. Where
necessary, the short-term incentives are
benchmarked against competitors in terms
of amounts actually earned as well as
amounts that could potentially be earned
by meeting various target thresholds.
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The incentive architecture provides for:
• Company and individual performance
related to a speciﬁc time period;
• Meaningful performance measures;
• Annual revision by the remuneration
and nomination committee to ensure
the continuing appropriateness of
performance measures, the weighting
of measures and the split between
individual and group performance;
• Where appropriate, the inclusion of
non-ﬁnancial measures; and
• The weighting of performance
measures to vary depending on
seniority, relevance and ability to
inﬂuence the outcome.
Long-term incentive plan (LTIP):
A long-term share-based scheme, based
on performance, was approved by
shareholders at the annual general meeting
held on 5 December 2013. Amendments
to this scheme were approved by
shareholders at the annual general
meeting held on 12 December 2019. The
intention is to incentivise executives and
selected employees of the group and
this scheme was applied in the current
reporting period. The award under the
scheme is governed by the board and the
remuneration and nomination committee
and was subject to JSE and shareholders’
approval.
The remuneration levels are benchmarked
against a comparator group of South
African small and mid-cap JSE-listed
entities, as well as junior mining and
exploration companies. The group makes
use of the services of an independent
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consultant to assist with the benchmarking
exercise.
In terms of the LTIP, executives and
selected employees of the group may be
offered annually a weighted combination
of:
• Allocations of share appreciation rights
(akin to net-settled share options);
• Awards of performance shares; and
• Grants of restricted shares.
Offers of these shares will be governed by
and will reﬂect Bauba’s reward strategypay mix, in which the expected value
of incentive rewards is set for deﬁned
categories of executives and senior
management. The LTIP will provide for
the inclusion of a number of performance
conditions, designed to align the interests
of participants with those of Bauba’s
shareholders and to reward group and
individual performance, looking beyond
factors which could inﬂuence this such as
the performance of the economy or the
mining sector in which the group operates.
The performance share element makes
provision for annual conditional awards
of performance shares to be made to
executives and selected employees.
The performance shares will vest on the
third anniversary of their award, to the
extent that the group has met speciﬁed
performance criteria, as determined
by the remuneration and nomination
committee, over the intervening period.
The share appreciation rights element is
similar in architecture to a share option
plan, but with a number of variations to

21.
bring it in line with best practice in the mining industry and within
the remuneration guidelines of King IV™. Annual allocations of
share appreciation rights will be made to executives and selected
employees. They will be available to be settled in equal thirds on
the third, fourth and ﬁfth anniversaries but need not be exercised
until the seventh anniversary, at which time they will need to be
exercised, failing which, they will lapse.
On settlement, the value accruing to participants will be the
appreciation of Bauba’s share price.

Remuneration implementation report
In accordance with the directives set in the company’s
remuneration policy, the committee and the board have performed
their respective duties with regard to oversight of all remuneration
matters concerning the remuneration of executive directors, and
where applicable, made recommendations to the board regarding
remuneration during the year under review. The remuneration
policy was implemented accordingly.

Remuneration of executive directors for the year under review is set out in
note 36 to the annual ﬁnancial statements on page 132.

Refer to note 23 to the annual ﬁnancial statements on page 116, which
details performance shares granted.

NMP
Dr Mathews Phosa
Chairperson – Remuneration committee

Sean Edwards
Chairperson – Nomination committee
15 November 2021

The performance share
element makes provision for
annual conditional awards
of performance shares to
be made to executives and
selected employees.
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These audited annual financial
statements for the year ended
30 June 2021, published on
16 November 2021, were prepared
under the supervision of
Jonathan Knowlden CA(SA), the
financial director and acting chief
executive oﬃcer, and were audited
in compliance with the Companies
Act of South Africa.
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY
STATEMENT AND APPROVAL OF THE
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The board is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation
of the consolidated and separate annual ﬁnancial statements of
Bauba Resources Limited (Bauba or the company or the group),
comprising the statements of ﬁnancial position as at 30 June 2021,
the statements of proﬁt or loss and other comprehensive
income, changes in equity and cash ﬂows for the year ended
30 June 2021, and the notes to the annual ﬁnancial statements,
which include a summary of signiﬁcant accounting policies and
other explanatory notes and the directors’ report, in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and in the
manner required by the Companies Act of South Africa (Act 71 of
2008) (Companies Act).

The directors have reviewed the group’s cash ﬂow forecast for the
next 12 months and, in light of this review and the current ﬁnancial
position, they are satisﬁed that the group has access to adequate
resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable
future.
The external auditor is engaged to express an independent opinion
on the annual ﬁnancial statements.

Approval of the annual ﬁnancial statements
The consolidated and separate annual ﬁnancial statements of
Bauba Resources Limited, as identiﬁed in the ﬁrst paragraph,
were approved by the board and are signed on its behalf by:

The annual ﬁnancial statements were prepared under the
supervision of Jonathan Knowlden CA(SA), the ﬁnancial
director and acting chief executive ofﬁcer, and audited by
BDO South Africa Incorporated in compliance with section 30(2)(a)
of the Companies Act.
The board is also responsible for such internal control as the
directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of
ﬁnancial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error, and for maintaining adequate
accounting records and an effective system of risk management.

Sean Edwards
Chairperson

Jonathan Knowlden
Acting chief executive ofﬁcer
and ﬁnancial director

15 November 2021

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
BY THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
In line with paragraph 3.84(k) of the JSE Limited (JSE) Listings
Requirements, the acting chief executive ofﬁcer and ﬁnancial
director hereby conﬁrms that:
• The annual ﬁnancial statements set out on pages 90 to 134, fairly
present in all material respects the ﬁnancial position, ﬁnancial
performance and cash ﬂows of the issuer in terms of IFRS;
• No facts have been omitted, or untrue statements made that
would make the annual ﬁnancial statements false or misleading;
• Internal ﬁnancial controls have been put in place to ensure that
material information relating to the issuer and its consolidated
subsidiaries have been provided to effectively prepare the
annual ﬁnancial statements of the issuer; and
• The internal ﬁnancial controls are adequate and effective and
can be relied upon in compiling the annual ﬁnancial statements,
having fulﬁlled my role and function within the combined
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assurance model pursuant to principle 15 of the King IV Report
on Corporate Governance for South Africa, 2016™ (King IV™).
Where I’m not satisﬁed, I have disclosed to the audit and
risk committee and the auditor the deﬁciencies in design and
operational effectiveness of the internal ﬁnancial controls and
any fraud that involves directors and have taken the necessary
remedial action.

Jonathan Knowlden
Acting chief executive ofﬁcer and ﬁnancial director
15 November 2021

CERTIFICATE BY THE
COMPANY SECRETARY

21.

In our capacity as company secretary, we hereby conﬁrm, in terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act, that for the year ended
30 June 2021, the company has lodged with the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission all such returns as are required of
a public company in terms of the Companies Act and that all such returns are true, correct and up to date.

Merchantec Proprietary Limited
Company secretary
15 November 2021
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DIRECTORS’
REPORT
for the year ended 30 June 2021

The directors have pleasure in submitting their report for the 2021
ﬁnancial year.

Nature of the business
Bauba is a junior mining company focusing on the mining of
chrome ore and the exploration of platinum group metals (PGMs).
The group holds a 30-year chrome mining right that was notarially
executed on 13 July 2016 over the farm Moeijelijk 412KS. This
chrome mine has a developing underground operation.
The group holds new order prospecting rights over nine farms
which make up the Bauba PGM exploration assets. The new order
prospecting rights were successfully renewed to 17 July 2015.
Applications for retention permits under section 31(1) of the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development Act (Act 28 of 2002) for
the group’s prospecting rights were submitted on 13 July 2015.
The granting (if so) of such retention permits would in essence
suspend any further obligatory expenditure and work on these
platinum assets for a period of three years from the date of grant
of such retention permits. As an alternative, the group has also
applied for a mining right over the same areas, which is currently
being processed by the Department of Mineral Resources and
Energy (DMRE).
On 17 February 2016, the aforesaid retention permits received a
positive recommendation from the chief mine economist of the
DMRE, Limpopo region. The retention rights have not yet been
granted and we eagerly await feedback from the DMRE.
On 19 July 2019, the group entered into a Sale of Shares and
Claims Agreement to acquire the majority shareholding in Nuco
Chrome Bophuthatswana Proprietary Limited (Nuco Chrome)
for an aggregate purchase consideration of R60 million which
represents 74% of Nuco Chrome’s issued share capital. Section
11 approval from the DMRE was obtained in May 2021 and the
transaction was completed on 2 July 2021 with the payment of
the ﬁnal cash consideration.

The COVID-19 pandemic
Bauba’s operating environment in the ﬁnancial year ended
30 June 2021 was dominated by the continued fallout from
the devastating COVID-19 pandemic. Since the ﬁrst case was
recorded in South Africa in March 2020, the pandemic has
strained global markets and economies and the ability of many
organisations to cope with the changes wrought by the virus and
the related lockdowns. COVID-19-related issues experienced
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included extremely weak chrome ore pricing, extremely high
operating costs during the lockdown with limited production, no
underground mining and delayed underground development and
associated ramp up of stoping production, and ﬁnancing pressure.
Vaccination rates in South Africa have increased, however, a
signiﬁcant portion of the population remain sceptical of the vaccine
and it may take the country longer than expected to reach its 67%
herd immunity target.
Bauba initiated vaccination drives at its operations, aiming to have
70% of employees fully vaccinated by the end of November 2021.
The protection of the lives and livelihoods of our employees
remains a primary focus for us.

Safety
Bauba experienced 11 lost-time incidents (2020: three) during the
current ﬁnancial year.

Financial and operational results
The COVID-19 lockdown signiﬁcantly delayed the development
of our underground operations with material lockdown and
start-up costs as well as a delayed restart due to a change in the
underground mining contractor. During lockdown, low chrome ore
pricing did not justify running the underground operation at 50%
capacity due to signiﬁcantly higher mining costs. Bauba did not,
therefore, produce any material from its underground operations
from April to June 2020. The current ﬁnancial year began three
months after the announcement of the national lockdown with
minimal tonnes produced in July and August 2020 as these were
site establishment months.
Ramp up in production thereafter progressed positively to
over 25 000 tonnes of material hauled in September and
October 2020. Average tonnes produced for the ﬁrst six
months of the ﬁnancial year was 21 260 tonnes, followed by
an improved average production of 27 820 tonnes in the ﬁnal
six-month period. Production was hampered by geological
challenges that resulted in loss of face length and necessitated
additional development expenditure. These challenges are being
addressed. The group achieved production of 32 900 tonnes of
material hauled in July 2021 and 29 340 tonnes in August 2021.
Total run-of-mine (RoM) production for the ﬁnancial year was
294 480 tonnes (2020: 205 950 tonnes), with 182 390 tonnes
(2020: 147 700 tonnes) of chrome concentrate sold. Lower wash
plant yields in the current ﬁnancial year were due to the high
on-reef development tonnes (including in-stope) in proportion to
stoping tonnes while the ramp up is still progressing.
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Chrome ore cost, insurance and freight (CIF) prices for benchmark
42% concentrate (as reported by FerroAlloyNet) averaged US$148
per tonne (China CIF) for July 2020 to June 2021. The price as
at 30 June 2021 was US$160 per tonne (China CIF) but this
strengthened slightly to US$165 (China CIF) in mid-October 2021.
During the 2020 ﬁnancial year, prices averaged US$142 per tonne
(China CIF). The price of foundry sand has, however, not increased
in line with the metallurgical-grade chrome concentrate price.
Freight costs during the current year have more than doubled (in
US dollar terms) compared to the previous ﬁnancial period. The
increase in freight pricing to record levels has been caused by
global demand exceeding available capacity and new capacity
not becoming available quickly enough. In South Africa, factors
negatively impacting freight costs are the COVID-19 pandemic,
key port terminal assets requiring regular maintenance, the recent
civil unrest, the port cyberattack and poor port operations.
Revenue increased by 6,4% to R277,100 million, driven
by a 23,5% increase in the sale of chrome concentrate.
During the current ﬁnancial year, no opencast RoM was sold
(2020: 66 860 tonnes), which negatively impacted on the revenue
realised.
The annual ﬁnancial statements set out the ﬁnancial results of the group
and company on pages 90 to 134.

These annual ﬁnancial statements have been prepared using
appropriate accounting policies, conforming to IFRS, supported by
reasonable and prudent judgements where required.

Outlook
Risks still remain of reduced global demand due to production
capacity constraints in China and the uncertainty posed by
potential additional COVID-19 waves, despite the availability of
vaccines, and record freight costs.
The market price for 42% chrome concentrate has increased
from US$160 per tonne (China CIF) as at 30 June 2021 to
US$165 per tonne (China CIF) in mid-October 2021, while
the ZAR/US$ exchange rate weakened from 14,28 to 15,22 as
at 31 October 2021. If the chrome prices drop below the current
level for an extended period, or if the ZAR/US$ exchange rate
strengthens, it could cause material uncertainty for the group to
meet its obligations as they fall due.
Global market uncertainties, driven by capacity constraints
at Chinese factories and the risk of further COVID-19 waves

(and potential lockdowns), continue to lower the global demand
for stainless steel and, in turn, the demand for chrome ore. The
proposed chrome ore export tax in South Africa to support the
local ferrochrome industry has also created further uncertainty.
These issues will continue to have a negative impact on shortterm chrome ore pricing and, together with higher local supply
chain costs, will result in Bauba’s chrome ore revenue generated
per tonne remaining subdued. Bauba is, however, optimistic that
its future proﬁt margins will be cushioned by continued sales of
premium speciality chrome ore concentrates and that long-term
pricing will improve to above the industry’s cost of production.
Since year-end, opencast mining has commenced at our
Kookfontein project near Rustenburg. This ﬁrst phase of opencast
mining will target approximately 400 000 tonnes of opencast
fresh and transitional UG2 ore. The price of PGMs has recently
dropped due to a shortage of semiconductor chips negatively
impacting demand for autocatalytic convertors. The Kookfontein
UG2 project has an anticipated 18-month life. Thereafter, Bauba
will commence mining the opencast LG/MG and UG1 chrome ore
seams on this project.

Going concern
The cash ﬂow forecast prepared by Bauba’s management, based
on current available information, indicates that the group will have
funds available to ﬁnance future operations and that the realisation
of assets and settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and
commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.
As is common with many junior exploration and mining
companies, the group raises capital for exploration and other
projects as and when required. There can be no assurance
that the group’s projects will be fully developed in accordance
with current plans or completed on time or to budget. Future
work on the development of these projects may be adversely
affected by factors outside the control of the group as the
group’s operating results are subject to changes in the average
chrome and PGM prices and the US dollar exchange rate.
Global market uncertainties, driven by COVID-19, have lowered
the global demand for stainless steel and, in turn, demand for
chrome. The price of PGMs has recently dropped due to a
shortage of semiconductor chips negatively impacting demand
for autocatalytic convertors. Freight costs have increased from
below US$20 per tonne at the start of the calendar year to
above US$50 per tonne which has had a material negative
impact on Bauba’s cash ﬂows. The market price of 42% chrome
concentrate decreased from US$162,50 (China CIF) at the
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beginning of the ﬁnancial period to US$160,00 (China CIF) as at
mid-October 2021. The ZAR/US$ exchange rate has weakened
from 14,28 at the end of the ﬁnancial period to 15,22 as at
31 October 2021. If the chrome price drops below this level for
an extended period, or if the ZAR/US$ exchange rate strengthens
signiﬁcantly, it could cause a material uncertainty for the group to
meet its obligations as they fall due.

Stated capital
The authorised share capital of the company is 750 million
shares of which 640 514 656 were in issue as at 30 June 2021.
(Refer to note 21 to the annual ﬁnancial statements.)
In January 2021, the company issued 113 683 334 shares to
Pelagic Resources Pte Limited. 147 811 073 additional shares
were issued during March 2021 to Raubex Proprietary Limited.
Total issued shares in the company have therefore increased to
640 514 656 (2020: 379 020 249).

Borrowing powers
In terms of article 79 of the memorandum of incorporation of
Bauba, the company has unlimited borrowing powers vested in
the directors. Refer to notes 26 and 27 to the annual ﬁnancial
statements for detail of the group’s borrowing. The group currently
does not have an overdraft facility.

• Nine individuals who were contracted to assist with work at
Bauba A Hlabirwa for a period of three months referred an unfair
dismissal dispute to the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation
and Arbitration (CCMA). The CCMA judged in their favour,
however, Bauba A Hlabirwa have lodged a review application at
the Labour Court to review and set aside the CCMA award. An
estimate of possible payout is a total of R581 400 (R54 600 per
individual).
The company has taken senior counsel advice on these matters
and was informed that the company has a strong case in all
instances. The potential ﬁnancial effect of the outcomes is
uncertain in light of the outcome being subject to the judicial
process.
The directors are not aware of any legal proceedings or material
conditions that may impact the company’s ability to continue
mining or exploration activities.

Events after the reporting date
Refer to note 35 to the annual ﬁnancial statements for detail of
subsequent events.

Litigation

The directors are not aware of any other signiﬁcant matter
or circumstance arising since the end of the ﬁnancial year,
not otherwise dealt with in this report or the annual ﬁnancial
statements, which signiﬁcantly affect the ﬁnancial position of the
group or the results of its operations to the date of this report.

The group is involved in four litigious matters that meet the
deﬁnition of a contingent asset or liability. The details are:

Directorate

• A dispute over rental claims with the surface rights owner of
Moeijelijk. Settlement on this matter is remote;
• Bauba ﬁled an appeal against the DMRE’s decision to grant
Lethabo Exploration Proprietary Limited a mining right in respect
of certain minerals on the farm Waterkop 113KT, although
Bauba held a prospecting right and had submitted a retention
application in respect of the prospecting right;
• A review application was lodged by Rustenburg Platinum
Mines Limited (RPM) against the acceptance of an application
for a mining right over the farms Genokakop 285KT, Groot
Vygenboom 284KT and Houtbosch 323KT and at the
same time reviewing the refusal of its own application for a
prospecting right. RPM was refused an interim application
barring the DMRE from processing further mining or
prospecting rights in respect of the area. The High Court
set aside RPM’s review application and RPM have been
granted leave to appeal the decision in the Supreme Court
of Appeal; and
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On 6 January 2021, King Victor Thulare III tragically passed away.
The board is saddened by his sudden passing and will miss his
valuable contribution. There has been no impact on our business
or operations resulting from his passing. On 22 January 2021,
Thomas Baring was appointed as a non-executive director. Bauba
appointed Johan Le Roux, Robert Shedlock and Jurie Wessels as
non-executive directors effective April 2021.
Subsequent to year-end, additional changes to the board
occurred.
On 30 July 2021, the following directors resigned from the
board: Nico van der Hoven (as a non-executive director and
chairperson of the board), Nick van der Hoven (as an executive
director), and Martin Luyt and Damian Smith (as independent
non-executive directors). On 5 August 2021, Bauba appointed
Tinus Slabber as a non-executive director, and Frederick
Geldenhuys, Sean Edwards and Eugene Nel as independent
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non-executive directors. Sean Edwards was appointed as
chairperson of the board on 10 August 2021. On 15 September,
the following resignations occurred: Nick van der Hoven (as chief
executive ofﬁcer) and Frederick Geldenhuys (as an independent
non-executive director). Jonathan Knowlden, the ﬁnancial
director, stepped in as acting chief executive ofﬁcer with effect
from 16 September 2021. The company has commenced
the process to appoint a suitable replacement chief executive
ofﬁcer and shareholders will be advised once such appointment
has been made. On 30 September 2021, Thabile Makgala
resigned as an independent non-executive director of the board.
Tinus Slabber resigned as a non-executive director with effect from
29 October 2021.

Directors’ remuneration and shareholding
Details of the directors’ remuneration are set out in note 36 to the
annual ﬁnancial statements.
Details of directors’ shareholdings are set out under shareholders’
information on page 137.

Directors’ interests in contracts
During the period under review, the group did not enter into any
other contracts in which directors have an interest.

Resolutions
All ordinary and special resolutions were passed at the annual
general meeting held on 3 March 2021. The special resolutions
that were passed are as follows:

Special resolution number 1: Non-executive
directors’ remuneration
“Resolved that, in terms of the provisions of section 66(9) of the
Companies Act, the annual remuneration payable to the nonexecutive directors for their services as directors of the company
for the ﬁnancial year ending 30 June 2021, be and is hereby
approved on the basis as set out below:
Proposed daily non-executive directors’ fee of R35 000 for the
year ended 30 June 2021.”

Special resolution number 2: General authority to
repurchase securities
“Resolved that, subject to compliance with the JSE Listings
Requirements, sections 46 and 48 of the Companies Act, and
the company’s memorandum of incorporation, the company and/
or any of its subsidiaries from time to time be and are hereby
authorised, at their discretion, to acquire or repurchase ordinary
shares issued by the company, provided that:
• The number of ordinary shares acquired by the company in any
one ﬁnancial year will not exceed 20% (twenty percent) of the
ordinary shares in issue as at the beginning of the ﬁnancial year;
• The repurchase of securities will be effected through the order
book operated by the JSE trading system and done without any
prior understanding or arrangement between the company and
the counterparty (reported trades are prohibited);
• This general authority shall be valid only until the next annual
general meeting or for 15 (ﬁfteen) months from the date of this
resolution, whichever period is shorter;
• At any point in time, a company may only appoint one agent to
effect any repurchase(s) on the company’s behalf;
• In determining the price at which the company’s ordinary shares
are acquired in terms of this general authority, the maximum
premium at which such ordinary shares may be acquired will
be 10% (ten percent) of the weighted average of the market
value at which such ordinary shares are traded on the JSE,
as determined over the 5 (ﬁve) business days immediately
preceding the date on which the transaction is effected;
• Any such general repurchase will be subject to the applicable
provisions of the Companies Act (including sections 114 and
115 to the extent that section 48(8) is applicable in relation to
that particular repurchase);
• The number of shares purchased and held by a subsidiary or
subsidiaries of the company shall not exceed 10% (ten percent)
in aggregate of the number of issued shares in the company at
the relevant times;
• The company may only effect the repurchase once a resolution
has been passed by the board conﬁrming that the board has
authorised the repurchase, that the company has passed the
solvency and liquidity test (test) and that since the test was
done there have been no material changes to the ﬁnancial
position of the group;
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• The company or its subsidiaries may not acquire ordinary
shares during a prohibited period as deﬁned in paragraph 3.67
of the JSE Listings Requirements unless they have in place
a repurchase programme where the dates and quantities of
securities to be traded during the relevant period are ﬁxed (not
subject to any variation) and have been submitted to the JSE in
writing prior to the commencement of the prohibited period;

Special resolution number 4: Financial assistance to
directors and/or related or interrelated entities

• Any such general repurchases are subject to exchange control
regulations and approval at that point in time; and

Special resolution 4 is hereby approved provided that no such
ﬁnancial assistance may be provided at any time in terms of this
authority after the expiry of 2 (two) years from the date of the
adoption of the special resolution and provided that:

• An announcement in accordance with 11.27 of the JSE Listings
Requirements will be released on SENS once the company has
cumulatively repurchased 3% (three percent) of the number of
the ordinary shares in issue at the time this general authority
is granted (initial number), and for each 3% (three percent) in
aggregate of the initial number acquired thereafter.”

Special resolution number 3: Financial assistance
for subscription of securities
“Resolved that, in terms of section 44 of the Companies Act, the
shareholders of the company hereby approve of the company
providing, at any time and from time to time during the period of
2 (two) years commencing on the date of this special resolution
number 3, ﬁnancial assistance by way of a loan, guarantee, the
provision of security or otherwise, as contemplated in section 44
of the Companies Act, to any person for the purpose of, or in
connection with, the subscription for any option, or any securities,
issued or to be issued by the company or a related or interrelated
company, or for the purchase of any securities of the company or
a related or interrelated company, provided that:
• The board, from time to time, determines (i) the speciﬁc
recipient, or general category of potential recipients of such
ﬁnancial assistance; (ii) the form, nature and extent of such
ﬁnancial assistance; (iii) the terms and conditions under which
such ﬁnancial assistance is provided; and
• The board may not authorise the company to provide any
ﬁnancial assistance pursuant to this special resolution number 3
unless the board meets all those requirements of section 44
of the Companies Act which it is required to meet in order to
authorise the company to provide such ﬁnancial assistance.”
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“Resolved that shareholders hereby approve, in terms of
section 45 of the Companies Act, of the provision by Bauba
of direct or indirect ﬁnancial assistance to any of its present or
future subsidiaries.

• The recipient(s) of such ﬁnancial assistance, the form, nature
and extent of such ﬁnancial assistance, and the terms and
conditions under which such ﬁnancial assistance is provided,
are determined by the board from time to time;
• The board may not authorise Bauba to provide any ﬁnancial
assistance pursuant to this special resolution unless the
board meets all the requirements set out in section 45 of
the Companies Act, which it is required to meet in order to
authorise Bauba to provide such ﬁnancial assistance; and
• Such ﬁnancial assistance to a recipient thereof is, in the
opinion of the board, required for the purpose of meeting
all or any of such recipient’s operating expenses (including
capital expenditure), and/or funding the growth, expansion,
reorganisation or restructuring of the businesses or operations
of such recipient, and/or funding such recipient for any other
purpose which, in the opinion of the board, is directly or
indirectly in the interests of Bauba.”

Company secretary
Merchantec Proprietary Limited
13th Floor, Illovo Point, 68 Melville Road, Illovo, Sandton
Johannesburg, 2196
PO Box 41480, Craighall, 2024
The functions of the company secretary are outsourced to
an independent supplier, Merchantec Proprietary Limited.
The multi-disciplinary team of professionals includes company
secretaries, lawyers and ﬁnancial and business administrators.

21.
Merchantec Proprietary Limited has extensive experience and a
strong track record in the listed environment. In having assessed
the performance of the company secretary, the board can conﬁrm
that it is satisﬁed that the company secretary is competent,
objective, independent and maintains an arm’s-length relationship
with the company.
The role and functions of the company secretary include:
• Providing the directors, collectively and individually, with
detailed guidance on their duties, responsibilities and powers;
• Providing information on laws, legislation, regulations and
matters of ethics and good corporate governance relevant to
the company;
• Reporting to the company’s board any failure on the part of
the company or a director of the company to comply with the
memorandum of incorporation or the Companies Act;
• Properly recording the minutes of all shareholder meetings;
• Properly recording the minutes of all board and sub-committee
meetings; and
• Certifying in the company’s annual ﬁnancial statements whether
the company has ﬁled required returns and notices in terms of
the Companies Act, and whether all such returns and notices
appear to be true, correct and up to date.

Registered ofﬁce
Bauba Resources Limited
Cube Workspace, 1 Wedgewood Link
Bryanston, Johannesburg, 2191
PO Box 1658, Witkoppen, 2068

Auditor
BDO South Africa Incorporated
Wanderers Ofﬁce Park
52 Corlett Drive
Illovo, 2196
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AUDIT AND
RISK COMMITTEE
REPORT
The audit and risk committee is constituted as a statutory
committee of Bauba to fulﬁl its responsibilities to shareholders
in terms of the Companies Act, to ensure compliance with the
provisions of King IV™, and in respect of all other duties that may
be assigned to it by the board. The committee has complied with
its legal and statutory duties for the 2021 ﬁnancial year.

caution not to take excessive risks that may lead to organisational
failure. Risk and opportunity governance sets the tone for
organisations to realise that risk management should cover both
the negative and positive potential governance outcomes. The
board is responsible for setting the risk tolerance levels relevant to
the organisational strategy and objectives.

Committee composition

King IV™ expands on the King III combined assurance model to:

The committee comprises two independent non-executive
board members. Members of the committee are Sean Edwards,
Eugene Nel and Robert Shedlock. Fred Geldenhuys (who resigned
from the board on 15 September 2021) was the chairperson of the
audit and risk committee. On 12 November 2021, the committee
resolved to approve the audit and risk committee report and
nominate Eugene Nel to sign the audit and risk committee report
on behalf of the committee.
A formal resolution conﬁrming the composition of the audit and risk
committee will be discussed at the next meeting.

Meetings
Five audit and risk committee meetings were held during the year.

Terms of reference
The committee has adopted formal terms of reference set out in a
charter and approved by the board. These terms of reference are
reviewed on an annual basis and updated where necessary. During
the past year, the committee has executed its duties according to
the terms of reference.

Impact of King IV™
King IV™ recommends disclosing the date of the ﬁrst appointment
of the external auditor on 25 June 2011 and the date of the
appointment of the predecessor ﬁrm, 2 October 2006. King IV™
recommends that the audit and risk committee be responsible
for the auditor independence oversight as recommended by the
Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors and provides factors
that may inﬂuence the independence of the auditor. The committee
has to apply the independence test of the external auditor
annually to ensure that reporting is reliable, transparent and a fair
representation for the use of stakeholders. The committee has
satisﬁed itself of the auditor’s independence.
Audit quality is enhanced by reporting on signiﬁcant audit matters
arising from the audit and how the matters were addressed.
King IV™ introduces the term “risk and opportunity governance”.
The board is stretched to utilise integrated thinking to exercise
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• Include “ﬁve lines of assurance”;
• Incorporate all assurance providers;
• Enable an effective control environment; and
• Strengthen decision-making.
Horizontal assurance includes internal audit, risk and compliance
while vertical assurance includes line managers, frameworks,
policies, procedures and system controls.

Duties performed
The committee is acutely aware of its statutory and other
responsibilities, the most signiﬁcant of which executed are listed below:
• Recommend the reappointment of BDO South Africa
Incorporated (BDO) as external auditor, having determined
that they have the necessary expertise, are independent of
the group and are approved by the JSE. The committee had
requested from the external auditor, the information detailed
in paragraph 22.15(h) in performing our assessment of the
suitability for reappointment of the external auditor;
• Approved the terms of engagement of the external auditor and
the fee to be paid;
• Reviewed the annual ﬁnancial statements, the integrated annual
report as well as the interim report before recommending them
to the board for approval;
• Reviewed compliance with applicable legislative requirements
of the appropriate regulatory authorities;
• Reviewed the solvency and liquidity of the group;
• Reviewed all trading statements before recommending them to
the board for approval;
• Reviewed the group’s internal control systems;
• Received regular reports on litigation and tax matters;
• Recommended the continued suspension of the outsourced
internal audit function due to the structure of the group and
scope of the external audit;
• Assessed the various components of combined assurance,
and is satisﬁed that there is adequate coverage;
• Ensured that the external auditor conducted such procedures
to mitigate the risk associated with the suspension of the
internal audit function and ensuring the safeguarding of assets;

21.
• Monitored the whistle-blowing reports – there were no
reportable irregularities noted by the committee or BDO;
• In meetings held separately with BDO, without the executive
management present, no matters of concern were raised; and
• Ensured that there are established ﬁnancial reporting
procedures that are operating appropriately.

Risk management
The board has assigned oversight of the group’s risk management
to the committee. A risk register, which lists the material risks to
which the business is exposed, as well as mitigation strategies,
is discussed and if need be, updated at audit and risk committee
meetings. The report is presented at board meetings.
The committee satisﬁed itself that the processes and procedures
followed in terms of identifying, managing and reporting on risk are
adequate and that the following areas, among other strategic and
operational risks, have been appropriately addressed:
• Cash ﬂow risk;
• Legal compliance risk;
• Financial reporting risks;
• Internal ﬁnancial controls;
• Local communities on and around the mining/prospecting areas;
• Legal tenure of the mining/prospecting rights;

IT governance
The audit and risk committee is required by King IV™ to
provide assurance to the board on IT governance. The group
has developed an IT policy which incorporates the relevant
requirements to safeguard the group’s assets, in particular
intellectual property. The policy was reviewed at committee
meetings. An ongoing review process ensures that the group’s
intellectual property is properly safeguarded and that the external
service provider has satisfactory controls in place as per their
service level agreement.

Regulatory compliance
The committee is satisﬁed that the group has fully complied with
the provisions as set out in its memorandum of incorporation, the
Companies Act, JSE Listings Requirements and all relevant legal
and regulatory laws.
The group has a legal compliance framework and processes in
place to detect non-compliance.

Financial director review
As required by paragraph 3.84(g)(i) of the JSE Listings
Requirements, the audit and risk committee has satisﬁed itself that
the ﬁnancial director has the appropriate experience and expertise
to ﬁll that position.

• Fraud risks relating to ﬁnancial reporting; and
• Information technology (IT) risks related to ﬁnancial reporting.

Internal audit and internal ﬁnancial controls
Due to the size and nature of the group’s operations, the services
of the internal auditor have not been instated. The scope of the
external auditor’s work was amended in order to alleviate the risk
associated with the non-existence of the internal audit services.
The board will assess whether to reinstate the outsourced internal
audit services in the near future.

Integrated annual report
The audit and risk committee reviewed the annual ﬁnancial
statements for Bauba for the year ended 30 June 2021 and
considers that they comply, in all material respects, with the
statutory requirements of the various acts and standards governing
reporting and disclosure. The committee reviewed the integrated
annual report and recommended the report to the board and
shareholders for approval.
On behalf of the audit and risk committee

Based on the assurance from management, the external audit and
the observance of the committee of the cash ﬂow and expenditure
status of the group, the committee is satisﬁed that there was no
breakdown of internal controls for the reporting period.
The audit and risk committee has conﬁrmed that the company
has, with consideration to all entities included in the consolidated
group annual ﬁnancial statements, established appropriate
ﬁnancial reporting procedures and that those procedures are
operating to ensure that it has access to all ﬁnancial information of
the group, to allow the group to effectively prepare and report on
the ﬁnancial statements.

Eugene Nel
Audit and risk committee member
15 November 2021
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S
REPORT
To the shareholders of Bauba Resources Limited

Report on the Audit of the Consolidated and
Separate Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated and separate ﬁnancial
statements of Bauba Resources Limited and its subsidiaries
(“the group”) set out on pages 90 to 134, which comprise the
consolidated and separate statements of ﬁnancial position as at
30 June 2021, and the consolidated and separate statements of
proﬁt or loss and other comprehensive income, the consolidated
and separate statements of changes in equity and the
consolidated and separate statements of cash ﬂows for the year
then ended, and notes to the consolidated and separate ﬁnancial
statements, including a summary of signiﬁcant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the consolidated and separate ﬁnancial statements
present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and
separate ﬁnancial position of Bauba Resources Limited and its
subsidiaries as at 30 June 2021, and its consolidated and separate
ﬁnancial performance and consolidated and separate cash ﬂows
for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act
of South Africa.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for
the Audit of the Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements
section of our report. We are independent of the group and
company in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board
for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors
(IRBA Code) and other independence requirements applicable
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to performing audits of ﬁnancial statements in South Africa. We
have fulﬁlled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with
the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical requirements
applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Code
is consistent with the corresponding sections of the International
Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ International Code
of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International
Independence Standards). We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained is sufﬁcient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Material uncertainty related to going concern
We draw attention to note 34 in the audited consolidated and
separate ﬁnancial statements, which indicates that due to the
current subdued market conditions such as low chrome ore prices
and the strengthening of the South African Rand to the United
States Dollar exchange rate which, should they continue for an
extended period of time, could cause a material uncertainty for
the group to meet its obligations as they become due. Thus,
these events or conditions, along with other matters as set forth
in note 34, indicate that a material uncertainty exists that may
cast signiﬁcant doubt on the group’s ability to continue as a going
concern. Our opinion is not modiﬁed in respect of this matter.

Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional
judgement, were of most signiﬁcance in our audit of the
consolidated and separate ﬁnancial statements of the current
period. These matters were addressed in the context of our
audit of the consolidated and separate ﬁnancial statements as a
whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide
a separate opinion on these matters. In addition to the matter
described in the Material Uncertainty relating to Going Concern
section, we have determined the matters described below to be
the key audit matters to be communicated in our report.

21.
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Consolidated Financial Statements
Assessment for impairment of mineral rights
As disclosed in note 11 to the ﬁnancial statements, the
group has Intangible Mineral Rights with a carrying value of
R132 million as at 30 June 2021 (2020: R141 million).
The group have capitalised exploration and evaluation
costs which was incurred in prior periods to obtain mineral
rights over the Chrome and Platinum mineral rights (refer
accounting policy note 3.2).
In the current year, management identiﬁed indicators of
impairment as a result of the decrease in market conditions.
This resulted in an assessment for impairment of mineral
rights in terms of IAS 36, Impairment of Assets.
The assessment for impairment of the mineral rights was
considered through the Life-of-Mine value in use calculation
which requires signiﬁcant judgements to calculate the
estimated recoverable amount and due to the inherent
complexity in estimating the quantum and timing of the
recoverability of the assets in future.
The impairment assessment of the mineral rights was
considered a matter of most signiﬁcance to the current year
audit due to the signiﬁcance of the balance and the high
level of judgement involved, the sensitivity of the impairment
calculation to changes in the key assumptions and the
importance of the rights to the company as a whole.

In considering the appropriateness of management’s judgements
and estimates used in the testing of mineral rights for assessment of
impairment, we performed the following audit procedures:
• We obtained an understanding of the of key controls around the
assessment of mineral rights for impairment;
• We assessed the work of management’s experts and compared it to
the methods and assumptions used by the expert to those used in the
preceding period for consistency and other external evidence obtained
to corroborate the key assumptions.
• We evaluated management’s expert’s expertise, independence and
objectivity.
In considering the appropriateness of management’s estimates and
judgement used in the life-of-mine models, we performed the following
audit procedures:
• We identiﬁed the key assumptions in the models;
• We obtained from management available evidence that supported
their key assumptions and assessed the appropriateness of these
assumptions and estimates, which we corroborated to evidence
obtained by us;
• We performed sensitivity analysis on the key assumptions;
• We tested the mathematical accuracy of the model; and
• We considered the reasonableness of the revenue and costs
forecasted against current year actuals as well as management’s
history of forecasting accuracy.
We made use of our internal valuation expertise by assessing the
reasonability of the assumptions used such as using market and other
related sources and independently calculating the value in use of the
mineral rights and related impairment assessment of the intangibles.
As part of our audit, we assessed the adequacy, of the group’s
disclosures (refer note 11), that is required in terms of International
Financial Reporting Standards.
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Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Consolidated Financial Statements: Impairment indicator and useful life assessment of the mine infrastructure
As disclosed in note 12 to the consolidated ﬁnancial
statements, the group has Mine Infrastructure and Equipment
with a carrying value of R273 million (2020: R189 million).
Management is required to assess useful lives and to
consider indicators of impairment, relating to the Mine
Infrastructure and Equipment on an annual basis (refer
accounting policy note 3.3). During the course of the year
certain indicators of impairment was identiﬁed.
Management utilises the life-of-mine valuation model as
the basis of their useful life determination and impairment
indicator consideration of the Mine Infrastructure and
Equipment. The Life-of-Mine valuation calculation involves a
high level of judgement and estimates in determining the life
span of the resource.
As a result, the Life of Mine valuation assessment used in the
determination of the useful life and impairment indicator of
the mine infrastructure and equipment is considered a matter
of most signiﬁcance to the current year audit.

In considering the appropriateness of management’s estimates and
judgement used in the Life-of-Mine valuation models, we performed
amongst others, the following audit procedures:
• We obtained an understanding of the of key controls around the
assessment of useful life of the mine infrastructure assets as well as
the impairment assessment thereof:
• We assessed management’s useful lives assessment for consistency
with the available resources and expected utilisation of the assets,
prior periods and the group’s accounting policy;
• We recalculated the depreciation charge for the year and compared
the actual charge to expectations;
• We evaluated management’s assumptions for the Mine Infrastructure
and Equipment against Life-of-Mine calculation and our understanding
of the operations, and critically challenged the key estimates and
assumptions used by management which we corroborated to
evidence obtained by us and our knowledge of the industry; and
• We assessed the work of management’s experts and compared it to
the methods and assumptions used by the expert to those used in the
preceding period for consistency and other external evidence obtained
to corroborate the key assumptions;
In considering the appropriateness of management’s estimates and
judgement used in the life-of-mine models, we performed the following
audit procedures:
• We identiﬁed the key assumptions in the models;
• We obtained from management available evidence that supported
their key assumptions and assessed the appropriateness of these
assumptions and estimates, which we corroborated to evidence
obtained by us;
• We performed sensitivity analysis on the key assumptions;
• We tested the mathematical accuracy of the model; and
• We considered the reasonableness of the revenue and costs
forecasted against current year actuals as well as management’s
history of forecasting accuracy.
We made use of our internal valuation expertise by assessing the
reasonability of the assumptions used such as using market and
other related sources and independently calculating the value in use
of the mineral rights and related impairment assessment of the mining
infrasturcture.
As part of our audit, we assessed the adequacy, of the group’s
disclosures (refer note 12), that is required in terms of International
Financial Reporting Standards.
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21.
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Impairment testing of investments in and loan to subsidiaries
As disclosed in notes 15 and 17 to the ﬁnancial statements,
the Company has investments in subsidiaries with a carrying
value of R203 million as at 30 June 2021 (2020: R203 million)
and loans to subsidiaries of R109 million (2020: Loan from
subsidiary R21 million) which arose due to the investments
made in these subsidiary companies.
Management indicated that due to the decrease in market
conditions that there are impairment indicators in the carrying
value of the investment in and loan to the subsidiaries.
We have determined this is a matter of most signiﬁcance to
the current year audit due to the signiﬁcance of the balances
to the entity and the judgement required by management in
preparing the valuation models to satisfy the impairment tests
of these material investments.
These models are required to calculate an estimated
recoverable amount for these investments in and loans to
subsidiaries which includes forecasting future cash ﬂows and
applying appropriate discount rates, which inherently involves
a high degree of estimation and judgement by management

In considering the appropriateness of management’s estimates and
judgement used in the value in use models, we performed amongst
others, the following audit procedures:
• We obtained an understanding of the of key controls around the
assessment of mineral rights for impairment as it is the main driver of
the investment valuation of the subsidiaries as well as the subsidiary’s
ability to repay the loan;
• We identiﬁed the key inputs and managements assumptions in the
model;
• We obtained from management available evidence that supported their
key assumptions and assessed the reasonability/appropriateness of
these assumptions and estimates, which we corroborated to evidence
obtained by us;
• We performed sensitivity analysis on the key assumptions;
• We tested the mathematical accuracy of the model; and
• We considered the reasonableness of the revenue and costs
forecasted against current year actuals as well as management’s
history of forecasting accuracy.
We made use of our internal valuation expertise by assessing the
reasonability of the assumptions used such as using market and other
related sources and independently calculating the value in use of the
subsidiary company and the ability to repay the loan.
As part of our audit, we also focused on the of the Group’s disclosures
(refer note 15 and 17), that is required in terms of International Financial
Reporting Standards.
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Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other
information comprises the information included in the document
titled “Bauba Resources Limited Integrated Report 30 June 2021”,
which includes the Directors’ Report, the Audit Committee’s
Report and the Company Secretary’s Certiﬁcate as required by the
Companies Act of South Africa. The other information does not
include the consolidated or the separate ﬁnancial statements and
our auditor’s reports thereon.
Our opinion on the consolidated ﬁnancial statements does not
cover the other information and we do not express an audit opinion
or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated ﬁnancial
statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and,
in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the consolidated ﬁnancial statements or our
knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed,
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to
report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Directors for the
Consolidated Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of the consolidated ﬁnancial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and
the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa, and for
such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to
enable the preparation of consolidated ﬁnancial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated ﬁnancial statements, the directors
are responsible for assessing the group’s ability to continue as
a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless the directors either intend to liquidate the group or to cease
operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of
the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the consolidated ﬁnancial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to
issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise
from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to inﬂuence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
consolidated ﬁnancial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the
consolidated ﬁnancial statements, whether due to fraud or error,
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks,
and obtain audit evidence that is sufﬁcient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a
material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for
one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the group’s internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the directors.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the
going concern basis of accounting and based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related
to events or conditions that may cast signiﬁcant doubt on the
group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude
that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated ﬁnancial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based
on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
group to cease to continue as a going concern.

21.
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the
consolidated ﬁnancial statements, including the disclosures,
and whether the consolidated ﬁnancial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves
fair presentation.
• Obtain sufﬁcient appropriate audit evidence regarding the
ﬁnancial information of the entities or business activities within
the group to express an opinion on the consolidated ﬁnancial
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision
and performance of the group audit. We remain solely
responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and signiﬁcant
audit ﬁndings, including any signiﬁcant deﬁciencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we
have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding
independence, and to communicate with them all relationships
and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our
independence, and where applicable, actions taken to eliminate
threats or safeguards applied.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory
Requirements
In terms of the IRBA Rule published in Government Gazette
Number 39475 dated 4 December 2015, we report that BDO
South Africa Incorporated has been the auditor of Bauba
Resources Limited for ten years..

BDO South Africa Incorporated
Registered Auditors
Jacques Barradas
Director
Registered Auditor
16 November 2021
Wanderers Ofﬁce Park
52 Corlett Drive
Illovo, 2196

From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine
those matters that were of most signiﬁcance in the audit of the
consolidated ﬁnancial statements of the current period and are
therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our
auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure
about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we
determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report
because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably
be expected to outweigh the public interest beneﬁts of such
communication.
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STATEMENTS OF PROFIT
OR LOSS AND OTHER
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the year ended 30 June 2021
GROUP

Note
Revenue

4

2021
R’000

COMPANY
2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000
13 611

277 100

260 394

13 795

Cost of sales

(224 259)

(249 325)

–

–

Gross proﬁt

52 841

11 069

13 795

13 611

(86 364)

(69 390)

(27 054)

(23 307)

Operating and administrative expenses

5

Finance income

1 122

885

1 208

1 183

Finance cost

(10 484)

(2 005)

(746)

–

Foreign exchange gain/(loss)

12 324

–

(478)

–

(519)

(54)

(519)

(54)

(31 080)

(59 495)

(13 794)

(8 567)

Share of loss of associate accounted for using the equity method
Loss before tax
Income tax credit

6

Loss for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive loss for the year

3 853

14 219

–

–

(27 227)

(45 276)

(13 794)

(8 567)

–

–

–

–

(27 227)

(45 276)

(13 794)

(8 567)

Loss attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent
Non-controlling interest

(21 855)

(30 592)

(5 372)

(14 684)

(21 855)

(30 592)

(5 372)

(14 684)

Total comprehensive loss attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent
Non-controlling interest
Basic loss per share (cents)

8

(4,37)

(8,07)

Diluted loss per share (cents)

8

(4,37)

(8,07)
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21.

STATEMENTS OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 30 June 2021

GROUP

Note

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Assets
Non-current assets

427 500

332 405

318 808

328 796

Intangible assets

11

132 136

141 838

106 263

115 677

Property, plant and equipment

12

285 892

180 621

105

160

Investment in associate

13

9 427

9 946

9 427

9 946

32.2

45

–

–

–

15

–

–

203 013

203 013

Other non-current assets
Investments in subsidiaries
Current assets

117 589

128 099

120 785

38 804

Loan to subsidiary

17

–

–

109 291

–

Inventory

18

85 997

64 985

–

–

Trade and other receivables

19

19 708

14 600

906

612

Loan to associate

14

7 072

–

7 072

–

Cash and cash equivalents

20

4 812

48 514

3 516

38 192

545 089

460 504

439 593

367 600

334 103

278 371

412 355

343 190
512 500

Total assets

Equity and liabilities
Equity
Stated capital

21

602 432

512 500

602 432

Reverse asset acquisition reserve

22

(282 988)

(282 988)

–

–

Share-based payment reserve

23

–

6 973

–

6 973

(35 309)

(13 454)

(190 077)

(176 283)

Retained loss
Non-controlling interest

16

49 968

55 340

–

–

74 355

82 184

10 111

–

24

5 078

5 794

–

–

Deferred tax

7

12 674

16 527

–

–

Borrowings

26

25 392

46 578

3 420

–

Share-based payment liability

23

6 691

–

6 691

–

Loans from shareholders

27

–

10 000

–

–

Lease liability

28

24 520

3 285

–

–

136 631

99 949

17 127

24 410

Non-current liabilities
Environmental rehabilitation provision

Current liabilities
Loans from subsidiary

17

–

–

–

21 183

Trade and other payables

29

69 225

54 354

5 085

2 897

Borrowings

26

28 181

24 059

855

–

Loans from shareholders

27

20 677

194

10 578

–

Lease liability

28

17 512

1 790

–

–

Other ﬁnancial liabilities

30

1 036

17 911

609

330

–

1 641

–

–

545 089

460 504

439 593

367 600

Current tax payable
Total equity and liabilities
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STATEMENTS OF
CASH FLOW
for the year ended 30 June 2021

GROUP
2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

(24 097)

8 922

(1 892)

(3 188)

(2 234)

(2 419)

–

–

Net cash effects from operating activities

(26 331)

6 503

(1 892)

(3 188)

Net cash effects from investing activities

(91 568)

(54 788)

(5 905)

35 648

Repayment of loan from subsidiary

–

–

–

300 920

Advance of loan to subsidiary

–

–

–

(256 375)

Cash (outﬂow)/inﬂow from operating activities before tax paid

Note

2021
R’000

10

COMPANY

Tax paid

Acquisition of investment in associate

13

–

(10 000)

–

(10 000)

Advance of loan to associate

14

(7 072)

–

(7 072)

–

(45)

–

–

–

(85 573)

(45 673)

(41)

(80)

1 122

885

1 208

1 183

Investment in long-term deposits
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

12

Finance income
Net cash effects from ﬁnancing activities

74 197

63 977

(26 879)

(13 364)

Repayment of loan from subsidiary

–

–

237 962

–

Advance of loan to subsidiary

–

–

(368 436)

–

Repayment of prepayment

25

–

(13 364)

–

(13 364)

Proceeds from issue of shares

21

89 932

–

89 932

–

Repayment of borrowings

26

(25 895)

–

–

–

Proceeds from borrowing

26

21 155

68 853

3 798

–

Advance of loans from shareholders

27

20 500

10 000

20 500

–

Repayment of loans from shareholders

27

(10 000)

–

(10 000)

–

Principal paid on lease liabilities

28

(11 579)

(910)

–

–

Finance cost paid – lease liabilities

28

(4 557)

(375)

–

–

Finance cost paid – loans from shareholders

27

(1 315)

–

(635)

–

Finance cost paid – borrowings

26

(4 044)

(227)

–

–

Total cash movement for the year

(43 702)

15 692

(34 676)

19 096

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

48 514

32 822

38 192

19 096

4 812

48 514

3 516

38 192

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
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21.

STATEMENTS
OF CHANGES
IN EQUITY
for the year ended 30 June 2021

Stated
capital
R’000

Reverse
asset
acquisition
reserve
R’000

Sharebased
payment
reserve
R’000

Retained
(loss)/
earnings
R’000

Noncontrolling
interest
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

321 019

GROUP
Balance as at 1 July 2019

512 500

(282 988)

4 345

17 138

70 024

Share-based payment reserve movement

–

–

2 628

–

–

2 628

Total comprehensive loss for the year

–

–

–

(30 592)

(14 684)

(45 276)

512 500

(282 988)

6 973

(13 454)

55 340

278 371

–

–

(282)

–

–

(282)

89 932

–

–

–

–

89 932

–

–

(6 691)

–

–

(6 691)

Balance as at 30 June 2020
Share-based payment reserve movement
Issue of share capital
Reclassiﬁcation from equity-settled to
cash-settled
Total comprehensive loss for the year
Balance as at 30 June 2021
Note

–

–

–

(21 855)

(5 372)

(27 227)

602 432

(282 988)

–

(35 309)

49 968

334 103

21

22

23

349 129

COMPANY
Balance as at 1 July 2019

512 500

–

4 345

(167 716)

–

Share-based payment reserve movement

–

–

2 628

–

–

2 628

Total comprehensive loss for the year

–

–

–

(8 567)

–

(8 567)

512 500

–

6 973

(176 283)

–

343 190

Balance as at 30 June 2020
Share-based payment reserve movement

–

–

(282)

–

–

(282)

89 932

–

–

–

–

89 932

Reclassiﬁcation from equity-settled to
cash-settled

–

–

(6 691)

–

–

(6 691)

Total comprehensive loss for the year

–

–

–

(13 794)

–

(13 794)

602 432

–

–

(190 077)

–

412 355

Issue of share capital

Balance as at 30 June 2021
Note

21

23
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OPERATING SEGMENT
REPORT
for the year ended 30 June 2021

Operating segments
The operations of the group comprise three reporting segments,
being:
• A chrome project that represents the mining of chrome ore on
the farm Moeijelijk and expenses related to Kookfontein and
Hartbeesfontein;
• Platinum exploration, being activities associated with platinum
exploration; and
• Corporate activities, being administration, regulatory and
corporate expenses incurred.

The reportable segments are accounted for in line with accounting
policies described in note 3 with transactions between segments
described in note 33.
Information regarding the actual expenses of each reportable
segment is included below. Performance is measured based on
the segment results as included in the internal management reports
that are reviewed by the group’s chief executive ofﬁcer as the chief
operating decision maker on a regular basis. Segment results are
used to measure performance as management believes that such
information is the most relevant in evaluating the results of certain
segments relative to other entities that operate within these industries.
Chrome
projects
R’000

Platinum
exploration
R’000

Corporate
R’000

Intragroup
elimination
R’000

Total
R’000

277 100

30 June 2021
Revenue – third parties
Revenue – intercompany
Loss before tax
Income tax credit
Loss after tax
Finance income

277 100

–

–

–

–

–

13 795

(13 795)

–

(26 698)

–

(4 382)

–

(31 080)

3 853

–

–

–

3 853

(22 845)

–

(4 382)

–

(27 227)

590

–

1 208

(676)

1 122

Finance cost

(10 414)

–

(746)

676

(10 484)

Depreciation and amortisation

(38 151)

–

(82)

–

(38 233)

(519)

–

–

–

(519)

134 109

–

86

–

134 195

Total assets

520 401

20 161

113 818

(109 291)

545 089

Total liabilities

(293 039)

–

(27 238)

109 291

(210 986)

260 394

Share of loss of associate
Additions to non-current assets

30 June 2020
Revenue – third parties

260 394

–

–

–

–

–

13 611

(13 611)

–

Loss before tax

(54 303)

–

(5 192)

–

(59 495)

Income tax credit

14 219

–

–

–

14 219

Loss after tax

(40 084)

–

(5 192)

–

(45 276)

25

–

1 183

(323)

885

(2 328)

–

–

323

(2 005)

(14 158)

–

(94)

–

(14 252)

(54)

–

–

–

(54)

Revenue – intercompany

Finance income
Finance cost
Depreciation and amortisation
Share of loss of associate
Additions to non-current assets

51 578

–

80

–

51 658

Total assets

380 196

20 161

38 964

21 183

460 504

Total liabilities

(136 540)

–

(24 410)

(21 183)

(182 133)

The segmental analysis is based on the Moeijelijk chrome project, platinum exploration and corporate activities. All revenue was generated
in South Africa, therefore no geographical segments are presented.
Revenue from one customer amounted to 80% (2020: 95%) of total revenue in the chrome projects segment.
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21.

NOTES TO THE
ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 2021

1.

Reporting entity

Bauba Resources Limited (the company) is a company domiciled in
the Republic of South Africa. The company’s registered address is
Cube Workspace, 1 Wedgewood Link, Bryanston, Johannesburg,
2191. The annual ﬁnancial statements as at and for the year ended
30 June 2021 comprise the company and its subsidiaries (together
referred to as the group and individually as group entities).

2.

Basis of preparation

2.1

Statement of compliance

The annual ﬁnancial statements were prepared in accordance
with IFRS, Financial Reporting Pronouncements as issued by
the Financial Reporting Standards Council, the Companies Act,
SAICA Circular 1/2021 and the JSE Listings Requirements.
The accounting policies are in terms of IFRS and are supported
by reasonable and fair judgements and estimates. The same
accounting policies as in 2020 were applied.
The consolidated and separate annual ﬁnancial statements
(together referred to as the annual ﬁnancial statements) were
authorised for issue by the board on 15 November 2021.

2.2

Basis of measurement

The annual ﬁnancial statements are prepared on the historical
cost basis and incorporate the following principal accounting
policies which have been consistently applied. All transactions are
recognised under the accrual basis of accounting except for the
statement of cash ﬂow.

2.3

Functional and presentation currency

The annual ﬁnancial statements are presented in South African
rand, which is the presentation currency and functional currency of
all operations within the group.
All amounts in the annual ﬁnancial statements, reports and
supporting schedules are stated to the nearest thousand rand
(R’000) except where otherwise indicated.

2.4

Use of estimates and judgements

The preparation of annual ﬁnancial statements in conformity with
IFRS requires management to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies
and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income and
expenses. The estimates and associated assumptions are based
on historical experience and various other factors that are believed
to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which
form the basis of making the judgements about carrying values

of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other
sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The use
of estimates are further disclosed in 3.18.

3.

Signiﬁcant accounting policies

3.1

Basis of consolidation

3.1.1 Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are those entities that are controlled by the group.
The group controls an entity when it is exposed, or has rights, to
variable returns from its involvement with the entity and the ability
to affect those returns through its power over the entity.
The annual ﬁnancial statements of subsidiaries are included in the
consolidated annual ﬁnancial statements from the date on which
control commences until the date that control ceases. Intragroup
transactions and balances and any unrealised income and
expenses arising from intragroup transactions are eliminated.
In the separate annual ﬁnancial statements of the company,
investments in subsidiaries are measured at cost less accumulated
impairment losses.
The interest of non-controlling shareholders may be initially
measured either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s
proportionate share of the fair value of the acquired entity’s
identiﬁable net assets. This measurement choice is done on an
acquisition-by-acquisition basis. Subsequent to initial recognition,
the carrying amounts of the non-controlling interests are adjusted
for movement in the non-controlling interests’ share of subsequent
changes in equity.

3.2

Intangible assets

3.2.1 Exploration and evaluation resources
Exploration assets include expenditure incurred after the award of
the legal licence to explore a speciﬁc area for Mineral Resources
(area of interest) has been obtained. Pre-licence costs are
recognised as an expense in proﬁt or loss as incurred.
Exploration and evaluation costs are capitalised as exploration
assets on a project-by-project basis pending determination of
the technical feasibility and commercial viability of the project.
Exploration and evaluation assets are only recognised if the rights
of the area of interest are current and either:
• The expenditures are expected to be recouped through
successful development and exploitation of the area of
interest; or
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS continued
for the year ended 30 June 2021

• Activities in the area of interest have not, at the reporting date,
reached a stage which permits a reasonable assessment of the
existence or otherwise of economically recoverable reserves
and active and signiﬁcant operations in, or in relation to, the
area of interest are continuing.
Exploration assets include costs of acquisition of rights to explore,
costs to acquire licences, topographical, geological, geochemical
and geophysical studies, exploratory drilling, trenching, sampling
and activities to evaluate the technical feasibility and commercial
viability of extracting a Mineral Resource. All exploration and
evaluation assets are deemed to be intangible assets.
Administration and other general overhead costs, which are
not directly attributable to the speciﬁc exploration assets, are
expensed as incurred. When a licence is relinquished or a project
is abandoned, the capitalised expenditure is recognised in proﬁt
or loss immediately.
Once the technical feasibility and commercial viability of the
extraction of Mineral Resources in an area of interest are
demonstrable, exploration and evaluation assets attributable
to that area of interest are ﬁrst tested for impairment and then
reclassiﬁed in accordance with other relevant standards.

3.3

Property, plant and equipment

3.3.1 Recognition and measurement
Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost, less
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses.
When an item of plant and equipment comprises a number of
signiﬁcant components each with different useful lives, these
components are accounted for as separate items.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon
disposal or when future economic beneﬁts are no longer expected
from its use. Any gain or loss on derecognition is included in proﬁt
or loss.

3.3.2 Subsequent costs
Expenditure incurred to replace or modify a signiﬁcant component
of plant and equipment is capitalised and any remaining carrying
amount of the original component is recognised in proﬁt or loss.
The costs of adding to, replacing part of, or servicing an item,
following a major inspection, are recognised in the carrying amount
of the plant and equipment as a replacement, where applicable.
The costs of day-to-day servicing of the property, plant and
equipment are recognised in proﬁt or loss as incurred.

3.3.3 Depreciation
Amortisation or depreciation of the cost will only occur once the
project moves from the exploration and evaluation phase to the
mining phase. The value of the capitalised cost is subjected to an
impairment test.

3.2.2 Mineral rights in production

Depreciation is recognised in proﬁt or loss on a straight-line basis
over the estimated useful lives of an item of property, plant and
equipment, down to its residual value.
The estimated useful lives for the current and comparative periods
are as follows:

Mineral rights in production are initially recognised at cost if
reclassiﬁed from exploration and evaluation resources or acquired
externally, or at fair value, if acquired as part of a business
combination. Expenditure on internally generated development
activity is capitalised if the product or process is technically and
commercially feasible, the company has sufﬁcient resources to
complete development, the company has the intention to complete
and use or sell it, it is probable that future economic beneﬁts
relating to the asset will ﬂow to the group and the cost can be
measured reliably. The expenditure capitalised includes direct
costs and attributable overhead costs. Subsequent expenditure
is only capitalised when it increases the future economic beneﬁts
embodied in the associated mineral right.

Mining infrastructure, plant,
machinery and equipment

Capitalised mineral rights in production have a ﬁnite life and are
amortised on the units-of-production method.

The cost of stripping activities which provides a beneﬁt in the form
of improved access to ore is initially recognised as a non-current
asset within mine infrastructure and equipment.
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Motor vehicles
Furniture and ﬁttings
Ofﬁce equipment

Units of production
5 years
3 years
2 to 5 years

The assets’ residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods
are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each reporting period.

3.3.4 Stripping activities
The removal of mine waste materials (including overburden) to
gain access to the mineral ore deposit is referred to as “stripping
activities”.

21.
The stripping activities asset is initially measured at cost and
subsequently carried at cost less depreciation using the
units-of-production method.
When the stripping activities improve access to ore extracted in the
current period, the costs of production stripping are recognised in
proﬁt or loss as operating costs.

3.4

Impairment of non-ﬁnancial assets

The carrying amount of the group’s intangible assets is reviewed
at each reporting date to determine whether there is an indication
of impairment. If any such indication exists, the asset’s recoverable
amount is estimated. An impairment loss is recognised whenever
the carrying amount of an asset or its cash-generating unit
exceeds its recoverable amount.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the greater of its value in
use and its fair value less the cost to sell. In assessing value in use,
the estimated future cash ﬂows are discounted to their present
value using a pre-tax discount rate that reﬂects current market
assessments of the time value of money and the risks speciﬁc to
the asset.
Other non-ﬁnancial assets are subject to impairment tests
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that their
carrying amount may not be recoverable. Where it is not possible
to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the
impairment test is carried out on the asset’s cash-generating unit.

The group only classiﬁes its ﬁnancial assets at amortised cost if
both of the following criteria are met:
• The asset is held within a business model whose objective is to
collect the contractual cash ﬂows; and
• The contractual terms give rise to cash ﬂows that are solely
payments of principal and interest.
Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank and cash deposits,
call deposits and money market deposits.

3.5.2 Measurement: Financial assets and liabilities at
amortised cost
• Financial assets at amortised cost are initially recognised at fair
value, and subsequently carried at amortised cost by applying
the effective interest rate method less any impairment.
• Financial liabilities at amortised cost are initially recognised
at fair value, and subsequently carried at amortised cost by
applying the effective interest rate method.

3.5.3 Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights to
receive cash ﬂows have expired or when the group has transferred
substantially all risks and rewards of ownership.
Financial liabilities are derecognised when the obligation is
discharged, cancelled or expires.

3.5.4 Impairment of ﬁnancial assets
3.4.1 Impairment losses are recognised in proﬁt or loss
Impairment losses recognised in prior periods are assessed at
each reporting date for any indications that the loss has decreased
or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed if there has
been a change in the estimates used to determine the recoverable
amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the
asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that
would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if
no impairment had been recognised.

3.5

Financial instruments

3.5.1 Classiﬁcation
The group or company identiﬁes the following ﬁnancial instrument
categories:
• Financial assets at amortised cost (loans to subsidiary, trade and
other receivables and cash and cash equivalents); and
• Financial liabilities at amortised cost (trade and other payables,
borrowings, loans from subsidiaries, loans from shareholders
and other ﬁnancial liabilities).

Impairment of ﬁnancial assets measured at amortised cost is
determined using the expected credit loss model. The general
approach is applied to the ﬁnancial assets, whereby the 12-month
expected credit losses are calculated unless there has been a
signiﬁcant increase in credit risk in which case the lifetime credit
losses are calculated. A default event is deﬁned as when a
counterparty does not meeting its obligations timeously. The group
writes off a ﬁnancial asset when there is information indicating
that the counterparty is in severe ﬁnancial difﬁculty and there is
no realistic prospect of recovery e.g. when the counterparty has
been placed under liquidation or has entered into bankruptcy
proceedings.
Impairment provision for trade receivables is recognised based on
the simpliﬁed approach using a provision matrix in the determination
of the lifetime expected credit losses. The methodology used to
determine the amount of the provision is based on whether there
has been a signiﬁcant increase in credit risk since initial recognition
of the ﬁnancial asset. For those where the credit risk has not
increased signiﬁcantly since initial recognition of the ﬁnancial asset,
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12-month expected credit losses along with gross interest income
are recognised. For those for which credit risk has increased
signiﬁcantly, lifetime expected credit losses along with the gross
interest income are recognised. For those that are determined to be
credit impaired, lifetime expected credit losses along with interest
income on a net basis are recognised.

3.6

Income tax

Income tax comprises current and deferred tax. Current tax and
deferred tax are recognised in proﬁt or loss except to the extent
that it relates to a business combination or items recognised
directly in equity or other comprehensive income.
Current tax is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for
the year, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the
reporting date, and any adjustment to tax payable in respect of
previous years.
The amount of current tax payable or receivable is the best
estimate of the tax amount expected to be paid or received that
reﬂects uncertainty related to income taxes, if any. Current tax
assets and liabilities are offset only if certain criteria are met.
Deferred tax is recognised in respect of temporary differences
between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for ﬁnancial
reporting purposes and the amounts used for tax purposes.
Deferred tax is not recognised for:
• The initial recognition of goodwill;
• The initial recognition of assets and liabilities that affect neither
accounting nor taxable proﬁt; and
• Differences relating to investments in subsidiaries to the extent
that it is probable that they will not reverse in the foreseeable
future.
A deferred tax asset is recognised for unused tax losses and
unused capital allowances to the extent that it is probable that
future taxable proﬁt will be available against which the unused tax
losses and unused capital allowances can be utilised. Deferred tax
assets are reviewed at each reporting date and are reduced to the
extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax beneﬁt will
be realised.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates
that are expected to apply to the temporary differences when
they reverse, based on the laws that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the reporting date.
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when the group has a
legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets and liabilities
and the deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to taxes levied by
the same tax authority on the same taxable entity.

3.7

Inventory

Inventory is measured at the lower of cost and net realisable
value. Costs, including an appropriate portion of ﬁxed and variable
overhead expenses, are assigned to inventories by the method
most appropriate to the particular class of inventory.
Net realisable value represents the estimated selling price for
inventories less all estimated costs of completion and costs
necessary to make the sale.

3.8

Share capital

The group’s ordinary shares are classiﬁed as equity. Incremental
costs directly attributable to the issue of ordinary shares are
recognised as a deduction from equity net of tax effects.

3.9

Revenue

Group revenue is generated primarily from the sale of chrome ore.
Revenue from contracts with customers is recognised when the
separate performance obligations are satisﬁed, which is when
control of the promised goods is transferred to the customer.
Control passes to the customer once the chrome ore has been
loaded and has left the mine premises. The performance obligation
will be the chrome ore sold and collected by the customer. This
is considered to be a single performance obligation in terms of
IFRS 15. The amount of revenue recognised upon collection is
based on the price included in the agreement. Depending on
contractual terms, a portion of the transaction price is ﬁxed and
another portion may be based on actual quantity or quality of
chrome concentrate delivered. The transaction price of the portion
related to actual quantity or quality delivered is not signiﬁcant.
Payment terms are also dependent on contractual arrangements.
Usually upfront payment terms are included in agreements.
Intergroup management fees are recognised in the company as
revenue over the period during which these management services
are provided to subsidiaries. These services are charged on a
monthly basis as detailed in the management agreement and are
eliminated in full on consolidation.

3.10 Distributions/dividends
Distributions/dividends to equity holders are only recognised as
a liability when declared and are included in the statement of
changes in equity.

21.
3.11 Leased assets

3.14 Employee beneﬁts

All leases are accounted for by recognising a right-of-use asset
and a lease liability except for:

Short-term employee beneﬁts are expensed during the year in
which the employee renders the related service. The accruals for
employee entitlements to remuneration and annual leave represent
the amount which the group has a present obligation to pay as a
result of the employee’s services provided to the reporting date.

• Leases of low-value assets; and
• Leases with a duration of 12 months or less.
Right-of-use assets are initially measured at the amount of the
lease liability, reduced for any lease incentives received, and
increased for:
• Lease payments made at or before commencement of the
lease;
• Initial direct costs incurred; and
• The amount of any provision recognised where the group is
contractually required to dismantle, remove or restore the
leased asset.
Right-of-use assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over the
term of the lease or over the remaining economic life of the asset if,
rarely, judged to be shorter than the lease term.
The group recognises a lease liability at the commencement date
of the contract for all leases conveying the right to control the use
of identiﬁed assets for a speciﬁc period.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of
the lease payments outstanding at the commencement date,
discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or if that
rate cannot be readily determined, the group’s incremental
borrowing rate.
The lease liability is measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest rate method.

3.12 Mining royalties
Mining royalties are recognised with reference to the conditions
speciﬁed in the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Royalty Act
(Act 28 of 2008), for the transfer of reﬁned and unreﬁned mined
resources, upon the date such transfer is effected. These
costs are included in proﬁt or loss as part of operating and
administrative expenses.

3.13 Finance income
Finance income comprises interest income earned on loans and
bank balances and funds invested and is recognised in proﬁt
or loss. Finance income is recognised as it accrues, using the
effective interest method.

3.15 Contingent assets and liabilities
A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events
and whose existence will be conﬁrmed only by the occurrence
or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not
wholly within the control of the group. Contingent assets are not
recognised as assets.
A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from
past events and whose existence will be conﬁrmed only by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the group, or a present
obligation that arises from past events but is not recognised
because it is not probable that an outﬂow of resources embodying
economic beneﬁts will be required to settle the obligation or the
amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufﬁcient
reliability. Contingent liabilities are not recognised as liabilities.

3.16 Environmental rehabilitation provision
A provision for environmental rehabilitation is recognised when
there is an obligation for rehabilitation and mine closure costs
arising from environmental disturbance caused by the development
or ongoing production of mining activities. Estimated environmental
rehabilitation provisions are measured considering the current
contracted mining rates, technological, environmental and
regulatory requirements. Any subsequent changes to the carrying
amount of the provision resulting from changes to the assumptions
used in estimating the provision are recognised in proﬁt or loss.
Ongoing rehabilitation expenditure is recognised in proﬁt or loss
as incurred.

3.17 Share-based payments
The group has awarded performance shares in terms of the
2013 share incentive plan. In terms of this scheme, the group
has the choice to either settle in cash or by issuing shares to the
participants on vesting date.
The group treats share-based payment transactions with
settlement alternatives such as cash-settled share-based payments.
Refer to note 23 on the change from equity-settled to cash-settled.
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The cost of equity-settled transactions is based on the fair value
at grant date using an appropriate valuation model after taking
into consideration the vesting conditions and rules of the scheme.
The expense is recognised on a straight-line basis over the vesting
period with a corresponding increase in equity.
The cumulative expense is recognised for equity-settled
transactions at the reporting date until the vesting date reﬂects the
company’s best estimate of the number of equity instruments that
will ultimately vest taking into consideration service and non-market
performance conditions. Market performance conditions are
reﬂected in the fair value at grant date of the performance shares
awarded.
The dilutive effect of outstanding performance shares is reﬂected in
diluted earnings per share and diluted headline earnings per share.

3.18 Critical accounting estimates
The group makes certain estimates and assumptions regarding the
future. Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated based
on historical experience and other factors, including expectations
of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances. In the future, actual experience may differ from
these estimates and assumptions. The estimates and assumptions
that have a signiﬁcant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next ﬁnancial
year are discussed below.

3.18.1 Useful lives of intangible assets and property, plant
and equipment
The estimated useful lives of intangibles (refer to note 11) and
property, plant and equipment (refer to note 12) are reassessed at
the end of each reporting period. The group depreciates/amortises
its assets over their estimated useful lives, as more fully described
in the accounting policies for property, plant and equipment
and intangible assets. The actual lives of these assets can vary
depending on a variety of factors, including Mineral Resources
and Mineral Reserves estimates, technological innovation and
maintenance programmes. Changes in estimates can result in
signiﬁcant variations in the carrying value and amounts recognised
in proﬁt or loss in speciﬁc periods.
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3.18.2 Impairment testing
The determination of value in use and fair value less cost to sell
calculations requires the use of estimates and assumptions.
A reasonable possible change in these estimates and assumptions
may impact the group’s recoverable amount determination for
the particular asset or cash-generating unit and may then require
a material adjustment to the carrying value of intangible assets.
These recoverable amount calculations take into account the
estimated Mineral Resources statement, future commodity prices,
exchange rates and mining costs among others. These estimates
are determined using reasonable and supportable assumptions.

3.18.3 Environmental rehabilitation provision
Environmental rehabilitation obligations are based on the best
estimate of the costs to be incurred based on the group’s
environmental rehabilitation plans, in compliance with current
environmental and regulatory requirements (refer to note 24).
Full provision is made based on the net present value of the
estimated cost of restoring the environmental disturbance that
has occurred up to the reporting date. Estimates are based upon
currently agreed costs with our contract miner. Actual costs in the
future may differ from the estimates due to changes in discount
rates, Mineral Resources and life-of-mine (LoM) estimates, mining
contractor costs and environmental laws and regulations. The
estimated cost of rehabilitation is reviewed annually and adjusted
where appropriate.

3.19 New standards and interpretations
At the date of approval of these annual ﬁnancial statements, certain
new accounting standards, amendments and interpretations to
existing standards have been published but are not yet effective
and have not been adopted early by the group.
Management anticipates that all of the pronouncements will
be adopted in the group’s accounting policies for the ﬁrst
period beginning after the effective date of the pronouncement.
Information on new standards, amendments and interpretations
that are expected to be relevant to Bauba’s annual ﬁnancial
statements are provided as follows. Certain other new standards
and interpretations have been issued but are not expected to have
a material impact on Bauba’s annual ﬁnancial statements.

21.
3.19.1 Standards, amendments and interpretations effective and adopted in the current year
The group has adopted the following standards and interpretations issued by the International Accounting Standards Board that became
effective on or after 1 January 2020:
Standard/interpretation and description

Effective date

Expected impact

IFRS 16: Leases – COVID-19-related Rent Concessions: The amendment
providing lessees with an exemption from assessing whether a COVID-19-related
rent concession (a rent concession that reduces lease payments due on or before
30 June 2021) is a lease modiﬁcation.

1 July 2020

This standard did not have a
material impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

IAS 1: Presentation of Financial Statements – Deﬁnition of Material: The
amendments clarify and align the deﬁnition of “material” and provide guidance
to help improve consistency in the application of that concept whenever it is
used in IFRS.

1 July 2020

This standard did not have a
material impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

IAS 8: Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors –
Deﬁnition of Material: The amendments clarify and align the deﬁnition of “material”
and provide guidance to help improve consistency in the application of that
concept whenever it is used in IFRS.

1 July 2020

This standard did not have a
material impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

3.19.2 Standards, amendments and interpretations not yet effective
The group has chosen not to early adopt the following standards, amendments and interpretations, which have been published and are
applicable for the group’s accounting periods beginning on or after 1 July 2020 or later periods:
Effective date: years
beginning on or after

Standard/interpretation and description

Expected impact

IFRS 9: Financial Instruments — Annual Improvements to IFRS 2018 — 2021:
The amendment clariﬁes which fees an entity includes when it applies the
“10 percent” test when assessing whether to derecognise a ﬁnancial liability.

1 July 2022

This standard is not expected
to have any impact on
Bauba’s ﬁnancial statements.

IFRS 3: Business Combinations — Amendment: The amendment updates
a reference in IFRS 3 to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting
without changing the accounting requirements for a business combination.

1 July 2022

This standard is not expected
to have any impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

IAS 16: Property, Plant and Equipment — Proceeds before intended use:
The amendments prohibit the entity from deducting from the cost of an item
of property, plant and equipment any proceeds from selling items produced
while bringing that asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be
capable of operating in the manner intended by management. Instead, an entity
recognises the proceeds from selling such items and the costs of producing
those items in proﬁt or loss.

1 July 2022

This standard is not expected
to have any impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

IAS 37: Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets — Onerous
Contract — Cost of fulﬁlling a contract: The amendments specify which costs
should be included in an entity’s assessment of whether a contract will be
loss-making.

1 July 2022

This standard is not expected
to have any impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

IAS 39: Financial Instruments — Interest rate benchmark reforms: The
amendment clariﬁes which fees an entity includes when it applies the
“10 percent” test when assessing whether to derecognise a ﬁnancial liability.

1 July 2022

This standard is not expected
to have any impact on Bauba’s
ﬁnancial statements.

IAS 1: Presentation of Financial Statements — Classiﬁcation of liabilities as
current and non-current: The amendments clarify how to classify debt and
other liabilities as current or non-current.

1 July 2023

The impact of this standard on
Bauba’s ﬁnancial statements
will be assessed at a later date.
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4.

Revenue
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

277 100

260 394

–

–

–

–

13 795

13 611

Revenue comprises:
Sale of chrome ore
Management fees from subsidiary (refer to note 33)
The group derives revenue from the sale of chrome ore at a point in time.
The company derives revenue from management fees over time.

5.

Operating and administrative expenses
GROUP
2021
R’000

COMPANY
2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Operating and administrative expenses include:
Royalties
Employee beneﬁts
Short-term lease expense – property
Low-value lease expense

1 385

2 308

–

–

20 502

19 563

11 546

10 276

627

722

627

721

30

30

–

–

572

780

572

780

The group currently has one operating lease in place over its
head ofﬁce; this rental agreement is subject to a 60-calendar-day
notice period and expired on 31 October 2021. The group is on a
month-to-month agreement.
The total future value of minimum lease payments due:
Not later than one year
There are no other lease payments due.
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21.
6.

Income tax
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Tax expense
Current tax expense

–

–

Current tax expense for the year

–

–

Deferred tax expense

(3 853)

(14 219)

Current year origination and reversal of temporary differences

(3 853)

(14 219)

Total income tax credit in proﬁt or loss

(3 853)

(14 219)

Reconciliation of the effective rate
(31 080)

(59 495)

Income tax credit

Loss before tax

3 853

Loss for the year

(27 227)

14 219
(45 276)

Statutory income tax rate (%)

28

28

Disallowable expenditure (%)

12,22

Unrecognised tax loss (%)

(27,82)

2,50
(6,60)

Effective tax rate (%)

(12,40)

(23,90)

Disallowed expenditure relates to amortisation of intangible assets (2021: 8,74% – 2020: 1,64%), and legal expenses of a capital
nature (2021: 3,48% – 2020: 0,86%). The company realised an estimated tax loss of R2,829 million (2020: R16,552 million).
Refer to note 7 for details on estimated tax loss carried forward.

7.

Deferred taxation
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

As at 1 July

(16 527)

(30 746)

Property, plant and equipment

(20 435)

(11 656)

Right-of-use assets

(925)

41

Estimated tax loss

(5 690)

23 479

Unused capital allowance

35 172

–

Provision for rehabilitation

(200)

(240)

(4 069)

2 551

Revenue received in advance
Accruals
As at 30 June

–

44

(12 674)

(16 527)

Deferred tax assets have been recognised in respect of all tax losses and other temporary differences where the directors believe it
is probable that these will be recovered.
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7.

Deferred taxation continued
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

(66 266)

(45 831)

(884)

41

Estimated tax loss

17 789

23 479

Unused capital allowance

35 172

–

Provision for rehabilitation

1 422

1 622

Details of the deferred tax liability with all amounts recognised in proﬁt or loss are as follows:
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets

Revenue received in advance
Accruals
Total

–

4 069

93

93

(12 674)

(16 527)

The estimated tax loss carried forward for Bauba is R50,599 million (2020: R47,769 million). Bauba’s assessed tax loss may not
be used to offset taxable proﬁt elsewhere in the group and no deferred tax asset has been recognised as it is uncertain whether
future taxable proﬁt would be generated in the company to utilise this. There is no expiry date on this unused tax loss. The estimate
tax loss carried forward for the group is R63,532 million (2020: R82,256 million) and unused capital allowance carried forward is
R125 616 million (2020: Rnil). A deferred tax asset was raised as it is considered probable that sufﬁcient future taxable proﬁts will be
available against which the tax loss can be utilised. Amount of future taxable proﬁts is determined through preparation of projections
by management with reference to LoM of the operations, current and expected chrome ore prices and projected expenditure.

8.

Earnings per share
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

(21 855)

(30 592)

Headline loss reconciliation
Loss attributable to equity holders of the parent
Loss on disposal of assets
Headline loss

305

21

(21 550)

(30 571)

462 154

379 020

Reconciliation of weighted average number of shares to diluted weighted average number
of shares
Weighted average number of shares in issue (’000)
Dilutive potential ordinary shares relating to long-term incentive scheme (’000)

–

323

462 154

379 343

Basic loss per share (cents)

(4,73)

(8,07)

Diluted loss per share (cents)

(4,73)

(8,07)

Headline loss per share (cents)

(4,73)

(8,07)

Diluted weighted average number of shares in issue (’000)

Diluted headline loss per share (cents)
Number of shares in issue at the end of the year (’000)
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(4,73)

(8,07)

640 515

379 020

21.
8.

Earnings per share continued
The dilutive impact arose from the performance shares granted in terms of the long-term 2013 share incentive plan and had an
anti-dilutive effect on the diluted loss per share calculation in 2021, thus no impact has been noted.
Headline earnings per share has been calculated in accordance with the SAICA Circular 1/2021 entitled Headline Earnings which
forms part of the JSE Listings Requirements.
The claw-back offer (as detailed in note 35) will result in an increase in the weighted average number of shares in issue for both the
current and prior ﬁnancial periods.

9.

Distribution
No distribution (2020: nil cents per share) has been declared during the current ﬁnancial year or after year-end.

10.

Cash ﬂow information
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Loss before tax

(31 080)

(59 495)

(13 794)

(8 567)

Adjustments for:

62 610

36 672

9 729

4 979

Amortisation (note 11)

9 701

3 477

9 414

3 375

Depreciation (note 12)

28 533

10 775

84

94

Write-off of inventory to net realisable value

19 843

18 802

–

–

305

12

12

12

7 441

–

–

–

(716)

(856)

–

–

Finance income

(1 122)

(885)

(1 208)

(1 184)

Finance cost

4 557

602

–

–

Equity-settled share-based payment expense (note 23)

2 442

2 628

2 442

2 628

Cash ﬂow from operating activities

Loss on derecognition of property, plant and equipment
Revenue accrual
Environmental rehabilitation provision (note 24)

Share incentive plan settled (note 23)

(2 724)

–

(2 724)

–

Foreign exchange (gain)/loss (note 26)

(12 324)

576

478

–

4 044

731

–

–

–

477

–

–

Share of loss of associate

519

54

519

54

Taxation due to prior year correction

593

–

–

–

1 298

194

713

–

220

85

(1)

–

Changes in working capital

(55 627)

31 745

2 173

399

Trade and other receivables

(12 549)

(3 701)

(294)

(62)

(2 223)

32 200

2 467

461

Inventory

(40 855)

3 246

–

–

Cash inﬂow from operating activities before tax paid

(24 097)

8 922

(1 892)

(3 189)

Finance cost expensed on borrowings (note 26)
Structuring fee payable (note 26)

Finance cost expensed on shareholder loan
Other non-cash items

Trade and other payables
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11.

Intangible assets
GROUP

COMPANY

Cost
R’000

Accumulated
amortisation and
impairments
R’000

Carrying
values
R’000

Cost
R’000

Accumulated
amortisation and
impairments
R’000

Carrying
values
R’000

30 555

(10 394)

20 161

–

–

–

Chrome mineral rights – in production

156 907

(44 931)

111 976

150 000

(43 737)

106 263

Total mineral rights

187 462

(55 325)

132 137

150 000

(43 737)

106 263

2021
Platinum mineral rights – exploration and evaluation
Mineral Resources

2020
Platinum mineral rights – exploration and evaluation
Mineral Resources

30 555

(10 394)

20 161

–

–

–

Chrome mineral rights – in production

156 907

(35 230)

121 677

150 000

(34 323)

115 677

Total mineral rights

187 462

(45 624)

141 838

150 000

(34 323)

115 677

Reconciliation of intangible assets

Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

Amortisation
R’000

Total
R’000

2021
GROUP
Platinum mineral rights – exploration and evaluation Mineral Resources1

20 161

–

–

20 161

Chrome mineral rights – in production2

121 677

–

(9 701)

111 976

Total mineral rights

141 838

–

(9 701)

132 137

COMPANY
Platinum mineral rights – exploration and evaluation Mineral Resources1

106

–

–

–

–

Chrome mineral rights – in production2

115 677

–

(9 414)

106 263

Total mineral rights

115 677

–

(9 414)

106 263
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21.
11.

Intangible assets continued
Opening
balance
R’000

Additions
R’000

Amortisation
R’000

Total
R’000

20 161

–

–

20 161

Chrome mineral rights – in production

125 154

–

(3 477)

121 677

Total mineral rights

145 315

–

(3 477)

141 838

Reconciliation of intangible assets
2020
GROUP
Platinum mineral rights – exploration and evaluation Mineral Resources*
#

COMPANY
Platinum mineral rights – exploration and evaluation Mineral Resources*

–

–

–

–

Chrome mineral rights – in production#

119 052

–

(3 375)

115 677

Total mineral rights

119 052

–

(3 375)

115 677

* Bauba has an effective 60% holding in Bauba A Hlabirwa Mining Investments Proprietary Limited (Bauba A Hlabirwa) which has an accepted
retention permit over the following farms in Limpopo province: Dingaanskop 534KS, Fisant Laagte 506KS, Switzerland 473KS, Indië 474KS,
Schoonoord 462KS, Genokakop 285KT, Groot Vygenboom 284KT, Houtbosch 323KT and Waterkop 113KT. The prospecting rights held over
Genokakop 285KT, Groot Vygenboom 284KT and Houtbosch 323KT were subject to a review application brought by Rustenburg Platinum Mines
Limited which application was dismissed on 10 July 2020 where the applicants were ordered to pay costs.
#
Bauba has a 30-year mining right over the farm Moeijelijk 412KS granted in June 2016. The recoverability of the mineral rights was assessed using
the value-in-use methodology based on the net present value of the current LoM plan and Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources on the various
farms. Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources are determined by an independent expert. The chrome mineral rights were amortised using the
units-of-production method. Remaining useful life is 11 years.

Platinum mining rights
Platinum mining rights are currently not in production therefore the group performs an impairment assessment on an annual basis.
The platinum farms relate to one mining right application therefore Bauba considers them to be one asset. Waterkop 113KT
property will be mined in 18 months therefore effects of inﬂation and discounting are immaterial. Production volumes are based on
Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources as determined by an independent expert. Other major assumptions are as follows:
2021

2020

ZAR/US$ exchange rate

14,32

17,27

PGM basket price (ZAR)

48 645

31 069

PGM basket price (US$)

3,397

1,799

160 to 190

150 to 180

CIF chrome ore price (US$/tonne)*
* CIF chrome price as determined by FerroyAlloyNet.

The recoverable amount was assessed to be R423,468 million (2020: R306,513 million) using the value-in-use method.
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12.

Property, plant and equipment
GROUP

C COMPANY

Rightof-use
assets
R’000

Furniture
and ofﬁce
equipment
R’000

Mine infrastructure
and
equipment
R’000

4 199

5 905

774

663

48 536

79

Motor
vehicles
R’000

Total
R’000

Furniture
and ofﬁce
equipment
R’000

Total
R’000

189 082

199 960

431

431

84 831

134 109

41

41

Cost
As at 1 July 2020
Additions
Disposal

(1 139)

–

(16)

–

(1 155)

(21)

(21)

As at 30 June 2021

3 723

54 441

837

273 913

332 914

451

451

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 July 2020
Depreciation
Disposal

2 103

1 049

457

15 730

19 339

271

271

591

8 278

184

19 480

28 533

84

84

(843)

–

(7)

–

(850)

(9)

(9)

As at 30 June 2021

1 851

9 327

634

35 210

47 022

346

346

Carrying value as
at 30 June 2021

1 872

45 114

203

238 703

285 892

105

105

Cost
As at 1 July 2019

2 998

–

612

144 793

148 403

372

372

Additions

1 201

5 905

183

44 289

51 578

80

80

Disposal
As at 30 June 2020

–

–

(21)

–

(21)

(21)

(21)

4 199

5 905

774

189 082

199 960

431

431

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 July 2019
Depreciation
Disposal

1 677

–

269

6 628

8 574

186

186

426

1 049

197

9 102

10 774

94

94

–

–

(9)

–

(9)

(9)

(9)

As at 30 June 2020

2 103

1 049

457

15 730

19 339

271

271

Carrying value as
at 30 June 2020

2 096

4 856

317

173 352

180 621

160

160

During the current ﬁnancial year, there were additions of R84,831 million (2020: R44,289 million) to the mine infrastructure
and equipment. The additions relate mainly to the development of the Moeijelijk underground mine of R82,908 million
(2020: R46,889 million), additions to the wash plant of R3,552 million (2020: R3,955 million) and the decrease in the capitalisation
of the pre-stripping costs in accordance with IFRIC 20 of R1,738 million (2020: R14,002 million). Additions to right-of-use assets
amounted to R48,536 million (2020: R5,905 million) (refer to note 28).
None of the items of property, plant and equipment have been encumbered.
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13.

Investment in associate
On 19 July 2019, Bauba Resources Limited entered into a Sale of Shares and Claims Agreement with Ms DC Butler to acquire her
shares in Nuco Chrome Bophuthatswana Proprietary Limited (Nuco Chrome) for an aggregate purchase consideration of R60 million
which represents 74% of the issued share capital of the company. Bauba had initially obtained 22% of the issued share capital
(resulting in an investment in associate) for a cash consideration of R10 million. Bauba had signiﬁcant inﬂuence over this investment
(as at the end of the current ﬁnancial period and prior year) and it is accounted for using the equity method of accounting. Nuco
Chrome’s principal place of business is Rustenburg, South Africa.
Investment in associate is evaluated for impairment by comparing the carrying value of the investment to the recoverable amount,
which is the higher of value in use or fair value less costs to sell. The discounted cash ﬂow model is used to calculate the net
present value of the investments. The impairment valuation during the current year resulted in Rnil (2020: Rnil) impairment being
recognised. Refer to note 35 for detail related to the completion of the Nuco Chrome transaction.
The carrying amount of the equity-accounted investment is as follows:
GROUP
2021
R’000
Balance at the beginning of the year

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

9 946

–

9 946

–

–

10 000

–

10 000

– acquisition of associate
– share of loss of associate for the year
Balance at the end of the year

COMPANY
2020
R’000

(519)

(54)

(519)

(54)

9 427

9 946

9 427

9 946

Summary of the signiﬁcant ﬁnancial information of Nuco Chrome
The information disclosed reﬂects the amounts presented in the ﬁnancial statements of Nuco Chrome and not Bauba group’s share
of those amounts.
GROUP

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

21 756

13 225

2 213

–

Intangible assets

19 543

13 225

Current assets

1 163

627

552

1

Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

611

627

Non-current liabilities

7 172

20 079

Loans from shareholders

7 172

7 718

–

12 361

24 376

43

Trade and other payables

2 991

43

Loans from shareholders

8 623

–

Other ﬁnancial liabilities
Current liabilities

Other ﬁnancial liabilities
Investment revenue
Loss for the year before and after tax
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive loss for the year

12 762

–

25

35

(2 360)

(366)

–

–

(2 360)

(366)
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13.

Investment in associate continued
Summary of the signiﬁcant ﬁnancial information of Nuco Chrome continued
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

(5 903)

Reconciliation to net asset value of Nuco Chrome:
Opening net asset value

(6 269)

Loss for the year

(2 360)

(366)

Closing net asset value

(8 629)

(6 269)

Group’s share in %
Group’s share in net assets*

22

22

(1 898)

(1 379)

* The discounted cash ﬂow model indicates that Nuco Chrome will be proﬁtable in the future and its recoverable amount is signiﬁcantly higher than
its carrying value, therefore no impairment has been recognised.

14.

Loan to associate
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

7 072

–

7 072

–

Loan to associate
Nuco Chrome Bophuthatswana Proprietary Limited

The loan to Nuco Chrome is unsecured with no ﬁxed repayment terms and bears interest at prime plus 3%.
The business model of the company is to hold the loans to associate to collect the contractual cash ﬂows. The contractual cash
ﬂows represent solely payment of principal and interest and is therefore recognised at amortised cost.
In calculating the expected credit loss, the following was taken into account:
• The net position of the associate; and
• The loan has no ﬁxed terms of repayment and is payable on demand.
The expected credit loss was assessed to be immaterial. Refer to note 32.2 for further details.
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15.

Investments in subsidiaries
COMPANY
2021
R’000
Bauba A Hlabirwa
Ndarama Mineral Resources Proprietary Limited*
Absolute Group Management Proprietary Limited#
#

Eight dormant entities
Total

2020
R’000

86 618

86 618

116 393

116 393

–

–

2

2

203 013

203 013

* Ndarama Mineral Resources Proprietary Limited directly holds 34,4% of Bauba A Hlabirwa.
#

Investment is R100 (zero due to rounding effect).

In the legal structure, Bauba holds the following investments whose principal business is conducted in South Africa.
Directly and indirectly:
• Absolute Group Management Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• Ndarama Mineral Resources Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• K2018010724 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 74% (2020: 74%) – dormant
• K2018010766 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• K2018010819 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• K2018010850 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 70% (2020: 70%) – dormant
• K2018368266 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• K2018368290 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 70% (2020: 70%) – dormant
• K2018368317 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• K2018368353 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited – 100% (2020: 100%) – dormant
• Bauba A Hlabirwa Mining Investments Proprietary Limited – effective holding 60% (2020: 60%) – holder of the Waterkop 113KT
prospecting right and the Moeijelijk 412KS mining right.
The remaining 40% interest in Bauba A Hlabirwa is held in favour of and for the beneﬁt of the Bapedi Royal Family (2,4%) and the
Bapedi Nation (37,6%), whose voting rights are in proportion to their ownership rights.
All voting rights are in proportion to the ownership rights in Bauba A Hlabirwa.
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16.

Non-controlling interest
Bauba A Hlabirwa, a 60% owned subsidiary of the company, has material non-controlling interest. The non-controlling interest of all
other subsidiaries that are not 100% owned by the group are considered to be immaterial.
Summarised ﬁnancial information in relation to Bauba A Hlabirwa, before intragroup eliminations, is presented below together with
amounts attributable to non-controlling interest:
COMPANY
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

For the year ended 30 June
Revenues

277 100

260 394

Cost of sales
Gross proﬁt
Operating and administrative expenses
Finance cost
Finance income
Loss before tax
Income tax credit
Loss for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive loss for the year

(224 259)
52 841
(60 302)
(10 413)
589
(17 285)
3 853
(13 432)
–
(13 432)

(249 325)
11 069
(59 695)
(2 329)
26
(50 929)
14 219
(36 710)
–
(36 710)

Loss allocated to non-controlling interest
Net cash effects from operating activities
Net cash effects from investing activities
Net cash effects from ﬁnancing activities

(5 372)
(18 635)
(3 046)
12 654

(14 684)
9 369
(66 752)
53 979

(9 027)

(3 404)

As at 30 June
Assets
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Other non-current assets
Inventory
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Loans to subsidiary

25 873
285 787
45
85 997
18 802
1 295
–

26 161
180 462
–
64 985
13 986
10 322
21 183

Liabilities
Environmental rehabilitation provision
Deferred tax
Borrowings
Loans from shareholders
Lease liability
Trade and other payables
Other ﬁnancial liabilities
Current tax payable

5 078
12 674
49 298
119 389
42 032
64 141
427
–

5 794
16 527
70 637
10 194
5 075
51 459
17 581
1 641

Net cash outﬂows

No dividends were declared during the current ﬁnancial year (2020: Rnil).
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Loans to/(from) subsidiary
COMPANY
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

109 291

(21 183)

Loans to/(from) subsidiary
Bauba A Hlabirwa

The loan to/(from) Bauba A Hlabirwa is unsecured with no ﬁxed repayment terms and bears interest at prime minus 3% (2020: prime
minus 3%). The balance includes amounts provided to Bauba A Hlabirwa from Bauba Resources for both operational (i.e. working
capital) and of a capital nature (i.e. underground mine development).
The business model of the company is to hold the loans to subsidiary to collect the contractual cash ﬂows. The contractual cash
ﬂows represent solely payment of principal and interest and are therefore recognised at amortised cost.
In calculating the expected credit loss, the following was taken into account:
• The net position of the subsidiary;
• The loan has no ﬁxed terms of repayment and is payable on demand; and
• The cash ﬂow projections of Bauba A Hlabirwa, as prepared by management, indicate that the company is a going concern and
is expected to be proﬁtable in the future.
The expected credit loss was assessed to be immaterial. Refer to note 32.2 for further details.

18.

Inventory
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Chrome ore

105 840

83 787

Write-off of inventory to net realisable value

(19 843)

(18 802)

Total

85 997

64 985

Inventory is based on direct and indirect costs incurred in the production of chrome ore.
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19.

Trade and other receivables
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Trade receivables

4 976

2 239

352

508

Deposits and other

5 738

11 008

473

100

VAT

1 553

1 353

81

4

Contract asset

7 441

–

–

–

19 708

14 600

906

612

Trade and other receivables comprise:
Financial assets

Non-ﬁnancial asset

Total

Trade receivables are amounts due from customers for chrome ore sold in the ordinary course of business. The group holds the
trade receivables with the objective to collect the contractual cash ﬂows and therefore measures them subsequently at amortised
cost using the effective interest method. Refer to note 32.2 for the expected credit loss assessment.
Deposits and other include deposits that have been paid over in respect of the group’s head ofﬁce lease, operational site and
a rehabilitation insurance guarantee issued to the DMRE over the farm Moeijelijk 412KS. Due to value of deposits impact of
discounting is immaterial.
Contract asset relates to revenue accrual that has been recognised for contracts that have been fully executed by Bauba, however,
their ﬁnal settlement has not been made by customers as at 30 June 2021.

20.

Cash and cash equivalents
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Bank and cash balances

1 289

10 364

62

109

Call deposits

3 389

38 020

3 389

38 020

Cash and cash equivalents comprise:

Money market deposits
Total
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130

65

63

4 812

48 514

3 516

38 192

21.
21.

Stated capital
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

750 000

750 000

750 000

750 000

602 432

512 500

602 432

512 500

Authorised share capital
750 000 000 (2020: 750 000 000) ordinary shares of no par value
Issued share capital
640 514 656 (2020: 379 020 249) ordinary shares of no par value

In January 2021, the company issued 113 683 334 shares to Pelagic Resources Pte Limited, for an aggregate amount of
R35 241 833,54. During March 2021, the company issued 147 811 073 ordinary shares for an aggregate amount of R54 690 097
to Raubex Proprietary Limited. Total issued shares in the company has therefore increased to 640 514 656 shares.

22.

Reverse acquisition reserve
During the 2011 ﬁnancial year, Bauba concluded an asset-for-share transaction. The effect of the accounting treatment, as a result
of the reverse asset acquisition, is that even though the consolidated annual ﬁnancial statements are issued under the name of
Bauba Resources, it represents a continuation of Ndarama Mineral Resources Proprietary Limited (Ndarama) and Bauba A Hlabirwa,
except for its capital structure.
The accounting treatment requires that the share capital structure of Ndarama and Bauba A Hlabirwa is replaced by that of Bauba
Resources as at the transaction date, taking into consideration the value of the purchase price and the fair value of the assets
bought. The following values were taken into consideration as at the transaction date:
GROUP
2011
R’000
Fair value of Bauba A Hlabirwa and Ndarama – 68 124 600 at R2,98

203 011

Share capital of Bauba Resources

128 074

Net deemed value of Bauba

331 085

Share capital of Bauba A Hlabirwa and Ndarama

(637)

Non-controlling Interest

255

Purchase price of Bauba – 16 011 854 shares at R2,98

(47 715)

Reverse asset acquisition reserve

282 988

As at the transaction date, the fair value of Bauba was R21 803 000 and the purchase price was R47 715 000 (16 011 854 shares
at R2,98) resulting in a reverse asset acquisition cost of R25 913 000.
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23.

Share-based payment reserve
Share-based payment
Performance shares issued in terms of the Bauba 2013 share incentive plan
Under this approved scheme, the group issued performance shares to executives and key employees who have elected to
participate in lieu of their basic salary remuneration. These performance shares carry no strike price and vest after three years if
certain performance conditions are achieved. The company has the choice to settle on vesting date either through the issuance of
ordinary shares or cash.
Performance share reconciliation

Opening
balance

Granted
during
the year

Forfeited
during
the year

Vested
during
the year

Closing
balance

–
6 411 440
5 495 520
4 280 000

7 592 592
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
(4 280 000)

7 592 592
6 411 440
5 495 520
–

16 186 960

7 592 592

–

(4 280 000)

19 499 552

December 2019

–

6 411 440

–

–

6 411 440

December 2018

5 907 684

–

(412 164)

–

5 495 520

December 2017

4 601 000

–

(321 000)

–

4 280 000

December 2016#

6 450 000

–

–

(6 450 000)

–

16 958 684

6 411 440

(733 164)

(6 450 000)

16 186 960

Share price
at grant date
(cents)

Forfeiture
rate (%)

Expected
dividend
yield (%)

December 2020

38

–

–

December 2019

40

–

–

December 2018

49

–

–

December 2017

74

–

–

December 2016

38

–

–

Grant date
2021
December 2020
December 2019
December 2018
December 2017*
Total
2020

Total

* The weighted average share price as at the date of exercise of options was 38 cents (2020: 40 cents).
#

The weighted average fair value of each option granted during the year was 47 cents (2020: n/a).

Key assumptions used in estimating the fair values at grant date
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Share-based payment reserve continued
Cash-settled share-based payment
During the current year, the company settled 5 140 000 shares in cash to NW van der Hoven for a total amount of R1,985 million.
The share-based payments had been recognised as equity-settled share-based payments as it was the company’s intention to
settle the awards in shares. While the company’s intention has not changed, in accordance with IFRS 2, where an entity settles an
award in cash, this is an indication that a constructive obligation to pay cash has been established, therefore outstanding awards
are reclassiﬁed as cash-settled.
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Cash-settled liability reconciliation
Balance at the beginning of the year

–

–

–

–

Reclassiﬁcation from equity-settled to cash-settled*

6 691

–

6 691

–

Balance at the end of the year

6 691

–

6 691

–

–

–

–

–

6 691

–

6 691

–

Current
Non-current

* During the 2021 ﬁnancial period, there has been a modiﬁcation to the share-based payment. According to the scheme rules, the company has
the choice to settle on vesting date either through the issuance of ordinary shares or cash therefore the share incentive plan was recorded as an
equity-settled share-based payment. During the current ﬁnancial year, the company elected to settle 5 140 000 shares in cash – thus creating a
constructive obligation to pay cash. Therefore, the outstanding awards have been reclassiﬁed as cash-settled and will be recorded as such on a
prospective basis. The fair value of the outstanding awards recorded as cash-settled approximated the carrying amount recorded as equity-settled.

GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Balance at the beginning of the year

6 973

4 345

6 973

4 345

Share incentive plan settled

(2 724)

–

(2 724)

–

Share-based payment expense

2 442

2 628

2 442

2 628

Reclassiﬁcation from equity-settled to cash-settled

(6 691)

–

(6 691)

–

–

6 973

–

6 973

Share-based payment reserve

Balance at the end of the year

GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Reconciliation of the number of shares which may be utilised for purposes of this scheme
Opening balance

17 138 560

4 816 836

Increase in number of shares to be utilised

–

18 000 000

Performance shares forfeited during the year

–

733 164

Performance shares granted during the year

(7 592 592)

(6 411 440)

Closing balance

9 545 968

17 138 560
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24.

Environmental rehabilitation provision
Environmental obligations are based on the group’s environmental plans. Full provision is made based on the net present value of
the estimated cost of restoring the environmental disturbance, based on current mine mining and rehabilitation plans, contracted
mining rates and surveyor’s measurements, that has occurred up to the reporting date. Estimates are determined by independent
environmental specialists in accordance with environmental regulations.
Provisions for future rehabilitation costs have been determined based on calculations which require the use of estimates.
In determining the provision for rehabilitation, management used a discount rate of 12,2% (2020: 9,3%), estimated rehabilitation
timing of eight years (2020: nine years) and a long-term inﬂation rate of 5,0% (2020: 5,5%). The discount rate has been determined
with reference to the South African Reserve Bank risk-free rate.
The current estimated rehabilitation cost to be incurred at the end of the LoM is R12,290 million.
GROUP

Balance at the beginning of the year
Unwinding of discount
– provision recognised during the year

2020
R’000

5 794

6 650

541

619

–

–

– provision reversed during the year

(1 257)

(1 475)

Balance at the end of the year

5 078

5 794

–

–

5 078

6 650

Current
Non-current

25.

2021
R’000

Prepayment
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000
13 364

Opening balance

–

Add: Prepayment advanced

–

–

Less: Repayment

–

(13 364)

Closing balance

–

–

Bauba successfully concluded an offtake agreement for the supply of 240 000 tonnes of chrome ore to be supplied over a
12-month period. In August 2018, Bauba received a prepayment of R73,500 million which represents a part-payment of the offtake
agreement. This prepayment was repayable in equal monthly instalments of R6,682 million, with the ﬁnal payment executed at the
end of August 2019.
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Borrowings
Group
In March 2020, the group entered into a long-term loan agreement to ﬁnance the expansion of the underground operations. The
total principal amount under the agreement is US$5,0 million which had been fully drawn down by July 2020. The loan is repayable
in 33 equal monthly instalments. Repayment commenced at the end of August 2020.
The loan is a variable rate (three-month LIBOR plus 6,45%), US dollar-denominated loan which is carried at amortised cost. A loan
structuring fee of US$27 500 was payable on drawdown of the ﬁrst utilisation of the loan amount.

Company
In April 2021, the company entered into a long-term agreement to ﬁnance the acquisition of the remaining 52% of Nuco Chrome and
for the development of Nuco Chrome’s opencast operations. The total principal amount in terms of the agreement is US$5,0 million
of which US$3,8 million has been drawn down as at 30 June 2021. US$268 238 was received in the company’s account on
30 June 2021 with the balance (US$3 531 762) received in an escrow account on 1 July 2021. Escrow funds were utilised on
2 July 2021 for the settlement of the outstanding R50 million cash consideration required for the purchase of the remaining 52%
shareholding in Nuco Chrome; bringing the company’s overall interest in Nuco Chrome to 74%. Refer to note 35 for further detail on
the subsequent event. The loan will be repayable in 30 equal monthly instalments, commencing at the end of January 2022.
The loan is a ﬁxed rate (6,25%), US dollar-denominated loan which is carried at amortised cost. A loan structuring fee of 5,00% and
administration fee of 2,75% are also payable on the outstanding loan amount from 31 July 2021.
GROUP
2021
R’000

COMPANY
2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Balance at the beginning of the year

70 637

–

–

–

Drawdowns

21 155

68 853

3 798

–

Repayments

(29 939)

–

–

–

Finance costs

4 044

731

–

–

–

477

–

–

Foreign exchange (gain)/loss

(12 324)

576

478

–

Balance at the end of the year

53 573

70 637

4 276

–

Current

28 181

24 059

855

–

Non-current

25 392

46 578

3 420

–

Less than one year

29 984

27 740

1 158

–

Between one to two years

24 329

28 133

1 675

–

Between two to ﬁve years

1 480

22 109

1 480

–

Structuring fee payable

Maturity analysis – contractual undiscounted cash ﬂows
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27.

Loans from shareholders
In October 2019, the group entered into a loan agreement with a shareholder for an amount of R10 million repayable on
31 March 2022. The loan is a ﬁxed rate loan (5,8%) that is carried at amortised cost.
In October 2020, the company entered into loan agreements with two additional shareholders for an amount of R5 million each
repayable on or before 31 December 2021. The loans were unsecured variable rate loans (prime plus 2%) that are carried at
amortised cost. Both loans were repaid in March 2021.
In March 2021, the company entered into a loan agreement with a shareholder for an amount of R10,5 million repayable on or
before 28 February 2022. The loan is an unsecured variable rate loan (prime plus 2%) that is carried at amortised cost.
GROUP
2021
R’000

COMPANY
2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Balance at the beginning of the year

10 194

–

–

–

Loan advanced

20 500

10 000

20 500

–

Loan repaid

(10 000)

–

(10 000)

–

Finance costs incurred

1 298

194

713

–

Finance costs paid

(1 315)

–

(635)

–

Balance at the end of the year

20 677

10 194

10 578

–

Current

20 677

194

10 578

–

–

10 000

–

–

20 677

787

10 578

–

Between one to two years

–

10 468

–

–

Between two to ﬁve years

–

–

–

–

Non-current
Maturity analysis – contractual undiscounted cash ﬂows
Less than one year
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28.

Leases
The group entered into lease arrangements for the renting of mining equipment and motor vehicles. Leases relating to mining
equipment are for a period of three years and bear interest at between 11,0% to 13,6%. Right-of-use assets have been included as
part of property, plant and equipment.
Leases relating to motor vehicles are for a period of ﬁve years and bear interest at the South African prime interest rate plus 1,5%.
There are no contingent payables, restrictions nor covenants imposed on these leases. Leases are all ﬁxed-term leases with no
variable portion.
GROUP 2021
Motor
vehicles
R’000

Mining
equipment
R’000

Total
R’000

489

4 367

4 856
48 536

Right-of-use asset
Balance at the beginning of the year
– additions

–

48 536

– depreciation

(107)

(8 171)

(8 278)

Balance at the end of the year

382

44 732

45 114

562

4 513

5 075
48 536

Lease liability
Balance at the beginning of the year
– additions

–

48 536

44

4 513

4 557

– lease payments

(148)

(15 988)

(16 136)

Balance at the end of the year

458

41 574

42 032

Lease liability included in statement of ﬁnancial position

458

41 574

42 032

Current

113

17 399

17 512

Non-current

345

24 175

24 520

Less than one year

147

21 781

21 928

Between one to two years

147

20 570

20 717

Between two to ﬁve years

239

5 793

6 032

– ﬁnance costs

Maturity analysis – contractual undiscounted cash ﬂows
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28.

Leases continued
GROUP 2020
Motor
vehicles
R’000

Mining
equipment
R’000

Total
R’000

–

–

–

Right-of-use asset
Balance at the beginning of the year
– additions
– depreciation
Balance at the end of the year

534

5 371

5 905

(45)

(1 004)

(1 049)

489

4 367

4 856

–

–

–
5 985

Lease liability
Balance at the beginning of the year
– additions

614

5 371

– ﬁnance costs

21

354

375

– lease payments

(73)

(1 212)

(1 285)

Balance at the end of the year

562

4 513

5 075

Lease liability included in statement of ﬁnancial position

562

4 513

5 075

Current

103

1 687

1 790

Non-current

459

2 826

3 285

Less than one year

148

2 157

2 305

Between one to two years

148

2 157

2 305

Between two to ﬁve years

389

946

1 335

Maturity analysis – contractual undiscounted cash ﬂows

29.

Trade and other payables
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

66 963
781

52 255
555

3 226
554

2 190
268

Trade and other payables comprise:
Financial liabilities
Trade payables
Other payables
Non-ﬁnancial liabilities
Accrued expenses
Total
Other payables include payroll liabilities and accrued expenses.
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1 481

1 544

1 305

439

69 225

54 354

5 085

2 897

21.
30.

Other ﬁnancial liabilities
GROUP
2021
R’000
Royalty taxes
Revenue received in advance
Other
Total

COMPANY
2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

97

2 719

–

–

–
939
1 036

14 534
658
17 911

–
609
609

–
330
330

Revenue received in advance arises from customers paying for chrome ore prior to delivery being effected. During the current
ﬁnancial year Rnil (2020: R5,421 million) was recognised as revenue. The R14,534 million received in advance from the 2020
ﬁnancial year was repaid to the customer as delivery of the chrome ore was not effected.

31.

Commitments and contingencies

31.1 Capital expenditure commitments
Capital expenditure commitments relate to mining infrastructure and equipment necessary for the expansion of Bauba’s
underground operations.
GROUP

Contracts for capital expenditure
Total capital commitments

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

90 493
90 493

80 051
80 051

31.2 Contingent assets and liabilities
The group is involved in four litigious matters that meet the deﬁnition of a contingent asset or liability. The details are:
• A dispute over rental claims with the surface rights owner of Moeijelijk. Settlement on this matter is remote;
• Bauba ﬁled an appeal against the DMRE’s decision to grant Lethabo Exploration Proprietary Limited a mining right in respect of
certain minerals on the farm Waterkop 113KT, although Bauba held a prospecting right and had submitted a retention application
in respect of the prospecting right;
• A review application was lodged by Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited (RPM) against the acceptance of an application for a
mining right over the farms Genokakop 285KT, Groot Vygenboom 284KT and Houtbosch 323KT and at the same time reviewing
the refusal of its own application for a prospecting right. RPM was refused an interim application barring the DMRE from
processing further mining or prospecting rights in respect of the area. The High Court set aside RPM’s review application and
RPM have been granted leave to appeal the decision in the Supreme Court of Appeal; and
• Nine individuals who were contracted to assist with work at Bauba A Hlabirwa for a period of three months referred an unfair
dismissal dispute to the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA). The CCMA judged in their favour, however,
Bauba A Hlabirwa have lodged a review application at the Labour Court to review and set aside the CCMA award. An estimate of
possible payout is a total of R581 400 (R54 600 per individual).
To the best of the board’s knowledge and belief there are no other contingent liabilities to third parties and/or contingent assets not
set out or referred to in this report which may materially affect the ﬁnancial position of the group as at 30 June 2021.
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32.

Financial instruments

32.1 Risk management activities
In the normal course of its operations, the group is exposed to credit, interest rate and liquidity risk. This note describes the group’s
objectives, policies and processes for managing these risks and methods used to measure them. In order to manage these risks,
the group has developed a comprehensive risk management process to facilitate control and monitoring. The board has overall
responsibility for the determination of the group’s risk management objectives and policies and, while retaining ultimate responsibility
for them, it has delegated the authority for designing and operating processes that ensure the effective implementation of the
objectives and policies to the group’s ﬁnance function. The company’s treasury function provides services to the subsidiaries,
coordinates access to domestic ﬁnancial markets and monitors and manages the ﬁnancial risks relating to the operations of the
group. Operational and business risks are reviewed and addressed on a monthly basis. These risks include credit risk, liquidity
risk and cash ﬂow interest rate risk. The group does not enter into or trade ﬁnancial instruments, including derivative ﬁnancial
instruments, for speculative purposes.

32.2 Credit risk
The group’s credit risk pertains to selling of goods and services on credit. The company fulﬁls a centralised treasury function for
the group. Trade receivables credit risk is monitored by management with reference to the ageing of trade and other receivables
to obtain comfort that there are no past due amounts. The group manages its exposure on cash and cash equivalents by dealing
only with well-established ﬁnancial institutions of high-quality credit standing. The carrying amount of ﬁnancial assets represents the
maximum credit exposure. The maximum exposure to credit risk as at the reporting date was:
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Financial instruments
Credit risk
Loans to associate

7 072

–

7 072

–

Trade receivables

4 976

2 239

352

508

Deposits and others

5 738

12 606

473

100

Cash and cash equivalents

4 812

48 514

3 516

38 192

45

–

–

–

Other non-current assets*
* Relates to long-term investment established for beneﬁt of late contractor employee’s kin.

The ﬁnancial assets are subject to the expected credit loss model of IFRS 9, however, the identiﬁed impairment loss was immaterial.
Financial assets measured at amortised cost are subject to the expected credit loss model. For trade receivables the simpliﬁed
model is used. Bauba generally receive payment for chrome ore upfront therefore the credit risk is deemed to be low. Bauba has not
written off any trade receivables during the current ﬁnancial year (2020: Rnil). No trade receivables have been written off between
the ﬁnancial year-end and the date the annual ﬁnancial statements were approved. For all other ﬁnancial assets, the general model
is used i.e. the probability of default occurring in the next 12 months is considered together with the loss which may arise from
such events of default, unless there has been a signiﬁcant increase in credit risk. Financial assets at amortised cost are shown net
of credit losses in the statement of ﬁnancial position. These ﬁnancial assets are written off when there is no reasonable expectation
of recovery. Bauba utilises forward-looking information on macroeconomic factors affecting Bauba’s customers in determining credit
risk; being gross domestic product and the inﬂation rate as key macroeconomic factors in the country where customers reside.
Expected credit losses for all amortised cost ﬁnancial assets were assessed to be immaterial.
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32.

Financial instruments continued

32.3 Foreign exchange risk
The group’s exposure to foreign exchange risk arises from a US dollar-denominated loan. Refer to note 26 (Borrowings) for details
on the agreement. Foreign exchange risk arises from currency ﬂuctuations and is monitored on a regular basis by management,
who may enter into forward exchange contracts in order to manage the corresponding risk. The spot rate used at the reporting date
against the US dollar is 14,32 (2020: 17,36). A 10% change in the exchange rate would affect proﬁt or loss as follows:
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Sensitivity analysis: Rand against US dollar
Balance as at 30 June

53 573

70 637

4 275

–

Strengthen by 10%

5 357

7 064

428

–

Weaken by 10%

(5 357)

(7 064)

(428)

–

32.4 Interest rate risk
At the reporting date, the interest rate proﬁle of the group’s interest-bearing ﬁnancial instruments was:
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

4 812

48 514

3 516

38 192

53 573

70 637

4 275

–

Interest rate risk
Financial assets (cash and cash equivalents)
Financial liabilities (borrowings)

A sensitivity analysis is performed by assuming that the assets and liabilities outstanding at year-end have been outstanding for
the whole year and that the interest rate has increased or decreased by one hundred basis points. The group effect will be that
proﬁt before tax for the year ended 30 June 2021 would increase/decrease by R48 120 (2020: R485 140) for the cash and cash
equivalents, and would increase/decrease by R535 730 (2020: R706 370) for the borrowings. The company effect will be that
proﬁt before tax for the year ended 30 June 2021 would increase/decrease by R35 160 (2020: R381 920) for the cash and cash
equivalents, and would increase/decrease by R42 750 (2020: Rnil) for the borrowings.

32.5 Liquidity risk management
Liquidity risk arises from the group’s management of working capital. It is the risk that the group will encounter difﬁculty in meeting
its ﬁnancial obligations as they fall due. The group’s policy is to ensure that it will always has sufﬁcient cash to allow it to meet its
liabilities when they become due. The group manages liquidity by maintaining adequate reserves and by continuously monitoring
forecast and actual cash ﬂows.
The group has no overdraft facility. In the ordinary course of business, the group generates cash from operations. If additional cash
is required, this can be raised through the issuing of shares for cash. Surplus cash is centrally managed to maximise returns while
ensuring that the capital is safeguarded by investing only with top ﬁnancial institutions.
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32.

Financial instruments continued

32.5 Liquidity risk management continued
The following table details the group’s remaining contractual maturity for its non-derivative ﬁnancial liabilities. This table was drawn up
based on the undiscounted cash ﬂows of ﬁnancial liabilities based on the earliest date on which the group can be required to pay:

Less than
one year
R’000

Between
one to
two years
R’000

Between
two to
ﬁve years
R’000

Total
R’000

Carrying
amount
R’000

2021
GROUP
Other ﬁnancial liabilities

939

–

–

939

939

Trade and other payables

69 225

–

–

69 225

69 225

Borrowings

29 984

24 329

1 480

55 793

53 573

Loans from shareholders

20 677

–

–

20 677

20 677

Lease liability
Total

21 928

20 717

6 032

48 677

42 032

142 753

45 046

7 503

195 311

186 446

COMPANY
Other ﬁnancial liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings

609

–

–

609

609

5 085

–

–

5 085

5 085

1 158

1 675

1 480

4 313

4 275

Loans from shareholders

10 578

–

–

10 578

10 578

Total

17 430

1 675

1 480

20 585

20 547

2020
GROUP
Other ﬁnancial liabilities

658

–

–

658

658

Trade and other payables

54 354

–

–

54 354

54 354

Borrowings

27 740

28 133

22 109

77 982

70 637

787

10 468

–

11 255

10 194

2 305

2 305

1 335

5 945

5 075

85 844

40 906

23 444

150 194

140 918

Loans from shareholders
Lease liability
Total
COMPANY
Other ﬁnancial liabilities

330

–

–

330

330

2 897

–

–

2 897

2 897

Loan from subsidiary

21 183

–

–

21 183

21 183

Total

24 410

–

–

24 410

24 410

Trade and other payables

It is not expected that the cash ﬂows included in the maturity analysis could occur signiﬁcantly earlier, or at signiﬁcantly different
amounts. Refer to note 26 for details on the borrowings and note 27 for details on loans from shareholders.
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32.

Financial instruments continued

32.6 Fair value of ﬁnancial instruments
All ﬁnancial assets and liabilities are measured at amortised cost.
The directors are of the opinion that the carrying value of the ﬁnancial assets and liabilities as reﬂected on the face of the
consolidated statement of ﬁnancial position approximates the fair value of these ﬁnancial assets and liabilities.
2021

2020

Note

Amortised
cost
R’000

Amortised
cost
R’000

Trade and other receivables

19

10 714

13 247

Cash and cash equivalents

20

4 812

48 514

15 526

61 761

GROUP
Financial assets

Total
Financial liabilities
Trade and other payables

29

67 744

52 810

Other ﬁnancial liabilities

30

1 036

17 911

Borrowings

26

53 573

70 637

Loans from shareholders

27

20 677

10 194

Leases

28

42 032

5 075

185 062

156 627

Total
COMPANY
Financial assets
Trade and other receivables

19

825

608

Cash and cash equivalents

20

3 516

38 192

Loan to associate

14

7 072

–

Loan to subsidiary

17

109 291

–

120 704

38 800

Total
Financial liabilities
Trade and other payables

29

10 471

2 458

Other ﬁnancial liabilities

30

609

330

Borrowings

26

4 276

–

Loans from shareholders

27

10 578

Loan from subsidiary

16

Total

–

21 183

25 934

23 971
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32.

Financial instruments continued

32.7 Capital management
The cash generated from the Moeijelijk chrome mining operation provides cash ﬂow in support of expansionary projects based on
historical 10-year average CIF US dollar pricing. The group’s objective when managing capital is to ensure that the group remains
adequately protected against potential future market downcycles without compromising the group’s ability to continue operating
as a going concern. Should the net cash generated from the chrome operation not be sufﬁcient, additional capital will be raised
by issuing of shares for cash. During the current ﬁnancial year, Bauba issued shares for cash of R89 931 930 (2020: Rnil). Refer to
note 21. The cash outﬂows are managed by adjusting the dividends and capital expenditure on expansionary projects to coincide
with the cash inﬂows from mining operations.
The group’s audit and risk committee reviews the liquidity of the group at every meeting to ensure that the group will be able to
continue as a going concern while maximising the return to shareholders.
The group is not subjected to externally imposed capital requirements.

33.

Related parties

33.1 Transactions and balances
Subsidiaries (refer to note 15)
Transactions between the group and its subsidiaries, which are related parties of the group, have been eliminated on consolidation.
The subsidiaries are:
Effective
holding
%
Absolute Group Management Proprietary Limited

100

Ndarama Mineral Resources Proprietary Limited

100

Bauba A Hlabirwa Mining Investments Proprietary Limited

128

60

K2018010724 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

74

K2018010766 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

100

K2018010819 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

100

K2018010850 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

70

K2018368266 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

100

K2018368290 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

70

K2018368317 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

100

K2018368353 (South Africa) Proprietary Limited

100
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33.

Related parties continued
GROUP

COMPANY

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

2021
R’000

2020
R’000

Loan to/(from) subsidiary – Bauba A Hlabirwa (note 17)

–

–

109 291

(21 183)

Loan to subsidiary – Ndarama Mineral Resources

–

–

2

2

7 072

–

7 072

–

Trade payable – Bauba A Hlabirwa

–

–

686

686

Trade receivable – Bauba A Hlabirwa

–

–

476

476

Pelagic Resources PTE Limited (note 26)

53 573

70 634

4 275

–

Raubex Proprietary Limited (note 27)

10 578

–

10 578

–

Bapedi Nation (note 27)

10 098

10 194

–

–

585

270

585

270

–

–

13 795

13 611

Loans to/(from) subsidiary and loan to associate
Loans to/(from) related parties

Loan to associate – Nuco Chrome (note 14)

Related Party Transactions
Consultancy fee paid to director of Nuco Chrome
Management fees are raised with Bauba A Hlabirwa Proprietary
Limited for the management of the chrome and platinum projects
Interest charged on the intercompany loan with Bauba A Hlabirwa
Proprietary Limited

–

–

648

310

4 044

731

–

–

Interest charged on loan with Raubex Proprietary Limited

236

–

236

–

Interest charged on loan with The Kumane Trust

239

–

239

–

Interest charged on loan with Bapedi Nation

585

421

585

421

–

6

–

6

140 905

–

140 905

–

Interest charged on loan with Pelagic Resources PTE Limited

VDH Holdings Proprietary Limited – legal fees
Sale of goods from Bauba A Hlabirwa to Pelagic Resources
Pte Limited
Transactions with related parties are all conducted at arm’s length.
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33.

Related parties continued

33.2 Directors
The directors of the group during the year were:
Appointed

Resigned

NPJ van der Hoven

30 May 2015

30 July 2021

Former chairperson – non-executive

M Luyt

30 May 2015

30 July 2021

Lead independent non-executive and
chairperson of the audit and risk committee

SM Dolamo

17 September 2010

6 December 2019

Independent non-executive

DS Smith

17 September 2010

30 July 2021

Dr NM Phosa

28 March 2011

Independent non-executive
Independent non-executive

King TV Thulare

1 July 2011

Passed away on 6 January 2021

Alternate to Dr NM Phosa

NW van der Hoven

30 May 2015

30 July 2021 (as executive
director) 15 September 2021
(as chief executive ofﬁcer)

Chief executive ofﬁcer

JA Knowlden

1 December 2016

T Makgala

8 February 2019

T Baring

22 January 2021

Financial director
1 October 2021

Independent non-executive
Non-executive

J Le Roux

1 April 2021

Non-executive

R Shedlock

2 April 2021

Non-executive

JH Wessels

7 April 2021

F Geldenhuys

5 August 2021

S Edwards

5 August 2021

Chairperson – independent non-executive

E Nel

5 August 2021

Independent non-executive

AM Slabber

5 August 2021

Non-executive
15 September 2021

29 October 2021

Independent non-executive

Non-executive

For details of the directors’ remuneration refer to note 36. Details of other transactions between the group and its directors are
disclosed below.
GROUP
2021
R’000

2020
R’000

–

60

Related party
Prospect Geoservices CC (DS Smith – director – geological services)
Fees
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34.

Going concern
The cash ﬂow forecast prepared by Bauba’s management, based on current available information, indicates that the group will have
funds available to ﬁnance future operations and that the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and
commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.
As is common with many junior exploration and mining companies, the group raises capital for exploration and other projects as
and when required. There can be no assurance that the group’s projects will be fully developed in accordance with current plans or
completed on time or to budget. Future work on the development of these projects may be adversely affected by factors outside
the control of the group as the group’s operating results are subject to changes in the average chrome and PGM prices and US$
exchange rate. Global market uncertainties, driven by COVID-19, have lowered the global demand for stainless steel and, in turn,
demand for chrome. The price of PGMs has recently dropped due to a shortage of semiconductor chips negatively impacting
demand for autocatalytic convertors. Freight costs have increased from below US$20 per tonne at the start of the calendar year
to above US$50 per tonne which has had a material negative impact on Bauba’s cash ﬂows. The market price of 42% chrome
concentrate decreased from US$162,50 (China CIF) at the beginning of the ﬁnancial period to US$160,00 (China CIF) at the end
of the ﬁnancial period. The current market price is US$165 (China CIF) as at mid-October 2021. The US$/ZAR exchange rate has
weakened from 14,28 at the end of the ﬁnancial period to 15,22 as at 31 October 2021. If the chrome price drops below this level
for an extended period, or if the US$/ZAR exchange rate strengthens signiﬁcantly, it could cause a material uncertainty for the group
to meet its obligations as they fall due.
The directors have, subject to the aforesaid caveats, a reasonable expectation that the group will have adequate resources to
continue in operational existence for at least the next 12 months from the reporting date.

35.

Subsequent events
Completion of the Nuco Chrome transaction
All conditions precedent, including the section 11 Ministerial Consent from the DMRE, were fulﬁlled on 2 July 2021 and the
acquisition has become unconditional. Accordingly, Bauba now owns 74% of the entire issued share capital of Nuco Chrome
and the Kookfontein Mine which has a LOM of 10 years with the current estimated SAMREC Code-compliant Mineral Resources
(excluding the UG2) totalling approximately 10,1 million metric tonnes.
The book value of the net assets acquired is as follows:
2021
R’000
Property, plant and equipment

2 213

Intangible assets

19 543

Trade and other receivables

552

Cash and cash equivalents

611

Loans from shareholders

(15 795)

Other ﬁnancial liabilities

(12 762)

Trade and other payables

(2 991)

Total

(8 629)
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35.

Subsequent events continued
Completion of the Nuco Chrome transaction continued
As at the date of authorisation of these annual ﬁnancial statements, a detailed assessment of the fair value of the identiﬁed net
assets has not been completed. The group is still assessing the value of the intangible asset and the recoverability of trade and
other receivables.
Fair value of the consideration is R60 million which consists of R10 million (for an initial 22% interest) and R50 million (for an
additional 52% interest).
The directors are not aware of any signiﬁcant matter or circumstance arising since the end of the ﬁnancial year, not otherwise dealt
with in this report or the annual ﬁnancial statements, which signiﬁcantly affect the ﬁnancial position of the group or the results of its
operations to the date of this report.

Claw-back offer
On 28 September 2021, the board approved Bauba’s intention to raise an amount of R33,884 million by way of a renounceable
claw-back offer pursuant to which Bauba shareholders will be offered the right to subscribe for their pro rata portion of
109 302 842 shares, at a subscription price of R0,31 per claw-back share, to be underwritten by the company’s major
shareholders, Pelagic Resources Pte Limited and/or Raubex Proprietary Limited, at no underwriting fee. In terms of the agreement
entered into between the company and the underwriters, the proceeds from the claw-back offer will be lent to Bauba by the
underwriters upfront.

36.

Directors’ emoluments
GROUP AND COMPANY

Salary
R’000

Other
beneﬁts*
R’000

Sharebased
payments
R’000

Shortterm
incentive
R’000

Longterm
incentive
R’000

Total
R’000

Executive directors
2021
JA Knowlden

1 486

50

1 221

–

–

2 757

NW van der Hoven

1 486

71

1 221

–

–

2 778

Total

2 972

121

2 442

–

–

5 535

JA Knowlden

1 408

49

1 140

–

–

2 597

NW van der Hoven

1 408

48

1 140

–

–

2 596

Total

2 816

97

2 280

–

–

5 193

2020

* Cell phone allowance, medical aid allowance and company contributions for Unemployment Insurance Fund and Skills Development Levy.
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36.

Directors’ emoluments continued
2021

2020

JA
Knowlden

NW van der
Hoven

JA
Knowlden

NW van der
Hoven

Opening balance

8 093 480

8 093 480

7 887 760

7 887 760

– December 2019

3 205 720

3 205 720

–

–

– December 2018

2 747 760

2 747 760

2 747 760

2 747 760

– December 2017
– December 2016

2 140 000
–

2 140 000
–

2 140 000
3 000 000

2 140 000
3 000 000

Granted during the year

3 796 296

3 796 296

3 205 720

3 205 720

Vested during the year
Closing balance of share options

(2 140 000)
9 749 776

(2 140 000)
9 749 776

(3 000 000)
8 093 480

(3 000 000)
8 093 480

– December 2020

3 796 296

3 796 296

–

–

– December 2019

3 205 720

3 205 720

3 205 720

3 205 720

– December 2018

2 747 760

2 747 760

2 747 760

2 747 760

– December 2017
– December 2016

–
–

–
–

2 140 000
–

2 140 000
–

Refer to note 23 for detail related to the 2013 share incentive plan.
The remuneration of the executive directors is determined by the remuneration and nomination committee having regard to the
performance of individuals and market trends. None of the executive directors received short-term incentives, post-employment
beneﬁts, other long-term incentives and termination beneﬁts during the year.
Executive directors are subject to the company’s standard conditions of employment.
GROUP

Non-executive directors
NPJ van der Hoven
(Chairperson)
M Luyt
Dr NM Phosa
DS Smith
T Makgala
T Baring
J Le Roux
R Shedlock
JH Wessels
King TV Thulare (Alternate)*

2021
R’000
Paid

2021
R’000
Receivable

2020
R’000
Paid

2020
R’000
Receivable

Appointed

Resigned

1 June 2015

30 July 2021

210

103

299

–

1 June 2015
28 March 2011
17 September 2010
8 February 2019
22 January 2021
1 April 2021
2 April 2021
7 April 2021
1 July 2011

30 July 2021

268
123
175
210
–
–
–
–
211

44
47
103
103
61
48
48
45
112

252
123
281
275
–
–
–
–
477

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–

112

125

–

211

–

352

–

– Fees
– Salary

30 July 2021
1 October 2021

n/a

* Passed away on 6 January 2021.
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS continued
for the year ended 30 June 2021

36.

Directors’ emoluments continued
COMPANY
2021
R’000
Paid

2021
R’000
Receivable

2020
R’000
Paid

2020
R’000
Receivable

Appointed

Resigned

1 June 2015

30 July 2021

210

103

299

–

1 June 2015
28 March 2011
17 September 2010
8 February 2019
22 January 2021
1 April 2021
2 April 2021
7 April 2021
1 July 2011

30 July 2021

268
123
175
210
–
–
–
–
–

44
47
103
103
61
48
48
45
112

252
123
281
275
–
–
–
–
125

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

– Fees

–

112

125

–

– Salary

–

–

–

–

Non-executive directors
NPJ van der Hoven
(Chairperson)
M Luyt
Dr NM Phosa
DS Smith
T Makgala
T Baring
J Le Roux
R Shedlock
JH Wessels
King TV Thulare Alternate)*

30 July 2021
1 October 2021

n/a

* Passed away on 6 January 2021.

Executive directors of Bauba do not receive directors’ fees and all the directors have service contracts with the company.
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SHAREHOLDERS’
INFORMATION

21.
20.
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SHAREHOLDERS’
INFORMATION
as at 30 June 2021

Shareholder analysis
Number

%

Shares

%

Range
0 – 1 000

2 475

74,37

461 812

0,07

1 001 – 10 000

497

14,93

1 923 467

0,30

10 001 – 100 000

259

7,78

8 990 657

1,40

78

2,34

24 493 653

3,82

19

0,58

604 645 067

94,41

3 328

100,00

640 514 656

100,00

Raubex Proprietary Limited

147 811 073

23,08

Pelagic Resources Pte Limited

113 683 334

17,75

Tomarnic Limited

96 543 116

15,07

Russell Brooks Limited

96 543 116

15,07

Absalom Limited

58 074 040

9,07

100 001 – 1 000 000
1 000 000+
Total shares in issue
Major shareholders directly owning 5% or more of shares in issue

Shareholder spread
Public
Non-public

3 318

99,70

91 591 838

14,31

10

0,30

548 922 818

85,69

Raubex Proprietary Limited

1

0,03

147 811 073

23,08

Pelagic Resources Pte Limited

1

0,03

113 683 334

17,75

Tomarnic Limited

1

0,03

96 543 116

15,07

Russell Brooks Limited

1

0,03

96 543 116

15,07

Absalom Limited

1

0,03

58 074 040

9,07

Directors

5

0,15

36 268 139

5,65
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Directors’ shareholding
Directly
held

Indirectly
held

Total

%
of shares

NPJ van der Hoven/NW van der Hoven*

–

24 540 443

24 540 443

3,83

King TV Thulare

–

9 933 033

9 933 033

1,55

Dr NM Phosa

–

1 255 128

1 255 128

0,19

JA Knowlden

300 735

–

300 735

0,04

2021

M Luyt

–

238 800

238 800

0,04

300 735

35 967 404

36 268 139

5,65

NPJ van der Hoven/NW van der Hoven*

–

24 540 443

24 540 443

6,47

King TV Thulare

–

9 933 033

9 933 033

2,62

Dr NM Phosa

–

1 255 128

1 255 128

0,33

JA Knowlden

300 735

–

300 735

0,08

–

238 800

238 800

0,06

300 735

35 967 404

36 268 139

9,56

Total number of shares
2020

M Luyt
Total number of shares
* NPJ van der Hoven and NW van der Hoven are both beneﬁciaries of The Kumane Trust.

Changes in interest of Dr NM Phosa in the stated share capital of the company were announced on SENS of 6 October 2021. There have
been no other change to the director’s shareholding since the year-end of the company and the date of issuing of this report.
None of the shares held by any director of the company are subject to security, guarantee collateral or otherwise, pursuant to
paragraph 3.36(h)(ix) of the JSE Listings Requirements.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AND ACRONYMS
Absolute

Absolute Group Management Proprietary Limited

Bauba

Bauba Resources Limited

Bauba A Hlabirwa

Bauba A Hlabirwa Mining Investments Proprietary Limited

B-BBEE

Broad-based black economic empowerment

BDO

BDO South Africa Incorporated

CCMA

Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration

CIF

Cost, insurance and freight

cm

Centimetre

Companies Act

Companies Act of South Africa (Act 71 of 2008, as amended)

COVID-19

Coronavirus disease 2019, an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2)

CPR

Competent Person’s report

CW

Channel width

CSI

Corporate social investment

DMRE

Department of Mineral Resources and Energy

DWS

Department of Water and Sanitation

EIA

Environmental impact assessment

EMPr

Environmental management plan

ESG

Environmental, social and corporate governance

FW

Footwall

GDP

Gross domestic product

g/t

Grams per tonne

ha

Hectare

HW

Hanging wall

ICP-MS

Inductively Coupled Plasma-mass Spectrometry

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

IRBA Code

Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors

ISAs

International Standards on Auditing

IT

Information technology

<IR> Framework

International Integrated Reporting Framework

JSE

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

King IV™

King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016™

LG

Lower group chrome ore

LIBOR

London Interbank Offered Rate

LoM

Life-of-mine

LTIP

Long-term incentive plan
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m
3

Metre

m

Cubic metre

MG

Middle group chrome ore

Mining Charter 2018

Broad-based Socio-economic Empowerment Charter for the Mining and Minerals Industry 2018

Moz

Million ounces

MPRDA

Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act (Act 28 of 2002)

Mt

Million tonnes

Ndarama

Ndarama Mineral Resources Proprietary Limited

NEMA

National Environmental Management Act (Act 107 of 1998)

NEMWA

National Environmental Management: Waste Act (Act 59 of 2008)

Nuco Chrome

Nuco Chrome Bophuthatswana Proprietary Limited

PGE

Platinum group element

PGM

Platinum group metal

QA/QC

Quality assurance and quality control

RD

Relative density

RoM

Run-of-mine

RPM

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited

SAICA

South African Institute of Chartered Accountants

Samancor

Samancor Chrome Limited

SAMREC Code

South African Code for the Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves

SANAS

South African National Accreditation System

PGM

Platinum group metal

RC

Reverse circulation

SETA

Sector Education and Training Authority

SG

Speciﬁc gravity

SDG

Sustainable Development Goal

SENS

Stock Exchange News Service

TCFD

Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

US$

United States dollar

VAT

Value-added tax

WULA

Water use licence application

ZAR

South African rand
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SHAREHOLDERS’
DIARY
Financial year-end
Abridged results and notice of AGM posted to shareholders
Annual general meeting
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30 June
Monday, 15 November 2021
Tuesday, 14 December 2021

CORPORATE
INFORMATION

21.

Nature of the business

Company secretary

Exploration and mining of mineral resources
Registration number:1986/004649/06
Country of incorporation: Republic of South Africa
Share code: BAU
ISIN code: ZAE000145686

Merchantec Proprietary Limited
Email: bauba@acorim.co.za

Registered address
Cube Workspace
1 Wedgewood Link
Bryanston, Johannesburg, 2191
Republic of South Africa
Telephone: +27 (0) 11 699 5720
Fax:
+27 (0) 11 388 3962
Email:
info@bauba.co.za
web:
www.baubaresources.co.za

Transfer secretaries
Computershare Investor Services
Proprietary Limited
Rosebank Towers, 15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank, 2196
Private Bag X9000
Saxonwold, 2132
Telephone: +27 (0) 11 370 5000

Sponsor
Merchantec Capital

Auditor

Postal address

BDO South Africa Incorporated

PO Box 71036
Bryanston, 2021

Attorneys

Directors

Tabacks Legal Advisors
Webber Wentzel

Non-executive
Dr NM Phosa*
S Edwards*
R Shedlock
T Baring
JH Wessels
J Le Roux
E Nel*

Banker
Nedbank Limited

* Independent

Executive
JA Knowlden (Acting chief executive ofﬁcer and ﬁnancial director)
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www.baubaresources.co.za

